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Abstract 
This research develops an improved methodology (and corresponding code) for 
solving the time-dependent, three-dimensional Boltzmann Transport Equation with 
explicit representation of delayed neutrons. These improvements are incorporated in a 
modified version of the code TDKENO, entitled TDKENO-M. Specifically, these 
improvements are: 
1 .  Incorporate the improved quasistatic methodology into an existing 
quasi static framework. Specifically, include the flux shape derivative in 
the fixed source term instead of being neglected. Also, compute the point 
kinetics parameters deterministically by their inner product definitions.  
2. Incorporate a hierarchy of three different integration time intervals for the 
numerical solution of the coupled set of ordinary differential equations.  
The shape function is assumed to vary linearly over the largest time 
interval. The second largest time interval is used for determining the 
point kinetics parameters. Finally, the smallest time step is used for 
solving the point kinetics equations.  
3. Apply TDKENO-M to benchmark problems to determine the accuracy of 
the method. Particularly, TDKENO-M is applied to one- and three­
dimensional benchmark problems to evaluate its neutronic capabilities. 
4. Combine input requirements into a single input flle so that TDKENO-M 
is less cumbersome to execute. 
5 .  Develop the ability to restart a calculation at an intermediate problem time. 
6. Develop a "user-friendly" manual for using TDKENO-M which describes 
in detail the input requirements as well as the output files, subroutines, 
modules, and the calculational flow. 
Results show that TDKENO-M is quite accurate in comparison with benchmark 
calculations (less than 2% error in power trace for ANL Benchmark 16-Al )  with as 
much as a factor of 500 reduction in CPU time relative to TDKENO. 
lV 
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The transient simulation of neutronic systems is of extreme importance for new 
reactor system design, emergency response planning for inadvertent criticality excursions ,  
and also for the safety analysis of existing systems. The transient neutronic behavior of 
a system can be modeled using methods ranging in complexity from simple point kinetics 
algorithms to three-dimensional nodal methods using space-time kinetics. 
Point kinetics1 algorithms were initially used to perform transient reactor 
calculations. This method ignores the spatial distribution of the neutron flux during the 
transient. Point kinetics algorithms are usually adequate for modeling small reactors 
(i.e . , a few mean free paths thick) in which the spatial distribution of flux is  relatively 
time-independent. However, the validity of using point kinetics for large reactor systems 
with loosely coupled regions is questionable and , therefore, the spatial dependence of the 
flux should be modeled . 1  
To incorporate the spatial dynamics of a reactor system, two methods exist, 
transport theory and diffusion theory. Diffusion theory, in which the angular dependence 
is assumed to be linear, is an approximation to transport theory . 2 The time-dependent, 
three-dimensional Boltzmann transport equation with explicit representation of delayed 
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+ L ')..jcj Cr� t) xj + o j 
particle speed, 
time-dependent angular flux, 
spatial variable, 
energy, 
unit vector describing particle direction, 
time, 
total cross section, 
differential scattering cross section, 
external source, 
j=l�N 
= normalized energy spectrum of prompt neutrons, 
normalized energy spectrum for precursor group j , 
= delayed neutron fraction, 
= total number of neutrons emitted per fission , 
fission cross section, 
= decay constant for delayed neutron precursor group j, 
= density of delayed neutron precursors for group j, 




Also, the time-dependent three-dimensional diffusion equation with explicit 
representation of delayed neutrons is given by: 
and 
1 a ,._ - - - ---a ..., (r,E, t) + :Ec4> = V·D(r,E, t)V4>(r,E, t) v t 
+ L ).jcj (r, tl xj + o j 




Due to the complexity of the equations, neither the transport method or the 
diffusion method can be solved analytically for complicated geometries. However, 
analytical solutions can be determined for some simple geometries (e.g., homogeneous 
spheres, rectangular parallelpipeds, etc.) and therefore, numerical techniques are needed 
to solve the spatial and temporal dependent equations for realistic geometries. 
Techniques which address the spatial variable include modal, finite element, nodal, and 
3 
direct integration. 3 Methods which treat the time variable include direct integration and 
flux factorization methods. The direct methods use temporal approximation techniques 
such as fully implicit, fully explicit, Crank-Nicholson, and semi-implicit techniques. 
Flux factorization methods include exponential transformation, point kinetics, adiabatic, 
quasistatic and improved quasistatic methods. 4 Note that the adiabatic, quasistatic, and 
improved quasistatic methods are often generically referred to as the quasistatic method 
without denoting the intrinsic differences between the three methods. 
The modal expansion technique5·6•7•8 involves the expansion of the solution into 
specified functions of one or more of the independent variables by using combining 
coefficients. Thus, the number of independent variables for a problem is reduced. 
Codes which use modal expansion techniques to solve the time-dependent diffusion 
equations include one-dimensional RAUMZEIT9, two-dimensional RADYVAR10, and 
three-dimensional SMOKIN. 11 
The nodal method12•13•14•15 divides the reactor into subregions or nodes. The 
flux in each node is determined using a single polynomial and the interaction between 
nodes is included by using coupling coefficients. Diffusion codes which use the nodal 
method include a one-dimensional code by Alcouffe and Albrechtl6 as well as three­
dimensional codes NEM17, CUBBOX18, IQSBOX19, CONQUEST15, QUANDRY20, 
and NIKE.21 
4 
The most straight forward method is the direct integration technique22 in which 
either the transport equations or the diffusion equations are directly integrated. There 
are several methods for integrating the time variable which range in complexity from 
fully explicit, in which the flux is an explicit function of variables at the previous time 
step, to fully implicit, in which the flux depends on variables at the present time step and 
leads to iterative solutions. In general, direct numerical integration methods are quite 
time consuming when applied to three-dimensional multigroup problems. Codes which 
solve the time-dependent diffusion equations using finite difference methods include one­
dimensional WIGLE23 , two-dimensional TWIGe4 and DISCOTHEQUE25 , and three­
dimensional 3DKIN26 and MEKIN.27 Further, three-dimensional CRONOS28 uses 
finite elements. Codes which solve the time-dependent transport equations using direct 
numerical integration include one dimensional TDA29 and TIMEX30, and two­
dimensional TRANZIT. 31 TDA is a time-dependent version of the one-dimensional, 
multigroup discrete ordinates transport code ANISN. 32 TIMEX is a one-dimensional, 
multigroup transport code which uses a finite element method to treat the spatial variable, 
and conventional discrete ordinates to treat the angular variable. TRANZIT is a 
multigroup, time-dependent, two-dimensional discrete ordinates code in cylindrical 
geometry which uses diamond difference approximation techniques. 
Finally, the quasistatic method33'34 treats the spatial dynamics of a calculation 
by factoring the flux into an amplitude and a shape function such that the time variation 
of the shape function is more slowly varying than the time variation of the amplitude 
5 
function. 35 This factorization of the flux results in splitting the neutronics equation into 
two coupled equations; an amplitude equation having the form of the point kinetics 
equation and a shape equation. The accuracy of the quasistatic method based on 
diffusion theory has been investigated for a wide range of excursions in fast and thermal 
systems by comparison with full numerical solutions .  The results of these investigations 
show that the quasistatic method can describe even extreme excursions in both fast and 
thermal systems very accurately. 4•36•37•38 Deterministic diffusion codes which use the 
quasistatic method to solve the time-dependent diffusion equations include one-
dimensional QX138,  two-dimensional FX239 and TWODQD40, and three dimensional 
CERBERUS41 ,  QUANDRY 20, and CONQUEST. 15 Further TDKEN042•43·44 was ' 
the first successful attempt at modeling time-dependent transport theory with explicit 
representation of delayed neutrons using a hybrid stochastic/ deterministic method 
embedded in a quasistatic framework. The quasistatic method is described in more detail 
in the following chapter of this document. 
1.3 Objective 
The objective of this work is to develop an improved hybrid/stochastic method 
for transient, three-dimensional neutron transport . These improvements are incorporated 
in a modified version of the code TDKENO, entitled TDKENO-M. Specifically, these 
improvements are: 
6 
1 .  Incorporate the improved quasistatic methodology into an ex1stmg 
quasistatic framework. Specifically, include the flux shape derivative in 
the fixed source term instead of being neglected. Also, compute the point 
kinetics parameters deterministically by their inner product definitions. 
2 .  Incorporate a hierarchy of three different integration time intervals for the 
numerical solution of the coupled set of ordinary differential equations. 
The shape function is assumed to vary linearly over the largest time 
interval. The second largest time interval is used for determining the 
point kinetics parameters .  Finally, the smallest time step is used for 
solving the point kinetics equations. 
3. Apply TDKENO-M to benchmark problems to determine the accuracy of 
the method. Particularly, TDKENO-M is applied to one-dimensional and 
three-dimensional benchmark problems to evaluate its neutronic 
capabilities . 
4. Combine input requirements into a single input file so that TDKENO-M 
is less cumbersome to execute. 
5. Develop the ability to restart a calculation at an intermediate problem time. 
6.  Develop a "user-friendly" manual for using TDKENO-M which describes 
in detail the input requirements as well as the output files, subroutines, 
modules, and the calculational flow. 
TDKENO-M is verified by applying the code to Benchmark Problems 14-A2, 1 6-
A 1 ,  1 6-A2, 16-A3 , 16-A6, and 16-A7 contained in the ANL-741 6  Supplement 3 
Benchmark Problem Book.45 Problem 14-A2 is a prompt-critical transient in three 
dimensions with adiabatic heatup and Doppler feedback. Problems 16-Al, 16-A2, 1 6-
A3, 16-A6, and 1 6-A 7 are one-dimensional , two-group transient problems for which 
solutions have been determined using the one-dimensional transport codes TDA29 and 
TIMEX30• Finally, comparisons between TDKENO and TDKENO-M are made 
whenever possible in order to evaluate the improvements in TDKENO-M. 
7 
1.4 Originality and Importance of Work 
As mentioned, TDKEN042•43•44 was the first successful attempt at modeling time 
dependent, three-dimensional transport theory with explicit representation of delayed 
neutrons using a hybrid stochastic/deterministic method embedded in a quasistatic 
framework. Therefore, to the best of my knowledge, TDKENO-M will be the first 
hybrid stochastic/ deterministic code that solves the time dependent, three-dimensional 
transport equation with explicit representation of delayed neutrons using the improved 
quasistatic methodology. The method not only incorprates the improved quasistatic 
methodology, it also involves other improvements (i .e . , three time steps instead of two, 
deterministic rather than stochastic calculation of point kinetics parameters, etc . ) .  These 
improvements will allow TDKENO-M to serve as a benchmark of comparison for other 
more approximate and less CPU intensive codes without the prohibitive computing times 
encountered with TDKENO. 
1.5 Scope and Organization 
This dissertation contains seven chapters. The first chapter provides background 
information, a summary of relevent previous work, the objectives of this work as well 
as a description of the originality and importance of this work. 
Chapter Two describes in detail the improved quasi static methodology. Chapter 
Three contains information related to the numerical solution algorithms used in this work. 
Chapter Four describes the transient, three-dimensional transport code, TDKENO-M. 
8 
Chapter Five describes the results obtained using TDKENO-M to model various 
benchmark problems. 
Chapter Six describes the sensitivity and parametric studies for the numerical 




Improved Quasistatic Methodology 
2.1 Introduction 
The quasistatic approach is a method of treating the spatial dynamics of a 
transport calculation by factoring the flux into an amplitude and a shape function such 
that the time variation of the shape function is more slowly varying than the time 
variation of the amplitude function. This factorization of the flux results in splitting the 
neutronics equation into two coupled equations; an amplitude equation having the form 
of the point kinetics equation and a shape equation. The improved quasistatic method 
replaces the time derivative of the shape function by a first order backward difference 
approximation thus allowing the improved quasistatic method to be applied more 
accurately. Note that a complete derivation of the quasistatic equations is given in 
Appendix A.  
The development of the improved quasistatic method begins with the time­
dependent Boltzmann transport equation with explicit representation of delayed neutrons 
as given by equations 1 and 2 on page 2 of this document. Also, the time-independent 
k.:tt adjoint form of the transport equation is given by: 
10 
where, 
+ k1 J[x(E1)v�f(r,E)<P*(r,Q1,E1)dQ1dE1 eff 
¢ * adjoint flux. 
(5) 
Next, the flux is factored into an amplitude function, P(t), and a shape function, 
if, such that the flux is given by: 
q,(riQ,E,t) = P(t)\fr(r,O,E,t) (6) 
This factorization requires an additional separation constraint for t > 0 in order to 
become a unique definition.35 There are many conditions that could be used, all of which 
involve constraining some space-energy integral of 'l'(r,E,t) to a constant value for all 
t > 0. The only basic requirement is that ir(r ,E, t) remain positive and bounded at all 
points in space (r,E) for all time. According to Henry, the following equation fulfills the 
requirements for the constraint condition and has the added advantage that it facilitates 
the transition to the point kinetics formulation :46•47 
J J J � lJr (r, Q IE, t) <P* (r In, E) dOdEdV = constant (7) 
1 1  
2.2 Flux Amplitude Equation 
The flux amplitude equation is determined by combining equations 1 ,  2 ,  and 5 
through 7 and integrating over space, energy and angle to produce the following 
expression: 
dP( t) dt = p ( t) -13 ( t) p ( t) + " /.. .c. ( t) + Q ( t) A ( t) Li J J j 
with the following parameter definitions: 
p(t) = - F(lt) JJJ(�t(r,E,t)-!:.t(r,E))lfJ(r,O,E,t)<f>*(r,O,E)dQdEdV 
p( t) = :E13j<tl j 







A ( t) == F (\) f f f � lj1 ( r, 0 , E, t) cf> * ( r, 0 , E) dO dEdV (12) 
Cj ( t) == (1/ �( t)) f f f <!>* (r, 0, E) Cj (r, t) Xj (E) dOdEdV (13) 
Q(t) == (1/�t)) fff<!>*(r,O,E)Q(r,O,E)dOdEdV (14) 
F(t) = fffffx(E)v'1:.f(r,E1)1p'(r,01,E1,t)<j>�(r,O,E)dQ1dE1d0dEdV (15) 
¢� = steady-state k,ff adjoint flux. 
Note that A(t) is called the prompt neutron lifetime in Reference 33,  but is called 
the generation time in this work as well as other references. 
2.3 Delayed Neutron Precursor Equations 
The delayed neutron precursor equations are obtained by multiplying equation 2 
by xj(E)¢ ·, integrating over space, energy and angle, and using the separability condition 
given in equation 6 to yield the following equation for each precursor group: 
13 
= j3J(t) P(t) A 
2.4 Shape Equation 
j=l,N (16) 
The shape equation is obtained by substituting the separability condition 
(equation 6) into the time-dependent Boltzmann transport equation and dividing by P(t) 
to yield the following: 
where, 
_! ._l_ .aP(t) ··•·<r 0 E t) + 1. aw<r, OIEI t) v P( t) a t  "' ' I ' v a t  
+ n·'Vw<r,n, E, t) + I:t(r,E, t)ljT(r, n,E, t) 
= J JI:s (r; 01, E1-Q IE; t) "' (r, 01, E1, t) dO.'dE1 
t 
+ od<r, E, t) + _0_ 
P( t) P( t) 
Qd(r,E,t) = J J Jvr.f(r,E1,t)P(t1)'$(r,Q1,E1,t) 
-= E' :0' 




The quasistatic method, as originally applied in TDKENO, computes Qd from 
equation 18 and uses this in equation 17 with av/at set equal to zero. The [CJP(t)/CJt]/P(t) 
term is determined from the solution of the point kinetics equation (equation 8) . 
The improved quasistatic method, as applied in TDKENO-M, solves the full 
shape equation (equation 17) by replacing the time derivative of the shape function with 
a backward difference approximation of first order: 
where, 
a --at"lf(r,O.,E, t) = wCr,n,E,t)- w<r,'fi,E,t-D..t) D..t 
t - .:lt = time of the last shape calculation, 
.:lt = time interval for shape calculations. 
(19) 
Since the shape function is usually slowly varying in time, this approximation is 
valid over a much larger time range than is acceptable for the total flux. Using the 
backward difference approximation for the time derivative of the shape function yields 
the following shape equation: 
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1:_._l_.oP(t) ·•i•(r Q E t) + 1: ( \jl(riOIE, t) - lJT(riOIEI t-ilt) ) v P( tl at 'I' I ' I v At 
+ fi:VlJT(riOIEI t) + :Et(riEI t) \jl(riOIEI t) 
(20) 
which can be rearranged as: 
od(rl El tl 0 + + P(t) P(t) 
l. (_l_.oP(t) + _!_ ) "•(r 0 E t) v P(tl at tlt 'I' I I I 
+ O·Vljl(riOIEI t) + :Et(riEI t)lJT(riOIEI t) 
JJ"' ( - 7'\ I I - - 7'\ I I rt. I I - �s r;�o"1E-QIE;t)ljl(rl �oo& IEit)d�ot.dE 
Q + lJT(riOIEit-At) P(t) vb.t 
(21) 
This shape equation is an inhomogeneous partial differential equation . As with 
the quasistatic method, Qd is computed from equation 1 8  and the [aP(t)/at]/P(t) term is 
determined from the solution of the point kinetics equation (equation 8). With the 
improved quasistatic method, there is now an additional 1 1  �t term as well as an 
additional source term from the backward difference approximation of the shape 
derivative which is incorporated as described below. 
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The right hand side of the backward difference approximation (equation 19) is 
used to modify the source distribution in KENO V.a for each generation of neutrons. 
A random selection is made based on the cumulative distribution functions to determine 
whether each neutron is prompt, delayed, or contributes to the flux shape derivative. If 
a neutron is selected to be delayed, the starting energy, angle, and position are 
determined from the delayed source distribution. If the neutron is determined to 
contribute to the flux shape derivative, the starting parameters are selected based on the 
source distribution calculated from the numerical integration of the right hand side of the 
backward difference approximation. Note that prompt neutrons are tracked by KENO 
V.a without any modifications. 
where, 
2.5 System Power 
The system power can be represented by: 
Power ( t) = efJ J JI:.f(r, E)¢ ( r, Q, E, t) dQdEdV 
= P ( t) E t J J J '1:. t ( r, E) tJr ( r, Q, E, t) dQ dEdV 
Et average energy release per fission. 
2.6 Point Kinetics Parameters 
(22) 
The original version of TDKENO determines the point kinetics parameters 
(reactivity, generation time, etc . )  during the random walk usmg the concept of 
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tracklength estimation to determine the following contribution to reactivity and generation 
time at every collision point and at every boundary crossing during the random walk of 
a Monte Carlo calculation:42•43•44 
and 
where, 
+ ffx(E).ilv�f(r,E1, t)<j>�Cr,O,E)dOdE] 
1 -A = lxwatex-<l>* (r,O, E) v 
l = tracklength 
ware = neutron weight. 
(24) 
TDKENO-M determines the point kinetics parameters deterministically using their 
inner product definitions as given by equations 9-15 with an interpolated shape function. 
This allows the point kinetics parameters to be calculated at times intermediate to the flux 
shape calculations and, therefore, should provide improved accuracy relative to 
TDKENO for many transients of interest. This procedure should also be much more 
efficient than TDKENO since the additional histories required by TDKENO to have a 
small uncertainty in reactivity is avoided in TDKENO-M due to the fact that the 
reactivity is computed deterministically. 
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Chapter Three 
Numerical Solution 
3.1 Time-step Hierarchy 
The shape equation (21 ) ,  point kinetics equations (8 & 16) ,  normalization 
constraint equation (7), and inner product definitions (9 through 1 5) are solved 





�t k c �t p c �t s 
Figure 1 :  Time-step Hierarchy in the Improved Quasistatic Method 
The shape function is assumed to vary linearly over the largest time interval, At5, 
where for the nth time interval, At:, = t::, - 1::,_1 • The reactivity, delayed neutron fraction, 
and the generation time are calculated using the At" time intervals with linearly 
interpolated flux shapes. The Atk time intervals are used for solving the point kinetics 
equations as well as the delayed neutron spatial precursor concentrations with 
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quadratically (second order) interpolated point kinetics parameters. 
3.2 Solution Algorithm 
A general description of the solution algorithm for the improved quasistatic 
method is given below: 
1 .  Assume everything is known at time 1!_1• 
2. Extrapolate the shape function, 'lr(r, O,E,t), linearly with respect to time 
from v(r,O,E,�_1) to v(r,O,E,�. 
3.  Evaluate reactivity, generation time, and delayed neutron fraction at the 
�points out to t:, using equations 9-15  with an interpolated shape function. 
4. Interpolate reactivity, generation time and delayed neutron fraction 
quadratically (second order) between 1!_1 and t'l at the tk points. 
5 .  Solve the point kinetics equations and update the delayed neutron precursor 
spatial distribution using LSODE out to t'l at the tk points using interpolated 
point kinetics parameters. 
6. If the problem considers thermalhydraulic feedback (i.e. ,  Benchmark 14-
A2), compute the temperature distribution out to tf at the tk points using 
the adiabatic heatup model. 
7. If tf < �. go to the next � time point and repeat Steps 4 through 7. 
8 .  It�=�, calculate a new flux shape. 
9 .  Normalize the flux shape to satisfy the normalization constraint equation. 
10. Repeat steps 3 through 7 until�=� using a shape function, 'lr(r,O,E,t), 
which is linearly interpolated with respect to time from 'lr(r, O,E,�_1) to 
'lr(r,O,E, �. 





TDKENO-M is a Fortran code which solves the time-dependent, three-
dimensional Boltzmann transport equation with explicit representation of delayed neutrons 
as given by equations 1 and 2.  The code consists of several large subroutines which 
perform specific functions as described below: 
1. KENO V.a 
2 .  RHO 
3 .  PTKIN 
4. CDELAY 
5 .  POWER 
Modified to perform a fixed source calculation with user-defined 
angular bining and to explicitly track delayed neutrons based on the 
distribution function given by equation 1 8 .  KENO V.a was also 
modified to include the flux shape derivative with the fixed source 
term using a backward difference approximation of first order 
(equation 19) .  Note that the modified version of KENO V.a uses 
both AMPX and Monte Carlo formatted binary cross section 
libraries. 32 
Determines the point kinetics parameters (reactivity, generation 
time and effective delayed neutron fraction) from their mner 
product definitions as given by equations 9 through 15 .  
Solves the point kinetics equations using the Livermore Solver of 
Ordinary Differential Equations (LSODE) . 
Calculates the delayed neutron precursor spatial distribution 
(equation 1 8) as well as the cumulative distribution functions used 
to incorporate the flux shape derivative. 
Determines the power history using equation 22 . 
Refer to the user's manual as well as the code listing given in Appendix B for 
greater detail on the individual subroutines as well as the input and output files for a 
sample problem. 
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4.2 Calculational Flow 
The computational flow for a typical TDKENO-M calculation is given in Figure 
2. Initially, a steady-state adjoint calculation is performed using the modified version of 
KENO V.a. This steady state adjoint flux is used for all subsequent calculations of the 
point kinetics parameters. Next, a steady-state forward KENO V .a calculation is 
performed to determine the initial flux shape as well as the effective multiplication factor. 
Next, subroutines RHO and PTKIN are called to determine the initial values of the point 
kinetics parameters and the flux amplitude, respectively. In the case of thermalhydraulic 
feedback (i. e. , Benchmark 14-A2) , subroutine FEEDBACK is called to calculate the 
system temperature from the adiabatic heatup model described in Appendix C as well as 
the system power. Note that the system power calculated by subroutine FEEDBACK is 
only used intermediately to calculate the system temperature and is not written as output. 
The subroutine CDELAY is then called by TDKENO-M to determine the delayed 
neutron source distribution as well as the cumulative distribution functions needed for the 
implementation of the flux shape derivative for the transient calculations. 
TDKENO-M next calls KENO V.a to perform the first flux shape calculation of 
the perturbed system. Subsequently, subroutines RHO, PTKIN and CDELA Y are called 
again to update the system parameters and the amplitude as described above. This 
sequence is continued until the desired cutoff time is reached for the transient calculation . 
Upon the completion of the transient calculation, subroutine POWER is used to 
determine the power trace for the system. 
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To verify that TDKENO-M accurately solves the three-dimensional, time-
dependent Boltzmann transport equation with explicit representation of delayed neutrons,  
TDKENO-M was used to model benchmark problems 1 6-Al, 16-A2, 16-A3 , 1 6-A6a, 
1 6-A 7S, and 14-A2 in the Argonne National Laboratory Benchmark Problem Boo]<45 using 
a Hewlett-Packard 9000 model 730 workstation .  Problems 1 6-Al, 1 6-A2, 16-A3 , 1 6-A6 
and 1 6-A 7 are one-dimensional, two-group transient problems for which solutions have 
been determined using the one-dimensional transport codes TD A 29 and TIMEX30• 
Problem 14-A2 is a prompt-critical transient in three dimensions with adiabatic heatup 
and Doppler feedback designed to test codes based on two-group diffusion theory. Note 
that one-dimensional transport benchmarks and three-dimensional diffusion benchmarks 
are used in this work since transient, three-dimensional transport benchmarks do not 
exist. Further, even though the 16A series of benchmark problems are one-dimensional 
problems, TDKENO-M still performs all calculations in three dimensions. A complete 
description of the benchmark problems is given in Appendix B. 
a Benchmark problems 16-A6 and 16-A 7 are unpublished benchmark problems which use the same geometrical 
configuration and data as Benchmark problem 16-Al. 
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5.2 Benchmark Problem 16-Al 
Problem 16-A1 is a seven region , one-dimensional slab liquid metal fast breeder 
reactor (LMFBR). The configuration consists of three core regions (zones 2 ,  4, and 6) 
containing core material and sodium, two control rod regions (zones 3 and 5) containing 
control rod material and sodium,  and two fuel blanket regions (zones 1 and 7) containing 
blanket material and sodium. Refer to Figure 3 for a schematic representation of the 
problem. Two neutron energy groups and six delayed neutron groups are used (Tables 
1 and 2). The initiating perturbation is caused by a 5 %  increase in density of the 
material in zone 2 and a 5 %  decrease in density of the material in zone 6 resulting in a 
delayed supercritical transient. 
Vacuum Vacuum 
Note: All Dimensions are in Centimeters 
Figure 3 :  Schematic Diagram of  Benchmark Problem 1 6-Al 
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Table 1 :  Benchmark Problem 1 6-A1 Initial Two-Group Data 
Zone Group vi:./ r_i t r. i-i s E t-j s 
1 ,7 1 8 .3441x104 2.4 1 1x10-1 2 . 336x10-1 3 . 598x10-3 
2 3 .2776x104 4. 172xl0-1 4. 070xl0-1 0 .0  
2 ,4, 6 1 7 .45 1 8xl0-3 1 . 849x 10-1 1 .  777x 10-1 2 .085x10-3 
2 1 . 1061xl0-2 3 . 668xl0-1 3 .537xl0-1 0 .0 
3,5 1 0.0 9 .432x10-2 8 .571x10-2 1 .  717x10-3 
2 0.0 1 . 876xl0-1 1 . 7 13xl0-1 0 .0 
Table 2: Benchmark Problem 1 6-A1 Delayed Neutron Parametersa 
Delayed Neutron Delayed Neutron Decay Constant, 
Group Fraction, {3 A. 
1 8. 10x10-5 1 .29xl0-2 
2 6. 87xl04 3.1 1x 10-2 
3 6. 12xl04 1 . 34x 10-1 
4 1 . 14x10-3 3 .3 1x10-1 
5 5 . 12xl04 1 .26 
6 1 .  70xl04 3 . 2 1  
aPrompt and delayed neutron spectra are identical with x1 = 1 .  0 and x2 = 0 .  0. 
Also, 1/v1 
= 1 . 85 1xl0-9 sec/em and llv2 = 1 .088x l 0-8 sec/em. 
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Results obtained with TDKENO-M as well as TIMEX and TDA for Benchmark 
Problem 1 6-Al are given in Figures 4-6 and Table 3. Figure 4 is a plot of normalized 
power versus time (power trace) . Figures 5 and 6 are plots of the normalized flux 
distribution for neutron energy groups one and two, respectively .  Table 3 i s  a tabular 
representation of the CPU time and the error (as compared to TIMEX and TDA) 
associated with both TDKENO and TDKENO-M due to a reduction of the total number 
of histories for each flux shape calculation .  As  the number of  histories decreases, the 
accuracy of TDKENO-M is much better than TDKENO. This is because TDKENO-M 
computes reactivity and generation time deterministically rather than using the stochastic 
method (i.e . , boundary crossing estimation) used by TDKENO which requires a huge 
number of histories to obtain acceptable uncertainties. 
The results show that TDKENO-M is quite accurate m companson with 
Benchmark Problem 1 6-Al (approximately 2 %  error in power trace) with as much as a 
factor of 400 reduction in CPU time relative to TDKENO. Note that the results 
presented were obtained by performing shape calculations at 0.0,  lo-6, I0-5, and 10-2 
seconds. Further, ten intermediate calculations of the point kinetics parameters are 
performed between each shape calculation and ten flux amplitude calculations are 
performed between each calculation of the point kinetics parameters. Also, 2 1  spatial 
mesh intervals are used for modeling Benchmark Problem 1 6-Al as described in 
Appendix D .  
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Figure 4 :  
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Figure 6 :  
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Results for Benchmark Problem 1 6-A 1 
Fraction of CPU Time 
* Average Average Power Average Power 
Original (min. )  Shape 
. 
Deviation (%) Deviation (%) 
Histories Deviation (%) TDKENO TDKENO-M 
1 2023 0.25 0.41 0. 13 
1 /2 1019 0.5 1 2 .02 0 . 16  
114 509 0 .72 3 . 64 0.2 1 
1110 2 13 0 .86 12 .62 0.39 
1 / 100 23 . 6  2 . 13 69.23 1 .02 
1 / 1000 4 . 8  7.24 154 .3  2 . 14 
·values of CPU Time and Average Flux Deviation are for both TDKENO and 
TDKENO-M since these parameters depend primarily on the total number of histories 
and not the solution methodology. 
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5.3 Benchmark Problem 16-A2 
Problem 16-A2 is identical to Benchmark 1 6-A1 except for the initiating 
perturbation which is a 10% increase in density in core zone 2 and a 10% decrease in 
density of core zone 6 (refer to Figure 3 on page 25) . These perturbations result in a 
prompt supercritical transient. 
Results obtained with TDKENO-M as well as TIMEX and TDA for Benchmark 
Problem 16-A2 are given in Figure 7 and Table 4. Figure 7 is a plot of normalized 
power versus time (power trace) . Table 4 is a tabular representation of the CPU time 
and the error (as compared to TIMEX and TDA) associated with both TDKENO and 
TDKENO-M. Similar to Benchmark Problem 16-A 1 ,  as the number of histories 
decreases, the accuracy of TDKENO-M is much better than TDKENO. 
Results show that TDKENO-M is quite accurate in comparison with Benchmark 
Problem 1 6-A2 (approximately 2 .4% error in power trace) with as much as a factor of 
700 reduction in CPU time relative to TDKENO. Note that the results presented were 
obtained by performing flux shape calculations at 0.0, 104,  and 1 . 1x10-3 seconds. 
Further, ten intermediate calculations of the point kinetics parameters are performed 
between each shape calculation and ten flux amplitude calculations are performed 
between each calculation of the point kinetics parameters .  Also, 32 spatial mesh 
intervals are used for modeling Benchmark Problem 16-A2 as described in Appendix D.  
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Figure 7:  
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Relative Power vs Time for Benchmark Problem 16-A2 
Results for Benchmark Problem 16-A2 
CPU Time . Average Average Power Average Power 
(min.) Shape 
. 
Deviation ( % )  Deviation ( % )  
Deviation (%)  TDKENO TDKENO-M 
7201 0.23 0 .37 0.25 
3604 0.49 1 . 84 0.32 
1805 0.76 3 . 96 0.38 
725 0.88 10.73 0.43 
75 .4 2 .52 58 .80 1 .38 
9 .75 6 .03 136.9 2 .43 
·values of CPU Time and Average Flux Deviation are for both TDKENO and 
TDKENO-M since these parameters depend primarily on the total number of histories 
and not the solution methodology. 
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5.4 Benchmark Problem 16-A3 
Benchmark Problem 16-A3 simulates the complete ejection of a control rod from 
the reactor followed by a complete control rod insertion at a different location .  Initially, 
the material in zone 5 is changed from a mixture of sodium and control rod material to 
complete sodium. Then, at 0.0001 sec, the material in zone 3 is changed from a mixture 
of sodium and control rod material to 100% control rod material . 
Results obtained with TDKENO-M as well as TIMEX and TDA for Benchmark 
Problem 16-A3 are given in Figure 8 and Table 5 .  Figure 8 is a plot of normalized 
power versus time. Table 5 gives the CPU time and the error (as compared to TIMEX 
and TDA) associated with both TDKENO and TDKENO-M. Results show that 
TDKENO-M is quite accurate in comparison with Benchmark Problem 16-A3 
(approximately 2 .5 % error in power trace) with as much as a factor of 350 reduction in 
CPU time relative to TDKENO. The results presented were obtained by performing 
shape calculations at 0.0, 2xl 0-6, 5xl0-5 , 9x10-S , l x l04, l .O l xl04 and 1 .5xl0-3 seconds 
using 29 mesh intervals as described in Appendix D .  
I t  should be noted that the power trace discrepancy after the control rod insertion 
as encountered with TDKEN044 (see Figure 8) is not present using TDKENO-M. This 
is due to the fact that the flux shape derivative term is included in TDKENO-M while 
it is ignored in TDKENO. Thus, the flux shape derivative creates a retardation time 
which, if not modeled , causes the power trace to be shifted towards larger times. 
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Figure 8 :  
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Results for Benchmark Problem 1 6-A3 
CPU Time . Average Average Power Average Power 
(min.) Shape 
. 
Deviation ( % )  Deviation ( % )  
Deviation (%)  TDKENO TDKENO-M 
3145 0. 32 0.7 1  0. 15  
1575 0 .64 3 .74 0 . 1 8  
789 0 .89 4 .96 0.24 
3 1 9  0.96 15 .30 0.45 
35.2 2 .53 79 .48 1 . 13 
8 .42 8 . 82 217 .8  2.56 
·values of CPU Time and Average Flux Deviation are for both TDKENO and 
TDKENO-M since these parameters depend primarily on the total number of histories 
and not the solution methodology. 
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5.5 Benchmark Problem 16-A6 
Problem 16-A6 simulates both control rod movement and material motion. The 
transient is initiated by a decrease in control rod material and an increase in sodium in 
zone 5 resulting in the cross sections for zone 5 at t � 0. 0 seconds given in Table 6.  
Also, for the time interval between t = 0.0 and t = 0.5  seconds, the densities of the 
materials in zones 1 ,  2, 4, 6, and 7 are changed linearly (i.e. , material motion) resulting 
in final cross sections for each zone at t = 0.5 sec as shown in Table 7 .  
Results obtained with TDKENO-M as well as TIMEX and TDA for Benchmark 
Problem 1 6-A6 are given in Figure 9 and Table 8 .  Figure 9 is a plot of  normalized 
power versus time. Table 8 is a tabular representation of the CPU time and the error (as 
compared to TIMEX and TDA) associated with both TDKENO and TDKENO-M. 
Results show that TDKENO-M is quite accurate in comparison with Benchmark 
Problem 1 6-A6 (approximately 2 . 1 %  error in power trace) with as much as a factor of 
90 reduction in CPU time relative to TDKENO. Note that the results presented were 
obtained by performing flux shape calculations at 0.0, w-s, w-2, 10-1 , 2x l0-1 , and 5x1Q·l 
seconds using 36 mesh intervals as described in Appendix D.  Further, ten intermediate 
calculations of the point kinetics parameters are performed between each shape 
calculation and ten flux amplitude calculations are performed between each calculation 
of the point kinetics parameters. 
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Table 6 :  Two-Group Constants for Step Perturbation in Zone 5 
Energy Group I: i  t I: i-+i s I: i-j s 
1 9 .05399xl0-2 8 .24499xl0-2 1 .6550x l0·3 
2 1 .  7860xl0-1 1 . 640xl0-1 0 .0  
Table 7 :  Two-Group Constants for Ramp Perturbations 
Zone Group vi:/ I: i  t I: i-i s I: i-j s 
1 1 1 .71696x10-3 2 . 62999x10-1 2 .5469 1x l0·1 3 . 8449x10-3 
2 1 .63779x10-3 4. 60642x 10-1 4.48897x 10-1 0.0 
2 1 6.  70661x10-3 1 . 6641x l0·1 1 .5994x 10-1 1 . 8765x10-3 
2 9 .95507x10-3 3 . 3012xl0·1 3 . 1 8349xl0-1 0 .0 
4 ,6 1 2 .  98072x 1 o-3 7 . 39599x1o-z 7 . 10843x l0·2 8 . 3399xl0-3 
2 4.42448x10-3 1 .4672x w-l 1 .4 1488x l0-1 0.0 
7 1 9 .93014xl0·3 4. 6679 1x 1 o-l 4. 50559x 10-1 6. 1429x l0-3 
2 1 .  38292x 1 o-z 8 . 64919xl0·1 8 .38759x 10-1 0.0 
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Figure 9 :  
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Results for Benchmark Problem 1 6-A6 
CPU Time . Average Average Power Average Power 
(min. )  Shape . Deviation ( % )  Deviation (%)  
Deviation (%)  TDKENO TDKENO-M 
866 0.53 0.62 0 . 3 1  
435 1 . 17 4 .49 0.42 
219  1 . 62 8 .69 0 .69 
88.2 1 .95 39. 83 0.93 
9.23 4 .58 204 .72 2 . 13  
·values of  CPU Time and Average Flux Deviation are for both TDKENO and 
TDKENO-M since these parameters depend primarily on the total number of histories 
and not the solution methodology.  
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5.6 Benchmark Problem 16-A7 
Benchmark Problem 16-A 7 is identical to Benchmark Problem 16-A6 except that 
the ramp representing material motion is replaced with a step perturbation at 0.01 
seconds. Results obtained with TDKENO-M as well as TIMEX and TDA for 
Benchmark Problem 1 6-A7 are given in Figure 10 and Table 9.  Figure 10 is a plot of 
normalized power versus time (power trace) . Table 9 is a tabular representation of the 
CPU time and the error (as compared to TIMEX and TDA) associated with both 
TDKENO and TDKENO-M. Also, 36 spatial mesh intervals are used for modeling 
Benchmark Problem 1 6-A 7 as described in Appendix D. 
Results show that TDKENO-M is quite accurate in comparison with Benchmark 
Problem 1 6-A 7 (approximately 3 . 1 %  error in the power trace) with as much as a factor 
of 95 reduction in the CPU time relative to TDKENO. Note that the results presented 
were obtained by performing flux shape calculations at 0.0, 5x10-5 , 1x104, 10-2 , 1 . 1x10-2 , 
2x10-2, and 10-1 seconds using 36 mesh intervals as described in Appendix D .  Further, 
ten intermediate calculations of the point kinetics parameters are performed between each 
flux shape calculation and ten flux amplitude calculations are performed between each 
calculation of the point kinetics parameters. 
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Figure 10:  Relative Power vs Time for Benchmark Problem 1 6-A 7 
Table 9 :  Results for Benchmark Problem 1 6-A 7 
Fraction of CPU Time 
. 
Average Average Power Average Power 
Original (min. )  Shape . Deviation ( % )  Deviation ( % )  
Histories Deviation ( % )  TDKENO TDKENO-M 
1 398 0 .64 0 .66 0.43 
112 200 1 .4 1  4 . 80 0.55 
1 /4 101  1 .96 9 .25 0.86 
1 / 10 40.5 2 .35 97 .3 1 .29 
11100 4 .21  5 .53 500.2 3 . 14 
*Values of CPU Time and Average Flux Deviation are for both TDKENO and 
TDKENO-M since these parameters depend primarily on the total number of histories 
and not the solution methodology. 
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5.7 Benchmark Problem 14-A2 
Benchmark Problem 14-A2 is a three-dimensional model of a Boiling Water 
Reactor (BWR) in which the initiating perturbation is the complete withdrawal of a 
control rod resulting in a super-prompt transient. Refer to Figures 1 1  and 12 for a 
schematic representation of the problem as well as material/region assignments. Note 
that the region denoted by R is the location of the control rod to be withdrawn. Two 
neutron energy groups and two delayed neutron groups are used for Benchmark Problem 
14-A2 (Tables 10 and 1 1) .  Finally, the problem includes a feedback model with 
adiabatic heatup and Doppler feedback as described in Appendix C .  
y-dimensi.on (em) 
x-dimension (em) 
15 15 105 135 165 





15 75 105 135 165 
Figure 12 :  Reactor Vertical Cross Section for Benchmark 14-A2 
Table 10:  Benchmark Problem 14-A2 Delayed Neutron Parametersa 
Delayed Neutron Delayed Neutron Decay Constant, 
Group Fraction, {3 'A 
1 5 .40x10-3 6 .54x l0-3 
2 1 .087x10-3 1 . 35 
aPrompt and delayed neutron spectra are identical with x1 = 1 .0 and x2 =0.0.  
Also, l lv1 = 3 .333x l0-6 sec/em and l lv2 = 3 .333xl04 sec/em. 
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Table 1 1 :  Benchmark Problem 14-A2 Initial Two-Group Data 
Zone Material Group D-I E i  a vE/ E 1 .... 2 s 
1 Fuel 1 with 1 1 .255 8 .252x10-3 4 .602x10-3 
rod 2 0.2 1 1  1 .003xl0-1 1 . 091xl0-1 2 .533xl0-2 
2 Fuel 2 1 1 .268 7 . 1 8 1xi0-3 4. 609xl0-3 
without rod 2 0. 1902 7.047xl0-2 8 .675x l0-2 2.767x10-2 
3 Fuel 2 1 1 .259 8 .002xl0-3 4 . 663x l0-3 
with rod .., 0.2091 8 .344xl0-2 1 .02 1x 1Q-l 2 .617xl0-2 '-
4 Fuel 2 1 1 .259 8 .002x 10-3 4 .663x l0-3 
without rod 2 0.209 1 7 .332x10-2 1 .021x 10-1 2 .617xl0-2 
5 Reflector 1 1 .257 6.034xl04 0.0 
2 0. 1592 1 . 9 1 1xl0-2 0.0 4.754x 10-2 
Problem 14-A2 was designed for testing diffusion codes; therefore, diffusion 
coefficients are given rather than total cross sections. The cross sections are obtained 
from the diffusion coefficients using the following equation:22 
where, 
D = 1 
D = diffusion coefficient, 
L , = scattering cross section , 
1/; = scattering angle in the laboratory system. 
Isotropic scattering in the laboratory system is assumed which causes the average 
cosine term to vanish. The total cross section is then obtained from the addition of the 
scattering and absorption cross sections. 
4 1  
Results obtained with TDKENO-M as well as IQSBOX48 for Benchmark 
Problem 14-A2 are given in Figures 1 3  and 14 and Table 12 .  Figure 13  is  a plot of 
normalized power versus time (power trace) . Figure 14 is a plot of the average core 
temperature versus time. Table 12 is a tabular representation of the CPU time and the 
error (as compared to IQSBOX) associated with both TDKENO and TDKENO-M due 
to a reduction of the total number of histories for each flux shape calculation . 
Results show that TDKENO-M provides adequate accuracy in comparison with 
Benchmark Problem 14-A2 (less than 6.5 %  error in power trace) with as much as a 
factor of 9 .4  reduction in CPU time relative to TDKENO. Note that the results 
presented were obtained by performing 30 flux shape calculations. Further, ten 
intermediate calculations of the point kinetics parameters are performed between each 
flux shape calculation and ten flux amplitude calculations are performed between each 
calculation of the point kinetics parameters. Also, 217 spatial mesh intervals are used 
for both the neutronic and thermalhydraulic modeling of Benchmark Problem 14-A2 as 
described in Appendix D.  
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Table 12 :  Results for Benchmark Problem 14-A2 
Fraction of CPU Time 
. Average Average Power Average Power 
Original (min. )  Shape 
. 
Deviation ( % )  Deviation ( % )  
Histories Deviation ( % )  TDKENO TDKENO-M 
1 2339 0.97 29 .5  1 .64 
1/2 1 198 2 . 19 105 1 .83 
1 /4 605 5 .45 133 2 .20 
1110 249 10.5 285 6 .38 
·values of CPU Time and Average Flux Deviation are for both TDKENO and 
TDKENO-M since these parameters depend primarily on the total number of histories 





Several of the user-specified input parameters used by TDKENO-M are somewhat 
arbitrary . Therefore, the sensitivity which these parameters have on the results is 
investigated in this chapter. Parameters considered in this investigation include 1 .) the 
total number of histories per shape calculation, 2 . )  the number of shape calculations, and 
3 . )  the number of reactivity and point kinetics time steps. Note that all sensitivity studies 
presented in this chapter are for Benchmark Problem 1 6-A 1 .  
6.2 Sensitivity to Total Histories 
As described in Chapter 5 ,  as the number of histories decreases, the accuracy of 
TDKENO-M is much better than TDKENO. This is because TDKENO-M computes 
reactivity and generation time deterministically rather than using the stochastic method 
(i .e. , boundary crossing estimation) used by TDKENO which requires a huge number 
of histories to obtain acceptable uncertainties. Table 3 (page 29) is a tabular 
representation of the CPU time and the error (as compared to TIMEX and TDA) 
associated with both TDKENO and TDKENO-M due to a reduction of the total number 
of histories for each flux shape calculation. 
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Results show that the average power deviation as calculated by TDKENO-M is 
approximately 2 %  error in comparison with Benchmark Problem 1 6-A 1 with as much 
as a factor of 400 reduction in CPU time relative to TDKENO. 
6.3 Sensitivity to Number of Shape Calculations 
The effect of a reduction in the total number of shape calculations is investigated 
in this section. Since TDKENO-M determines the point kinetics parameters using their 
inner product definitions, they can be calculated at times intermediate to the flux shape 
calculations. The ability to calculate point kinetics parameters at intermediate times 
should reduce the number of shape calculations for many transients of interest. 
Figure 15 is a plot of normalized power versus time for Problem 16-Al without 
a shape calculation at 10-5 seconds. Results of this calculation show that the power trace 
calculated by TDKENO-M differs from the benchmark results by approximately 3 % .  
Figure 1 6  is a power trace for Benchmark Problem 16-Al without a shape calculation 
at IQ-2 seconds.  Results of this calculation show that the power trace calculated by 
TDKENO-M differs from the benchmark results by approximately 26 % .  The large error 
for this calculation can be attributed to the errors produced by extrapolating the flux 
shape from 10·5 seconds to 10.0 seconds. Thus, the user should be careful to ensure that 
the total number of shape calculations as well as the spacing of the flux shape 
calculations is appropriate for the problem of interest. 
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6.4 Sensitivity to Time Steps 
This section investigates the effect of changing the number of reactivity 
calculations between shape calculations as well as the number of point kinetics 
calculations between reactivity calculations. Table 13 is a tabular representation of the 
number of time steps used between each calculation of flux shape and the point kinetics 
parameters along with the error associated with each transient calculation. 
Results show that the time step spacing is of extreme importance. Particularly, 
the effect of increasing the number of intermediate reactivity calculations between each 
shape calculation is of greater importance than increasing the number of amplitude 
calculations between reactivity calculations. For example, if the number of intermediate 
amplitude calculations remains fixed at zero while the number of intermediate reactivity 
calculations is increased from 0 to 100, the average power deviation is reduced from 
0. 685 % to 0. 152 % .  In contrast, if the number of intermediate reactivity calculations 
remains fixed at 10 while the number of intermediate amplitude calculations is increased 
from 0 to 100, the average power deviation is only reduced from 0. 158 to 0. 129 .  
I t  should be  noted that the number of  intermediate calculations of  either amplitude 
or the point kinetics parameters reaches a threshold value after which an increase in the 
number of intermediate calculations causes only negligible improvement in the average 
power deviation .  
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Table 1 3 :  Results o f  Time Step Sensitivity Studies 
Number of Intermediate Number of Intermediate Average Power 
Reactivity Calculations Amplitude Calculations Deviation (%)  
0 0 0 . 685 
0 10 0.478 
0 100 0 .452 
10 0 0. 158 
10 10 0. 134 
10 100 0. 129 
100 0 0. 152 
100 10 0. 131  
100 100 0. 129 
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Chapter Seven 
Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Conclusions 
An improved hybrid stochastic/deterministic method for transient, three­
dimensional neutron transport has been developed. The method, as incorporated in 
TDKENO-M, provides a mechanism for benchmarking more approximate and less CPU 
intensive codes without the prohibitive computing times encountered with TDKENO. 
Finally, the method has been verified by comparisons with several benchmark problems 
to ensure that TDKENO-M accurately solves the three-dimensional, time-dependent 
Boltzmann transport equation with explicit representation of delayed neutrons. 
TDKENO-M is verified by applying the code to Benchmark Problems 14-A2, 16-
A 1 ,  16-A2, 16-A3 , 16-A6, and 16-A7 contained in the ANL-74 16 Benchmark Problem 
Book. 45 Results show that TDKENO-M is quite accurate in comparison with benchmark 
calculations (less than 2 %  error in power trace for ANL Benchmark 16-A1) with as 
much as a factor of 500 reduction in CPU time relative to TDKENO. 
In conclusion, the transport code as well as the methodology developed in this 
work is an extremely important new tool for the transient simulation of neutronic 
systems. Thus, the user has the ability to model the three-dimensional transient behavior 
of fissile systems using an exact transport treatment. 
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7.2 Future Work 
The primary area where future work is recommended is with respect to the 
thermalhydraulic feedback models which are utilized for the systems being modeled. The 
current version of TDKENO-M considers only simple adiabatic heatup with Doppler 
broadening of the absorption cross sections. Thus, a better mechanism for including 
thermalhydraulic feedback would be to use deterministic models for conduction, 
convection, and radiation of heat for the system as well as any other physical phenomena 
that affects reactivity. 
Work is also recommended in the testing and evaluation of TDKENO-M. 
Particularly, more testing should be performed to identify the types of problems for 
which TDKENO-M is best (as well as least) suited. It would also be beneficial to apply 
TDKENO-M to additional three-dimensional benchmark problems (e.g . , problem 17-A2) 
as further evaluation of the neutronic capabilities of TDKENO-M. 
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Appendix A: Derivation of Improved Quasistatic Equations 
The quasistatic approach is a method of treating the spatial dynamics of the time-
dependent Boltzmann transport calculation by factoring the flux into an amplitude and a 
shape function such that the time variation of the shape function is more slowly varying 
than the time variation of the amplitude function. This factorization of the flux results 
in splitting the neutronics equation into two coupled equations; an amplitude equation 
having the form of the point kinetics equation and a shape equation. The improved 
quasistatic method replaces the time derivative of the shape function by a first order 
backward difference approximation thus allowing the improved quasistatic method to be 
applied more accurately. 
The development of the improved quasistatic method begins with the time-
dependent Boltzmann transport equation with explicit representation of delayed neutrons: 
and 






v = particle speed, 
1> - time-dependent angular flux, -
r = spatial variable, 
E = energy, 
a unit vector describing particle direction, 
t = time, 
.Et = total cross section,  
.Es - differential scattering cross section, 
Q = external source, 
Xp = normalized energy spectrum of prompt neutrons,  
Xi = normalized energy spectrum for precursor group j , 
{3 = delayed neutron fraction, 
, = total number of neutrons emitted per fission, 
.Ef - fission cross section, 
f... = decay constant for delayed neutron precursor group j ,  J 
cj = density of delayed neutron precursors for group j ,  
N = number of precursor groups. 
The time-independent adjoint form of the transport equation is given by: 
+ J f x.(E')v r.;r: ,E)<J>*(F,o' ,E ')dO 'dE' 
1> • = adjoint flux. 
(a.3) 
Next, the flux is factored into an amplitude function,  P(t), and a shape function, 
'I', such that the flux is given by: 
<J>(r,O.,E,t) = P(t)w<r.O.,E,t) (a.4) 
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This factorization requires an additional separation condition for t > 0 in order to 
become a unique definition. 35 There are many conditions that could be used, all of which 
involve constraining some space-energy integral of 'lr(r ,E, t) to a constant value for all 
t > O. The only basic requirement is  that 'lr(r,E,t) remain positive and bounded at all 
points in space (r,E) for all time. According to Henry, the following equation fulfills the 
requirements for the constraint condition and has the added advantage that it facilitates 
the transition to the point kinetics formulation:45·46 
J J J _!_ljr(T,Q,E,t)<f>*(T,Q,E)dQdEdV = constant 
v 
(a.5) 
Substituting the separability assumption given in equation a.4 into the time-
dependent Boltzmann transport equation and multiplying by ¢ • yields the following 
equation: 
_!_ aP(t)ljr(r,Q,E,t) <I>. + Q ·V'[P(t)ljr(T,O ,E,t)]<f>. v at 
- - - * + :E ,(r,E,t)P(t)ljr(r, Q ,E,t)<f> 
= <f> * f f :E sCr;Q 1,E1-.Q,E;t)P(t)ljr(i,Q1,E 1,t)dQ 1dE1 
+ <I> * f f X/E)(l -p)v 'f.jT,E1,t)P(t)ljr(T,Q1,E 1,t)dQ1dE1 




Next, the time-independent adjoint form of the transport equation (equation a.3) 
is multiplied by ¢ and the separability assumption (equation a.4) is again used to yield 
the following: 
- -
-(Q ·'V<J>*)P(t)lJr(T,Q,E,t) + :Et(T,E)<J>*P(t)lJI(T,Q,E,t) 
= P(t)wcr,o,E,t) f f:Elr;o,E-o '.E'><t>*dn'dE' 
+ P(t)lJI(T,O,E,t) f f x(E')v :Ej.r,E)<J>*dQ1dE 1 
(a.7) 
The flux-weighted adjoint equation (equation a.7) is subtracted from the adjoint-
weighted forward equation (equation a. 6) to give: 
+ (Q ·'V<J>*)P(t)lJI(r,Q ,E,t) 
= <�> • J J :E s<r.n ',E ,_ n,E;t)P(t)wcr,o ',E ',t)dn 'dE, 
(a.8) 
- P(t)lJI(T,O,E,t) f f:E/T;Q,E-01,E)<!>*(T,Q 1,E)dQ1dE1 
+ <I>* f f x/E)(l -P)v :Ej.r,E 1,t)P(t)1Jr(r,Q 1,E1,t)dQ 1dE1 
- P(t)lJI(T,O,E,t) f f x(E')v:Ej.r,E)<J>"(T,01,E)dQ1dE1 
+ <!>"  A. .C.(T,t)x - + <!>*Q L.t J J J 
j 
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Integration of this equation over space, energy and angle gives: 
f f f � aP(t)lJr�O.,E,t) <V(T,C,E)dQdEdV 
+ f f fD. ·�P(t)lJr(T,O,E,t)¢> *(T,O,E)dQdEdV 
+ f f fD. ·�<t>*(i,O,E)P(t)lJr(r,O,E,t)dOdEdV 
+ f f Jcr.li,E,t)-�li.E>)PCt)lJr("T,C,E,t)<f>*(T,O,E)dOdEdV 
+ f f f <t> *(T,O ,E)� J.FiT.t)xiO.dEdV + f f f <t>*("T,C,E)QdOdEdV } 
The first term in equation a.9 can be rewritten as follows:  
f f f � aP(t)ljJ�Q,E,t) <f>*(r,O ,E)dQdEdV 
a fff 1 - -= P(t) at -;lJ!(T,Q,E,t)<f>*(T,Q,E)dQdEdV 




Using the space-energy integral constraint given in equation a.5 it is obvious that 
the first term on the right hand side of equation a. lO vanishes.  Thus, the first term in 
equation a.9 can be written as: 
J J J � aP(t)lJr�Q,E,t) 4>*(T,Q,E)dQdEdV 
= 
a�t) f f f �lJr(T,O,E,t)<f>*(T,Q,E)dQdEdV 
(a.ll) 
Since the gradient in the second and third terms of equation a. 9 is invariant with 
respect to the angular variable, those two terms can be respectively simplified as follows: 
and 
I I In -�P(t)wcr.n,E,t))<P *(r,o.E)aaa&Jv 
= I I fv·n(P<r)w(r,n,E,t))<P*<r,n ,E)ao.a&Jv 
f I In ·v<P·cr,o,E)P(t)wcr-,n ,E,t)dna&Jv 




Next, the divergence theorem is used to change these volume integrals (equations 
a. 12 and a. l 3) into surface integrals as follows:48 
f f fv·n(P(t)lJI(r,O ,E,t))<t>*(i,O.E)dO.dEdV 
v 
(a.14) 
= f f fn·O(P(t)lJI(r,O,E,t))<t>*(i,O,E)dOdEdV 
s 
and 




f f fn·O.cp ·cr.n.E>PCt>vCF,o,E,t)dod&Jv 
s 
If the boundary conditions for 'I' and <P * are assumed such that 'I' <P • is zero on the 
surface, which is the usual assumption , then the second and third terms of equation a.9 
vanish . 
The first two terms on the right hand side of equation a. 9 can be rearranged by 
interchanging the dummy variables of integration and combined to be rewritten as:48 
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f f f <t>*(r,O,E) f fE/F;O',E'-0.,E;t)P(t)..p(i,O',E',t)d01dE1dO.dEdV 
- f f f P(t)..p(i,O,E,t) f fEs(r,O,E-01,E)<t>*(r,O',E')d01dE1dO.dEdV 
= P(t) J f f f J cfl*(r,n,E)(Es(r,O'.E'-O,E;t) -Eir;O'.E'-o,E)) 
X ..p((O',E1,t)d0.1dE1dQdEdV 
(a.16) 
If the assumption is now made that the energy spectrum of prompt neutrons is 
identical to the energy spectrum of total neutrons (i.e. , x = Xp) ,  the two fission terms 
on the right hand side of equation a.9 (minus the {3 term) can be combined and rewritten 
as: 
f f f <t>*(r,O,E) f f xiE)vEj..'.E',t)P(t)-q,(r,O',E',t)d0.1dE1dO.dEdV 
- I I I P(r)-q,(F,O,E,t) I I x(E')vEjr ,E)cf>*(r,O.',E')do.'dE'dO.dEdV 
(a.17) 
The fission term containing {3 on the right hand side of equation a.9 can also be 
written as: 
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- f f f <l>*(r,O.E) f f x/E>PvJ:.jr,E',t)P(t)lJr(r,o',E',t)dn'dE'do.dEdV 
(a.18) 
X lJr(T,O' ,E1,t)d0.1dE1dQdEdV 
Substituting equations a. l l ,  a. l4,  a. l5 ,  a. l 6, a. 17,  and a. 1 8  into equation a.9 
yields the following equation: 
aP(t) f ffl 1Jr(T,O,E,t)<l> *(r, n ,E)dOdEdV at v 
= - f f j(J:.,<r.E,t> -�,<r.E))P<t)w<r,o,E,t)<t>*<r.O.,E)aoaEdv 
x w(r,O. ',E',t)dn'aE'anaEdv 
-
+ P(t) J J J J J <l>*(r,O,E)x/E>(v ��r ,E',t)-v �fr,E)) 
x tj!(r, n ',E ',r)ao.l dE' anaEdv 
x tjl(r,n',E',t)dn 'aE'anaEdv 




Equation a. 19 can be greatly simplified by introducing the following notation: 
+ X./EJ(v'Ej.r,E1,t)-v'Ej.r,E))Jw(i,C/,E1,t)dO.fdE1dO.dEdV 
x w(r.c/,E1,t)ao.taE1anaEdv 
Using equations a.20, a.2 1 ,  and a.22, equation a. l9  can be written as: 
aP(t) 
at 
B - C  l iii · - - (" - ) A P(t) + A <I> (r,O,E) 7 ).jC/r,t)X.j dQdEdV 





Next, an arbitrary normalization factor, F(t) , is introduced so that the various 
parameters in the point kinetics equation have physical interpretations. Note that this 
normalization factor has no effect on the solution of equation a.23 since it always cancels 
in the numerator and the denominator of each term. Bell & Glasstone suggest that the 
most appropriate normalization factor is:4 
F(t) = J J J J J x(E)v �j"i,E)w(r,6.',E',t)q,�(r,6.,E)dO. 'dE'dO.dEdV (a.24) 
where, 
cf>� - steady-state adjoint flux. 




p (t) -p (t) P(t) + "- A .C.(t) + Q(t) dt A(t) 7 1 1 
with the following parameter definitions: 
p (t) = - -1- fff(�/i,E,t) -�1(r.E))lfr(r,O,E,t)<j).(r,o,E)dQdEdV F(t) 




�<t> = L �it> 
j 
1 fff 1 - -A(t) = - -lJ1(7,Q,E,t)<J>*(7,Q,E)dQdEdV F(t) v 






The delayed neutron precursor equations are obtained by multiplying equation a.2 
by xj(E)<t> • and using the separability condition given in equation a.4 to yield the 
following equation for each precursor group: 
(a.32) 
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Integrating equation a.32 over space, energy and angle yields the following 
equation: 
f f f___,_�x_.::_i_E)_<t>_*(F_:_·E)_c_.::._i_r,_,_r>) dO.dEdV 
Rearranging equation a.30 and substituting into equation a.33 gives: 
acit) 
+ 1 .c .(t) = P(t) ._1 fffffP .v :EJr .E' t) 2t 1 1 A F(t) 1 ' 
(a.33) 
(a.34) 
Using the parameter definition of {Ji(t) (equation a.28) , equation a.34 can be 
written as: 
-ac/t) + A. .C.(t) = PP> P(t) 2t 1 1 A 
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(a.35) 
The shape equation is obtained by substituting the separability condition (equation 
a.4) into the time-dependent Boltzmann transport equation and dividing by P(t) to yield 
the following : 
where, 
_! ._l_. aP(t) .... (-r r\ E t) + 1 aw(r,O,E,t) 0- r;,11,(- i=\ E )  v P(t) at '!' . �� , ' v at + • v 'f'  r,�� , ,t 
+ �,(r,E,t)ljl(r,n,E,t) = f J�li;O',E'-o,E;t)lJI(r,o',E',t)dO'dE' 
+ J J x/E)(l -P)v Y:.j.r,E',t)w(r,O.' ,E',t)dD.idE' 
+ Q ;r: ,E,t) + _g_ P(t) P(t) 
Qjr,E,t) J J Jv r.jr,E',t)P(r"Jwcr.n',E ',r) 
_.., E' o' 




The improved quasistatic method , as applied to TDKENO-M, solves the full 
shape equation (equation a. 36) by replacing the time derivative of the shape function with 
a backward difference approximation of first order: 
7 1  
where, 
a - --lJr(r,n,E,t) at 
- -ljr(T,O,E,t) - ljr(T,O,E,t - !::. t) 
!::.t 
t - !::.t = time of the last shape calculation, 
!::.t = time interval for shape calculations. 
(a.38) 
Since the rate of change of the shape function is determined essentially by a slow 
variation of system parameters, this approximation is valid over a much larger time range 
than is acceptable for the total flux. Using the backward difference approximation for 
the time derivative of the shape function yields the following shape equation: 
- - - -
+ 0 ·V'ljl(i=",O,E,t) + :E,(i=",E,t)ljl(r,O,E,t) 
+ f f x/E)(l - p)v :Ejr,E',t)ljT(r,01.E1,t)d01dE1 




Equation a. 39 can be rearranged to be written as: 
l(_I_. aP(t) + _!_)w<T.n.E,t) 
v P(t) at !lt 
+ n ·vw(T,o,E,t) + :I:,(r.E,t)w(r,n.E,t) 
Q Jr,E,t) + _g_ + w (T, n .E,t - at) 
P(t) P(t) v !lt 
(a.40) 
This shape equation is of inhomogeneous partial differential form. As with the 
quasistatic method, Qd is computed from equation a.37 and the [aP(t)/at]/P(t) term is 
determined from the solution of the point kinetics equation (equation a.25) . With the 
improved quasistatic method, there is now an additional source term from the backward 
difference approximation of the shape derivative as well as an additional 1 /  At term which 
is incorporated as shown in equation a.40. 
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Appendix B:  TDKENO-M 




* TTTTTTTTTTT DODD K K EEEEE N N 000 M M * 
* T D D K K E NN N 0 0 MM MM * 
* T D D K K E N N N 0 0 M M M M * 
* T D D KK EEEEE N N N 0 0 M MM M * 
* T D D K K E N N N 0 0 M M * 
* T D D K K E N NN 0 0 M M * 








* a ( 1 ) - a ( nadjp1 ) ph i ang l e  bins * 
* a ( nadjp1 ) - a ( i )  theta and l e  bins * 
* abeta ( i )  = f ract i on of de l ayed neutrons for group * 
* abeta2( i )  = tota l abeta( i )  * 
* abeta3 ( i )  = var i ance of abeta( i )  * 
* adj = f l ag for doi ng adj o i nt ca l c u l at i on * 
* adj f i s  adj o i nt f l ux * 
* adj i n  adj o i nt i n  i ncoming d i rec t i on * 
* a l amda ( i )  f ract i on of de l ayed neut rons for group * 
* a lbb = a l bedo * 
* amp( i )  f l ux ampl i tude * 
* ampt i ( i )  = t i me  of f l ux ampl i tude c a l cu l at i on * 
* amx f l ag for pr i nt i ng a l l mi xture X - sec t i ons * 
* atol  t o l erance used by LSODE * 
* beta( i )  del ayed neutron f ract i on for group * 
* bet at tota l de l ayed neutron f ract i on * 
* beta tot tota l de l ayed neutron f rac t i on * 
* b i nu ( i )  boundar i es of ph i b i ns * 
* b i nv( i )  boundar i es of theta b i ns * 
* c ( i )  precursor concet rat i on for group * 
* cO( i )  i n i t i a l  concent rat i on for group * 
* ccons constra i nt i ntegra l * 
* ccons2 tota l constra i nt i ntegral  * 
* ccons3 = var i ance of constra i nt i ntegra l * 
* ch i ( i , j )  f i ss i on spect rum * 
* conp2b conversi on factor to btu/sec * 
* const constra i nt constant * 
* de lmin = m i n i mum  t i me step * 
* de l t  t i me  step * 
* del tat t i me step * 
* dpdt ( 1/pow)*(dp/dt ) * 
* eb convers i on factor f rom energy to ve l oc i ty * 
* etam i n  cos i ne o f  scattering ang l e  i n  COM * 
* exprn( ) exponent i a l  random number * 
* fap absorpt i on probabi l i ty * 
* f k:( i ) pdf for de l ayed neutron source * 
* f k: i g ( i )  pdf for de l ayed neutron source * 
* f l ux (  i )  adj o i nt f l ux for bin i * 
* f t ux ( i , j )  f l ux shape * 
* f l ux ( i , j , 1 )  f l ux shape * 
* f l ux( i , j , 2 )  percent dev i at i on f l ux shape * 
* f l ux ( i , j , 3 )  var i ance o f  f l ux shape * 

















































































g f i s  
i adj f l  
i cexsD 
i con, i conf 
i d  
i de l ay 
i f i xsc 
i f l ux 
i f l uxD 




i g f i s  
i k i n  




i ph i  
i sec 






i t i me  
i t i meD 
i t i men 










l f  
l f k  
l f k i g  
l f l ux 
l fulxt 
l i b  
l i m 
l i nmem 
l i w  










lqdk i g  
l s i gf 
l s i gft 
l t i me  
l u  
l ve l  











f l ag for col l ect i ng and pr i nt i ng f l uxes 
scatter probabi l i ty 
f i ss i on probabi l i ty 
f l ux sh i ft/(del ayed + f l ux sh i f t )  
pD ang l es 
generat i on t i me  ( a l so # of generat i ons ) 
f i ss i on wei ghted energy group 
f i l e  i dent i f i er for adjo i nt f i l e 
f i l e i dent i f i er for ft434001 
f lag for determ i n i ng perturbat i on of X ' s  
i d  number for mi xture 
f i l e i dent i f i er for de lay.dat 
pointer for f i xed source data 
f i l e i dent i f i er for f l ux . dat 
f i l e  i dent i f i er for f l ux . out 
energy group number ( a l so f l ags EOF )  
f l ag for ganmas 
f i l e  i dent i f i er for genera l . dat 
generat i on number ( a l so) 
energy group of f i ss i on 
f i l e i dent i f i er for k i net i cs . dat 
dummy var i able to count l i ne numbers 
f i l e i dent i f i er for power . i n 
parameter used by LSODE 
f i l e i dent i f i er for output f i l es 
ph i bin number 
sect i on number of genera l . dat f i l e  
f i l e i dent i f i er f o r  nus i g f . dat 
f lag used to sort va l ues 
parameter used by LSODE 
f l ag used for l ast i terat i on 
parameter used by LSODE 
theta bin number 
f i l e i dent i f i er for t i men . dat 
f i l e  i dent i f i er for t i meD . dat 
f i l e ident i f i er for t i men . dat 
tol erance used for LSODE 
pointer for steady state X- sec t i ons 
number of geomet ry regi ons 
number of geomet ry regi ons 
reg i on number of f i xed source neutron 
pointer for f l ux a� l i tude 
pointer for f l ux a�l i tude t i mes 
pointer for f lux spectrum 
pointer for constra i nt constant 
pointer for end of array 
pointer for f l ux sh i f t  
pointer for f l ux sh i f t spat i a l  pdf 
pointer for f l ux sh i ft pdf 
pointer for f l ux shapes 
pointer for f l ux t i mes 
logical  uni t number for AMPX l i brary 
maxi mum number of de l ayed g roups 
maximum number of array va l ues 
parameter used by LSODE 
lower l im i t  
ma x i mum  number o f  mixtures 



























































number of ent r i es of extra data f rom EXTRA * 
pointer for i ntegrand va l ues of qd 
pointer for f l ux a�l i tudes 
pointer for f l ux a�l i tude t imes 
parameter used by LSODE 






pointer for pdf of de l ayed neutron source * 
pointer for pdf of de l ayed neutron source * 
pointer for nus i gf 
pointer for nus i gf t i mes 
pointer for t i me  
upper l im i t 
pointer for energy boundar i es 
pointer for vo l umes 





























































































ncork( i )  
ndg 


















nski p  
ntegr 
nt i me  
ntimef 
nt i mes 
nx 
p i  
p l t  
pow( i )  
powi n i  
powt i (  i > 
pth 
qd( i , j )  
qdk( i )  












s i gcon 
s i g f ( i , j , k )  
s i gfO 
s i gs 
s i g t  
si gtO 
sold 




tcoo l 1  
tcoo l 2  
t f i sn 
tfuel 
t i me  
= number o f  mi xtures i n  geometry * 
= parameter used by LSODE * 
mixture i d  number * 
number of m i xtures * 
= mag i c  word array (2-D scatter t ransfer) * 
number of 1 - D X - sec t i ons on I CE tape * 
l ength of pO array for pr i ma r i es * 
f l ag for adj o i nt ca l cu l a t i ons ( t rue) * 
number of ph i  ang l e  b i ns * 
number of theta ang l e  b i ns * 
max i mLm  number of t i mes on t i men . dat f i l e * 
mi xture i d  number for reg i on i * 
number of del ayed neutron groups * 
= maximum number of de l ayed neutron groups * 
poi nter for adj o i nt f l ux * 
nLmber of equat i ons solved by LSODE * 
neutron nLmber * 
= f l ag for ca l cu l a t i on average nu * 
number of energy groups * 
ngp + 1 * 
number of energy groups * 
number of cross - sect i on mi xtures * 
number of t i me steps on t i men . dat f i l e  * 
= number of t ime steps on f l ux . dat * 
number of t i me steps on nus i g f . dat * 
number of t i me steps on t i men . dat * 
order of expans i on of p- set * 
neutrons per generat i on * 
maxi mLm  number of t i mes on t i men . dat f i l e * 
number of records/sect i on on genera l . dat * 
number of genera t i ons omi tted * 
number of genera t i ons ski pped * 
maximum number of i ntegrand va l ues * 
number of t i me i nterva l s  * 
maxi mLm  number of f l ux shape ca l cu la t i ons * 
maxi mLm  number of t i mes on nus i gf . da t  f i l e * 
number of secondary 1 -D X- sec t i ons * 
3 . 1 4 1 59265 * 
f lag for drawi ng pi ctures of probl em  geo 
= f l ux amp l i tude 
= i n i t i a l  power 
t i me of f l ux ampl i tude ca l cu l a t i on 
part i c l e  pat h l ength 
de l ayed neut ron source 
= pdf for de l ayed neutron source 
= pdf for del ayed neutron source 
prompt/( prompt + de l ayed) 
f l ux sh i ft/ ( prompt + de l ayed) 
= prompt/del ayed 
cont r i but i on to react i vi ty 
tota l react i v i ty 















react i v i ty * 
react i v i ty * 
hexadec i ma l  random number * 
tol erance used by LSODE * 
number of di screte scatter i ng angles * 
contr i but i on to react i v i ty due to perturb * 
nus i gf * 
unperturbed f i ss i on X- sec t i on * 
scatter i ng X - sect i on * 
tot a l  X- sect i on * 
= unperturbed tota l X- sec t i on * 
beg i nning poi nt of TRACK * 
nus i gf*f l ux at t=O * 
= dLmmY var i ab l e  used for SLmmat i on * 
t i me  * 
t i me  for each generat i on ( m i n )  * 
coo l ant temperature * 
coo l ant temperature * 
average f i ss i on X -sect i on * 
fue l temperature * 

















































t r i a l  
tstop 
twopi 
u , v , w  
vel ( i )  
v i nv 
vo l ( i )  
wt 
wtavg 










xntegr( i )  
xpow 
xsc 
x t i me  
y1 
y1 d( i , j ) 
y1d( i , 1 )  
y( 1 )  
y( 2 ) -y(ndgp1 ) 
ydot ( i )  
x1  
XC 
x f l ux 




xs i g  
xtra( 1 ) - ( i )  
xtra ( i ) - ( i+ j ) 










current t i me 
execut i on t i me (min) 
time at end of an i tera t i on 
convergence parameter 
t i me of end of i nterva l 
2*pi 
d i rec t i on cos i nes 
ve l oc i ty ( energy) boundary for group 
i nverse vel oc i ty 
vo l ume of regi on 
part i c l e  we i gh t  
average part i c l e  wei ght 
wt*x l en 
x- coordinate 
















f l ag for pr i n t i ng di screte scatter ang l es * 
i nterpo l ated precursor concentrat i on 
precursor concent rat i on of group i 
i nterpol ated f l ux shape 
generat i on t i me 
tot a l  generat i on t i me  
var i ance o f  generat i on t i me 
i ntegrand va l ues of qd 









logical  uni t  number for X- sect i on l i brary * 
l ast t i me on t i men . dat 
y- coordinate 
X - secti ons 
tota l X-sect i ons 
norma l i zed f l ux ampl i tude 
norma l i zed precursor concentrat i ons 
t i me der i va t i ve of y( i )  
z - coordinate 
i nterpo l ated precursor concent rat i on 











component of path l ength i n  x- d i rect i on 
norma l i za i ton factor for constra i nt const * 
norma l i zat i on factor for f lux ampl i tude 
* 
* 
i nterpo l ated f l ux ampl i tude 
i nterpo l ated nus i g f  
boundar i es o f  ph i b i ns 
boundar i es of theta b i ns 











































DATAI N  
EXTRA 
F I SFLX 
F I T FLX 
GU I DE 





PTKI N  
POWER 
REMVI D  
TRACK 
* 
ca l cu l ates del ayed neutron source. * 
converts 2-D scatter array to KENO format * 
makes cont r i but i on to react i v i ty and * 
genera t i on t i me at every col l i s i on s i te and * 
every boundary cross ing.  * 
controls most of data i nput . Ca l l s EXTRA. * 
i nputs ang l e  b i ns for adj o i nt case. * 
ca l cul ates stat i s t i cs for k-eff,  react i v i ty,  * 
generat i on t i me, etc . * 
pr i nts f luxes to i nterface f i l e .  * 
cont ro l s  t racking.  * 
i ni t i a l i zes and opens i nterface f i l es .  * 
contro l l i ng subrout i ne of KENO.  * 
merges and reformats f l ux output of KENO i nto * 
f lux shape i nterface f i l e .  * 
generates the f i ss i on source for a generat i on .* 
outputs f l uxes to i nterface f i l e .  * 
solves the poi nt k i net i cs equa t i ons. * 
ca lcu l ates the norma l i zed power f rom the f l ux * 
ampl i tude and shape. A l so,  determi nes the * 
norma l i zed f l ux d i s t r i but i on.  * 
removes react i on type i d ' s  for 1 -D X- sec t i ons . * 
t racks each neut ron through the geomet ry. * 
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* WWF I T F  edi ts adjo i nt f l uxes . * 
* WW I N F  reads adj o i nt f luxes f rom f i l e .  * 
* WWOUTF outputs adj o i nt f l uxes to an i nterface f i l e .  * 
* WWRETR ret r i eves steady- state scatter X - sec t i ons . * 
* WWRHO outputs react i v i ty to an i nterface f i l e .  * 
* lA/STAT ca lcul ates stat i st i cs for adj o i nt f lux. * 
* WSTRSU se l ects start i ng pos i t i on of f i xed source n • s . * 
* WWTAPE reads steady- state cross sect i ons . * 
* WXSEC reads steady state cross secti ons from f i l e .  * 
* * 
*********************************************************************** 
i nteger i adj , i meth , i ss , i numtfs , i rhonum, i pknum 
common/f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
c 
c- - - - - F i nd  i n i t i a l  t i me  of ca lculat i on 
c 
c 
ca l l  j s t i me( i im) 
d i i i  = i i m 
c- - - - -Make symbo l i c  l i nks to executables 
c 
ca l l  s l i nks 
c 




ca l l  i nterf i l es ( i adj , i meth , i ss , i numtfs , i outtt) 
wri te( i outt t , * ) ( ' Ad j o i nt ca l cul at i on f l ag = 
wri te( i outt t , * ) ( ' Forward ca l cu l a t i on method f l ag 
wri te( i outt t , * ) ( ' Forward ca l cu l a t i on f l ag = 
wri te( i outt t , * ) ( ' Number of transi ent ca t es = 
wri te( i outt t , * ) ( ' Number of reac t i v i t i es per shape 
wri te( i outt t , * ) ( ' Number of poi nt k i net i cs per shape 
c- - - - -Perform steady- state adj o i nt ca l cu l a t i on 
c 
' ,  i ad j ) 
' ,  i meth ) 
' , i ss )  
' , i ss )  
' ,  i rhom.m) 
' ,  i pknun) 
c NOTE : A steady- state adj o i nt calcu l a t i on must be performed un l ess 
c an adj o i nt f i l e a l ready ex i sts and i s  saved i n  the 
c l oca l d i rectory as ft42f001 . 
c 
c 
i f  ( i adj . eq . 1 )  then 
ca l l  adj o i nt 
end i f  
c- - - - -Perform steady- state forward ca l cu l a t i on 
c 
c NOTE : A steady- state forward c a l cu l at i on must be performed unl ess 
c a forward f l ux f i l e  a l ready ex i sts and i s  saved i n  the 
c l oca l d i rectory as f l ux . dat . 
c 
c 
i f  ( i ss . eq. 1 )  then 
ca l l  ssforward 
end i f  
c- - - - -Extrapo l ate react 1 v 1 ty and f l ux ampl i tude t o  f i rst trans i ent 
c f lux shape ca l cu l a t i on 
c 
ca l l  extrap 
c 
c- - - - -Perform t rans i ent ca l cu l a t i ons 
c 
do i = 1 , i numtfs 
c 
c- - - - - Perform shape ca l cu l a t i on 
c 
ca l l  t ranshape 
c 
c- - - - -Perform reac t i v i ty and po i nt k i net i cs ca l cu l a t i ons 
c 





c- - - - - Ca l cu l ate the power trace and the norma l i zed f lux d i s t r i but i on 
c 
ca l l  power 
c 




ca l l  j s t i me( i i )  
d i i m  = i i  
dtme = (di i i -d i i m)/6000 . 0  
wri te( i outtt , 1 01 )dtme 
wri te(6, 1 0 1 )dtme 
c l ose( i outt )  
c l ose(61 ) 
c- - - - - C l eanup the j ob 
c 
ca l l  c leanup 
c 











1 0 1  format ( '  You have successful ly compl eted TDKENO-M in ' , f1 0 . 5 ,  
* ' mi nutes ! ! ' ) 
stop 
end 
subrout i ne s l i nks 
character*60 l i nk1 , l i nk2 
l i nk 1 = 1 l n  -s $HOME/tdkeno/tdkeno 
l i nk2= ' ln - s $HOME/KENO/ l oad/tdkenoadj 
status=system( l i nk1 ) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk2) 





subrout i ne i nterf i l es( i adj , i meth , i ss , i numtfs , i outtt ) 
common/f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
d i mensi on beta(20 ) , a l amda( 20 ) , xcc(20 ) , vo l ( 1 000) 
d i mens i on ch i ( 20 ) , ebound( 21 ) , ncor ( 1 000 ) , s i gf t i ( 20 )  
d i mens i on s i g f ( 20 , 5 , 20 ) , f l uxt i (40 ) , in1 ( 7) , re1 (7) 
i nteger i adj , i meth , i ss , i numtfs , i rhonum, i pknum 
character t i t l e*60 
character*60 l i nk 1 , l i nk2, l ink3 
i outtt 61 
nt i mes = 20 
open(41 , f i l e= ' t i me0 . dat ' , status= • new ' ) 
open(47, f i l e= • de l ay. dat ' , status= ' new ' )  
open(49 , f i l e= ' k i net i cs . dat • , status= ' new ' ) 
open(44 , f i l e= ' rh o . out ' , status= ' new ' ) 
open(45 , f i l e= ' genera l . dat • , status= ' new ' ) 
open(54 , f i l e= • nus i g f . dat ' , status= ' new ' ) 
open(SS , f i l e= ' f l ux . dat • , status= ' unknown ' )  
open(46 , f i l e= ' t i men. dat • , status= • new ' )  
open(SO , f i l e= ' keno .meth ' , status= • new ' ) 
open(58, f i l e= ' i nf i l e • , status= ' o ld ' ) 
open( 5 1 , f i l e= ' rho . dat ' , status= ' new ' ) 
open(5 2 , f i l e= ' cdel ay . dat ' , status= • new ' ) 
open(53 , f i l e= • outf i l e ' , status= ' new ' ) 
open(61 , f i l e= • tmeout ' , status= • new ' )  
l i nk1 = ' cp t i men . dat f t46f001 
l i nk2= ' cp de l ay. dat ft47f001 
l i nk3= ' cp k i net i cs . dat ft49f001 
rewi nd 41 







rew i nd  54 
rew i nd  44 
rew i nd  45 
rew i nd  46 
rewi nd  55 
rew i nd  58 
rew i nd  49 
rew i nd  SO 
rew i nd  5 1  
rewi nd 52 
rew i nd  53 
rew i nd  61 
read(58, * ) i adj , i meth , i ss , i numtfs , i rhonum, i pknum 
wri te(50, * ) i meth 
read( 58 , 801 ) kmax, ngp 
read(58,802) dpf2t , f2dpf , d2p, xde l t  
i f ( i ss . eq . 1 >  then 
wri te(55 , 80 1 )  kmax , ngp 
end i f  
wri te(47, 801 ) kmax, ngp 
wri te(47, 802) dpf2t , f2dpf , d2p, xde l t  
read(58, * ) i f l ag 1  
wri te(44, * ) i f lag1 
read(58,805 ) ndg 
readC58,806) C beta ( i ) , i = 1 , ndg ) 
read( 58 , 806) ( a l amda ( i ) , i = 1 , ndg) 
w r i te(49 , 805 ) ndg 
wri te(49 , 806) ( beta ( i ) , i = 1 , ndg) 
wri te(49, 806) ( a l amda( i ) , i = 1 , ndg) 
read(58,803 ) t ime , pow, tfue l , tcoo l 1 , tcoo l2 
wri te(46 , 803 ) t i me , pow, tfue l , tcoo l 1 , tcoo l 2  
read( 58 , 81 0 )  (xcc( i ) , i = 1 , ndg ) 
w r i t e(46, 804) ( xcc( i ) , i = 1 , ndg ) 
read(58, 807) kmax0 , ngp0 , nmat 
wri te(54 , 807) kmaxO , ngpO , nmat 
i f ( kmaxO . ne .  kmax ) then 
wri te(6 , 95 0 ) kmax, kmax0 
stop 
end i f  
i f ( ngpO . ne .  ngp)then 
wri te(6, 960 )ngp, ngp0 
stop 
end i f  
read(58,808) ( vo l ( k ) , k=1 , kmax) 
read(58,808) ( ch i ( i g ) , i g=1 , ngp) 
read(58,808 ) ( ebound( i g ) , i g=1 , ngp+ 1 ) 
read(58,809 ) ( ncor( k ) , k= 1 , kmax ) 
wr i te(54 , 808) ( vo l ( k ) , k=1 , kmax) 
wri te(54 , 808 ) ( ch i ( i g ) , i g=1 , ngp) 
wri te(54 , 808 ) ( ebound( i g ) , i g=1 , ngp+ 1 ) 
wri te(54 , 809) ( ncor ( k ) , k= 1 , kmax) 
i2 = 0 
30 con t i nue 
i = 0 
40 cont i nue 
* 
* 
i = i + 1 
i f ( i  . gt .  nt i mes ) then 
wr i te(* , 91 0 )nt i mes 
stop 
end i f  
read( 5 8 , 808 ) s i gft i ( i ) ,  
( ( s i gf ( i g , m, i ) , ig=1 , ngp) , m= 1 , nmat )  
wri te(54 , 808 ) s i gft i ( i ) ,  
( ( s i g f ( i g , m, i ) , i g= 1 , ngp) , m= 1 , nmat )  
i f ( s i g ft i ( i )  . L t .  O . O ) then 
i = i - 1 
go to 50 
end i f  
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c 
go to 40 
SO cont i nue 





i f ( i 2  . eq .  O ) then 
i 2  = 1 
go to 30 
end i f  
nntmes = i 
i f ( nntmes . l e .  0 )  then 
wri te( i out , 990) 
stop 
end i f  
read( 58, 902 ) i sec , nrec 
wri te(45 , 902 ) i sec , nrec 
do 1 20 i c= 1 , nrec 
readC58 , 900 ) t i t l e  
wri te(45 , 900 ) t i t l e  
1 20 cont i nue 
c- - - - -sk i p  sect i on #2 of genera l i nterface f i l e 
c 
c 
read(58 , 902 ) i sec , nrec 
wri te(45 , 902 ) i sec , nrec 
readC58,805 ) ( i n1 ( i ) , i =1 , 5 )  
wri te(45 , 805 ) ( i n1 C i ) , i =1 , 5 )  
read ( 5 8 , 805 ) ( i n1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 6 )  
wri te(45 , 805 ) ( i n1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 6 )  
read(58, * ) i n4 , i nS , re4, re5 
wri teC45 , 81 5 ) i n4 , i nS , re4, re5 
read ( 58 , 805 ) ( i n1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 7) 
wr i te(45 , 805 ) ( i n1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 7 )  
read(5 8 , 805 ) i n2 
wri te(45 , 805 ) i n2 
read ( 5 8 , 805 ) i n2 
wri te(45 , 805 ) i n2 
read ( 5 8 , 806 ) ( re1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 7) 
wri te(45 , 806) ( re1 C i ) , i = 1 , 7) 
read ( 5 8 , 806) re2 
wri te(45 , 806) re2 
readC58,806 ) ( re1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 2 ) 
wri te(45 , 806 ) ( re1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 2 )  
read(58,806 ) ( re1 ( i ) , i =1 , 2 )  
wri te(45 , 806) ( re1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 2 )  
read(58,806 ) ( re1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 4 )  
wri te(45 , 806) ( re1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 4 )  
read(58,806 ) ( re1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 4 )  
wri te(45 , 806 ) ( re1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 4 )  
read(58,806 ) ( re1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 4 )  
wri te(45 , 806 ) ( re1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 4 )  
read(58,806) ( re1 ( i ) , i =1 , 4 )  
wri te(45 , 806) ( re1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 4 )  
c- - - - · ski p  sect i on 3 o f  i nterface f i l e  
c 
read( 5 8 , 902 ) i sec, nrec 
wri te(45 , 902 ) i sec , nrec 
read ( 58 , 805 ) ( i n1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 3 )  
w r i te(45 , 805 ) ( i n1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 3 )  
read(58,805 ) ( i n1 ( i ) , i =1 , 7) 
wri te(45 , 805 ) ( i n1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 7) 
read(58 , 806 ) ( re1 ( i ) , i =1 , 3 )  
wri te(45 , 806) ( re1 ( i ) , i = 1 , 3 )  
d o  i = 1 , 3  
read(58, * ) i n4 , i n5 , re4 
wri te(45 , 81 6 )  i n4 , i nS , re4 
end do 
c 
c - - - - - read t i me data sect i on #4 
c 
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read(58 , 902) i sec, nrec 
wr i te(45 , 902 ) i sec , nrec 
i t  i mes = nrec 
n=O 
1 0 1  conti nue 
read(58,903 ) f luxt i ( n+1 ) 
wri te(45 , 903 ) f luxt i (n+1 ) 
n=n+1 
n l ft=nrec- n 
i f ( n l f t . gt . O ) go to 1 0 1  
c 
c - - - - - read t i me  data sect i on #5 
c 
1 00 cont i nue 
read(58 , 902 ) i sec , nrec 
wr i te(45 , 902 ) i sec , nrec 
read(58 , 902)nt i me  
wri te(45 , 902)nt i me  
d o  200 i c= 1 , nt i me  
readC58 , 903 ) tstop , de l t  
wri te(45 , 903 ) tstop,delt 









c l ose(41 ) 
c l ose(47) 
c l ose(54) 
c l ose(44 ) 
c l ose(45 ) 
c l ose(46) 
c l ose( 55 ) 
c l ose( 58) 
c l ose(49) 
c l ose(50) 
c l ose( 5 1 ) 
c l ose(52) 
status=system( l i nk1 ) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk2) 
i f  C status . ne . O >  stop 
status=system( l i nk3 ) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
801 format ( 1 0 i 5 )  
802 format (6e1 1 . 4)  
803 forma t ( 7e1 1 . 4 )  
8 1 0  format(6e1 1 . 4 >  
804 format ( 1 1 x , 6e1 1 . 4 )  
805 format ( 1 0 i 5 )  
806 forma t ( 7e1 1 . 4)  
807 format ( 3 i 5 )  
808 format(6e1 1 . 4 )  
809 format ( 1 2 i 5 )  
8 1 5  format ( 2 i 5 , 2e1 1 .4 )  
816 forma t (2 i 5 , 1 e1 1 . 4 )  
900 format( a60) 
902 format ( 1 5 i 5 )  
903 format(7e1 1 . 4 )  
904 format ( 1 x , 2 1 hend of problem t i me= , f7.2)  
9 1 0  format( 1 x , ' more t i mes on nus i g f . dat than a l l owed ' , 1 1 )  
950 format ( 1 x , • kmax not cons i stent i n  i nterface f i l es n norm ' , 2 i 5 )  
960 format ( 1 x ,  ' ngp not cons i stent i n  i nterface f i l es n norm ' , 2 i 5 )  
990 format ( 1 x , • no data on nus i g f . dat ' )  
return 
end 
subrout i ne adj o i nt 
character*60 l i nk2 , l i nk3 , l i nk4 , l i nk5 , l i nk6, l i nk7 











l i nk2= ' cp xs ft02f001 
l i nk3= ' mv i nput i nput . forward 
l i nk4= ' cp i nput . ad j  i nput 
l i nk5= ' tdkenoadj 
l i nk6= ' ca t  _out* i nput > output . adj 
l i nk7= ' rm _out* i nput _P* 
l i nk8= ' mv output . ad j  output 
l i nk9= 1 mv i nput . forward i nput 
l i nk1 1 = ' rm f t08f001 ft09f001 f t 1 4f001 
l i nk 1 2= ' rm tdkenoadj 
status=system( l i nk2) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk3 ) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk4 ) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk5 ) 
i f  (status .ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk6) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk7) 
status=system( l i nk8) 
if ( status . ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk9 ) 
i f  ( status . ne . O >  stop 
status=system( l i nk 1 1 )  
status=system( l i nk 1 2 >  
return 
e� 
subrout i ne ssforward 
character*60 l i nk1 , l i nk2 , l i nk4 , l i nk5 , l i nk6, l i nk7 
character*60 l i nk8 , l i nk9 , l i nk 1 0  
l i nk9= ' cp i nput . for i nput 
l i nk1 = ' cp xspmc f t43f001 
l i nk2= ' cp xsmc ft02f001 
l i nk4= ' ca t  norm. out >> out f i l e  
l i nk 1 0= ' rm norm. out 
l i nkS= • mv f l uxnew . dat f l ux . dat 
l i nk6= ' mv f t46f001 t i men.dat 
l i nk7= ' cp f l ux . da t  f l ux . ss 
l i nk8= ' mv f lux . ss output 
status=system( l i nk9 ) 
i f  (status . ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk1 ) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk2 ) 
i f  ( status . ne . O >  stop 
c a l l kenova 
ca l l  norm 
status=system( l i nk4 ) 
status=system( l i nk 1 0 )  
status=system( l i nk5 ) 
status=system< l i nk6) 
status=system( l i nk7) 
status=system( l i nk8) 
return 
e� 
subrout i ne t ranshape 
character*60 l i nk1 , l i nk2, l i nk3 , l i nk4 , l i nk5 , l i nk6, l i nk7 
character*60 l i nk8 , l i nk9 
l i nk9= ' cp i nput . for i nput 
l i nk 1 = ' mv t i men . da t  ft46f001 
l i nk2= ' mv de l ay . dat ft47f001 








l i nk4= ' rm norm. out 
l i nkS= ' mv f l uxnew . dat f l ux .dat 
l i nk6= ' cat rho . out >> rho .dat 
l i nk7= ' cat ptki n . out >> outf i l e 
l i nk8= ' rm ptk i n . out 
status=system( l i nk1 ) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk2) 
if ( status . ne . O )  stop 
ca l l  kenova 
ca l l  norm 
status=system( l i nk3 ) 
status=system( l i nk4 ) 
status=system( l i nkS ) 
ca l l  rho 
status=system( l i nk6) 
i f  (status . ne . O )  stop 
ca l l  ptk i n  
status=system( l i nk7) 
i f  ( s tatus . ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk8) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
return 
eoo 
subrout i ne extrap 
character*60 l i nk1 , l i nk2 , l i nk3 , l i nk4 , l i nk5 , l i nk6, l i nk7 
character*60 l i nk8, l i nk9 
l i nk8= ' cp xsmc f t43f001 
l i nk9= ' cp xspmc ft02f001 
l i nk7= ' mv t i men. dat t i meO . dat 
l i nk1 = ' cat rho. out >> rho . dat 
l i nk2= ' cat ptk i n . out >> outf i l e 
l i nk3= • rm ptki n . out 
l i nk4= • cat del ay . dat >> cdelay . dat 
l i nkS= • cat cde l ay. out >> outf i l e 
l i nk6= ' rm cdel ay . out 
status=system( l i nk8) 
status=system( l i nk9) 
status=system( l i nk7) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
ca l l  rho 
status=system( l i nk1 ) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
ca l l  ptk i n  
status=system( l i nk2) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk3 ) 
i f  ( status . ne . O )  stop 
ca l l  cde l ay 
status=system( l i nk4 ) 
i f  ( status . ne. O )  stop 
status=system( l i nkS ) 
i f  (status . ne . O )  stop 
status=system( l i nk6) 












subrout i ne rho 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c c a l cu l ate po i nt k i net i cs parameters i nc l udi ng :  react 1 v1 ty, 
c generat i on t i me ,  effect i ve betas, F ( t ) ,  precursor dens i t i es ,  
84 
c and extraneous source. 
c 
c nntmef no . of t i me  steps on f l ux . dat 
c nntmes no . of t i me steps on nus i gf . dat 
c nnamp no . of t i me steps on t i men . dat 
c nt i mef max no of f l ux shape ca l cs 
c nt i mes = max no of t i mes on nus i gf . da t  f i l e 
c namp = max no of t i mes on t i men . da t  f i l e 
c nproca = max no of processes on ampx f i l e 
c i rhonum =no. of i ntermed i ate react i v i ty ca l cul at i ons 
c i pknum = no . of i ntermed i ate poi nt k i nect i cs ca l cu l at i ons 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
common/f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
common/uni tsrho/ i out , i s i gf , i f l ux, i ki n , i ad j o i nt , i cexss , i cexsp, 
* i t i men, i f l uxO , i gen 
common/paramrho/kmax , ngp,nt i mef , nt i mes , namp, nadj ph , nadj th , 
* nntmef , nntmes, nnamp , nma t , ndg, nadjn, ngp1 , i f l ag 














d i mens i on d(500000) 
data l i mmem/500000/ 
i nteger nad j n , nadj ph , nadj th, i f l ag 
nt i mef 







ca l l  of i l erho 
rew i nd  i f l ux 
rew i nd  i s i gf 
rew i nd  i k i n  
rewind i t i men 
rewind i out 
read( i f l ux , 940 ) kmax, ngp 
wri te( i out , * ) ( 1 kmax f rom f lux f i l e 
wri te( i out , * ) ( 1 ngp f rom f l ux f i l e  = 
read( i s i g f , 940) kmaxO , ngpO , nmat 
wri te( i out , * ) 
wri te( i out , * ) ( 1 kmax f rom nus i gf f i l e  
wri te( i out , * ) ( 1 ngp f rom nus i g f  f i l e  
wri te( i out , * ) ( 1 nma t  f rom nus i g f  f i l e  
i f ( kmaxO . ne .  kmax) then 
wri te( i out , 95 0 ) kmax , kmax0 
stop 
end i f  
i f ( ngpO . ne .  ngp)then 
wri te( i out , 960 )ngp, ngp0 
stop 
end i f  
read ( i k i n , 94 1 ) ndg 
c wri te( i out , * ) 
1 , kmax) 
I , ngp) 
1 , kmaxO) 
I , ngpO) 
1 , nma t )  
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' ndg f rom k i net i cs f i l e = ' , ndg) 
c 
c 
read ( i out , * ) i f l ag 
c wri te(6, * ) ( ' l f l ag = ' , i f l ag) 
c 
c- - - - - i nput adj o i nt data 
c 
rewi nd i ad j o i nt 
read( i adjoi nt )nad j ph , nadjth 
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' nadjph and nadjth f rom adj o i nt f i l e = ' 
c * nadj ph , nadj th)  
nadj n=nadj ph*nadjth 
c 
c- - - - -generate array poi nters 
ngp1 = ngp + 1 
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l f lux = 1 
l s i g f  l f l ux + kmax*ngp*nt i mef 
l a l amda l s i gf + nmat*ngp*nt i mes 
l beta = l a l amda + ndg 
l f l uxti  l beta + ndg 
l s i gf t i  = l f l ux t i  + nt i mef 
l ncor l s i gf t i  + nt i mes 
l vo l  = l ncor + kmax 
l eon l vo l + kmax 
l b i n  l eon + nt i mef 
lvel lbin + nadj n  
l c  lvel + ngp1 
l e i  l c  + ndg 
l adf l ux l e i  + ndg 
l ch i  l adf lux + ngp*kmax 
l ds lchi  + ngp 
l i ds l ds + nproca 
l xs l i ds + 50 
lys lxs + kmax*nmat 
l dp lys + nmat*nmat 
l i dp l dp + nproca 
lxp l i dp + 50 
l yp lxp + kmax*nmat 
l delx lyp + nmat*nmat 
l scats l delx + kmax*nmat 
l scatp = l scats + nmat*ngp1 
l de l scat = lscatp + nmat*ngp1 
l betaeff = l de l scat + nmat*ngp1 
l i d3s = lbetaeff + ndg*( i rhonum + 1 )  
l i d3p l i d3s + nmat*nmat*ngp 
l i d4s = l i d3p + nmat*nmat*ngp 
l i d4p l i d4s + nproca 
l rhot i l i d4p + nproca 
l gen l rhot i + ( i rhonum + 1 )  
l rho l gen + ( i rhonum + 1 )  
l beta i l rho + ( i rhonum + 1 )  
i end l betai + ndg 






i f ( i end . gt . l i mmem) then 
wri te( i out , 900) l immem, i end 
stop 
end i f  
ca l l  mastrho(d( l f l ux ) , d( l s i gf ) , d( la l amda ) , d( l beta ) , d( l f luxt i ) ,  
* d( l s i gft i ) , d( l ncor ) , d( l vo l ) , d( l con) , d( l b i n ) , d( lve l ) , d( l c ) ,  
* d( l c i ) , d( l adf l ux ) , d( lchi ) ,d( l ds ) , d( l i ds ) ,d( l xs ) , d( lys ) ,  
* d( l dp ) , d( l i dp) , d( lxp) , d ( lyp) , d ( ldelx) , d( l scats ) , d( l scatp ) ,  
* d( l de l scat ) , d( l betaeff ) , d( l i d3s ) , d( l i d3p) , d( l id4s) , d( l i d4p ) ,  
* d( l rhot i ) , d( l gen ) , d( l rho) ,d( lbeta i ) )  
c l ose ( i out ) 
c l ose ( i s i gf )  
c l ose C i f l ux )  
c l ose ( i k i  n) 
c l ose ( i ad j o i n t )  
c l ose ( i cexss) 
c l ose ( i cexsp> 
c l ose ( i t i men) 
c l ose ( i f l uxO) 
c l ose ( i gen) 
return 
900 format ( 1 x , ' i nsuff i c i ent memory ' , 2 i 1 0 )  
940 format ( 3 i 5 )  
941 format ( 2 i 5 )  
942 forma t ( 7e1 1 . 4 )  
950 format ( 1 x ,  • kmax not cons i stent i n  i nterface f i l es i n  mai n • , 2 i 5 )  
960 format ( 1 x , • ngp not cons i stent i n  i nterface f i l es i n  ma i n ' , 2 i 5 )  
end 
subrout i ne mastrho( f l ux , s i gf , a l amda , beta , f l uxt i , s i gft i , ncor, 
* vo l , con, b i n , ve l , c, c i , adf l ux , ch i , ds , i ds , xs , ys , dp, i dp, xp, 
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* yp, de l x , scats, scatp, de l scat , betaef f , id3s, i d3p, i d4s, id4p 
* rhot i , gen, rho , betaef f i )  
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c mastrho i s  the contro l l i ng subrout i ne 
c 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
common/f l ags/i rhonum, i pknum 
common/uni tsrho/ i out , i s i g f , i f l ux, i k i n , i ad j o i nt , i cexss , i cexsp, 
* i t i men, i f l uxO , i gen 
common/paramrho/kmax, ngp,ntimef , nt i mes , namp, nadj ph , nadj th , 
* nntmef, nntmes, nnamp , nma t , ndg , nadjn, ngp1 , i f l ag 
d i mens i on f l ux ( ngp, kmax , nt i mef ) , s i gf ( ngp, nmat , nt i mes) 
d i mens i on a l amda( ndg ) , beta(ndg ) , betaef f i (ndg) 
d i mens i on f luxt i ( nt i mef ) , s i g f t i (nt i mes ) , ncor( kmax) 
d i mens i on vo l C kmax) , con(nt imef ) , bi n(nadj n ) , ve l ( ngp+1 ) 
d i mens i on c ( ndg ) , ci ( ndg ) , adf l ux ( ngp, kmax ) , ch i ( ngp) 
d i mensi on ds( 6 ) , i ds(50 ) , xs(21 , 5 ) , ys(5 , 5 ) , dp(6) , i dp(50) 
d i mens i on xp( 21 , 5 ) , yp(5 , 5 ) , de l xC5 , 21 ) , scats ( nma t , 3 )  
d i mens i on scatp( nmat , 3 ) , de lscat ( nmat , 3 ) , betaef f ( i rhonum+ 1 , ndg )  
d i mens i on rho( i rhonum+1 ) , gen( i rhonum+1 ) , rhot i ( i rhonum+1 ) 
i nteger id3s( 1 0 , 5 ) , i d3p( 1 0 , 5 ) , i d4s(6) , i d4p( 6) 
rea l t i me , pow 
c 
c- - - - - i nput de l ayed neutron data 
c 
read( i ki n , 945 ) ( a l amda( i ) , i =1 , ndg )  
read( i k i n, 945 ) ( beta( i ) , i =1 , ndg) 
c wri te(6, * ) ( 1 ndg = ' , ndg) 
c do 801 i = 1 , ndg 
c wri te(6, * ) ( ' beta f rom k i net i cs f i l e  
c * • for group ' , i )  
c 801 cont i nue 
c 
c- - - - - i nput precursor dens i t i es 
c 
1 0 1  cont i nue 
' , beta( i ) ,  
read( i t i men, 901 , end=201 )  t i me, pow, xdum,xdum, xdum 
read( i t i men, 902 , end=201 )  ( c( i ) , i = 1 , ndg) 
go t o  1 0 1  
2 0 1  cont i nue 
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' t i me  of f l ux shape = ' , t i me) 
c wr i te ( i out , * ) ( ' ampl i tude = ' , pow) 
do 802 i = 1 , ndg 
c wr i te( i out , * ) ( ' precursor concent rat i ons • , c ( i ) ,  
c * ' for group ' , i )  
802 cont i nue 
c 
c- - - - - i nput steady state adj o i nt f l uxes and angu l ar bins 
c 
ca l l  i nadj ( b i n , adf l ux )  
c 
c - - - - - i nput cross secti ons and cal cu l ate de l tas 
c 
rew i nd  i cexss 
rew i nd  i cexsp 
c- - - - - i nput unperturbed cross- sect i on data 






wri te( i out , * ) ( i ds( j ) , j =1 , 1 4 >  
read( i cexss) ds 
wri te( i out , * )  ds 
do 1 00 i = 1 , ids(2)  
read ( i cexss) i ds 
wri te( i out , 1 0300 ) i ds ( 1 9 ) , ( i ds(n) , n=1 , 1 8)  
wri te( i out , * )  ( i ds ( n ) , n=20,48 ) , ids(50)  
format ( i 2 , 4x , 1 8a4) 
read( i cexss) ( i d3s ( o , i ) , xs(2*o- 1 , i ) , xs ( 2*o, i ) , o= 1 , i ds(28 ) )  
do 1 1 0  k=1 , i ds ( 28) 
c 
c 
1 1 0  
1 0400 
wri te( i out , * )  ( ' MT = ' , i d3s ( k , i ) )  
wri te( i out , 1 0400 ) xs(2*k- 1 , i ) , xsC2*k , i )  
cont i nue 
format ( ' Group 1 =  ' , E 1 6 - 8 , 2x, ' Group2= ' , E 1 6 _ 8 )  
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j =O 
L = i ds (23 ) 
read( i cexss)  i d4s 
c wr i te( i out , * ) ( ' Transfer Mat r i x  Poi nters are ' , id4s) 
read ( i cexss) Cys( j , i ) , j =1 , idsC23 ) )  
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Scatter Probs are ' , (ys( j , i ) , j =1 , i ds C 23 ) ) )  
1 00 cont i nue 
c - - - - - i nput perturbed cross- sect i on data 
read ( i cexsp) idp 
c wri te( i out , * ) ( i dp( j ) , j = 1 , 1 4 )  
read( i cexsp> dp 
c wri te( i out , * ) dp 
do 1 03 i = 1 , i dp( 2 )  
read ( i cexsp) i dp 
c wri te( i out , 1 0300) i dp( 1 9) , ( i dp(n) , n=1 , 1 8)  
c wri te( i out , * ) ( i dp( n ) , n=20 , 48 ) , i dp(50) 
read ( i cexsp) ( i d3p(o, i ) , xp(2*o - 1 , i ) , xp(2*o, i ) , o= 1 , i dp(28 ) )  
d o  1 1 3 k=1 , i dp(28) 
c wri te( i out , * ) ( 1 MT = ' , id3p( k , i ) )  
c wri te( i out , 1 0400 ) xpC2*k- 1 , i ) , xpC2*k , i )  
1 13 conti nue 
j =O 
L = i dpC23) 
read ( i cexsp) i d4p 
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Transfer Mat r i x  Poi nters are ' , i d4s) 
read( i cexsp) ( yp( j , i ) , j= 1 , i dp(23 > >  
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Scatter Probs are ' , ( yp( j , i ) , j= 1 , i dp(23 ) ) )  
1 03 cont i nue 
c - - - - -ca l cu l ate de l ta cross-sec t i ons 
c - - - - - note that the cross-secti ons are L oaded as fol l ows : 
c i = 1 , 2  for tota l cross-sec t i on ( group 1 and 2 )  
c i =3 , 4  for nu*s i gf ( group 1 and 2 )  
c i =5 , 6  for chi  spect rum ( group 1 and 2 )  
c i =7 , 8  for absorpt i on cross-sect i on ( group 1 and 2 )  
c i =9 , 1 0  not used 
c i =1 1 ,  1 2  for average nu ( group 1 and 2 )  
c i = 1 3 ,  14 for tota l non- absorpt i on cross-sect i on ( group 1 and 2 )  
c - - - - -note that t h e  scatter probabi l i t i es are l oaded a s  f o l l ows : 
c i = 1  for g roup 1 to group 1 
c i =2 for group 1 to group 2 
c i =3 for group 2 to group 2 
i 2t i mes = 2* i ds ( 28 )  
do 1 1 4 i = 1 , nma t  
d o  1 1 5  j = 1 , i 2t i mes 
de lx( i , j )  = xp( j , i )  - xs( j , i )  
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' D e l ta cross-sec t i on for mater i a l  ' , i ,  
c * ' process • , j , '  = ' , de l x( i , j ) )  
1 1 5  cont i nue 
1 1 4 cont i nue 
c- - - - - construct t ransfer mat r i x  
d o  1 26 i = 1 , nmat 
do 1 27 j = 1 , ngp 
scaterms = ( xs ( j , i )  - xs(6+j , i ) )  
scatermp = ( xp( j , i ) - xp(6+j , i ) )  
i f ( j  _ eq . 1 )  then 
do 1 28 k=1 , 2  
scats( i , k )  scaterms*ys ( k , i )  
scatp( i , k )  scatermp*yp( k , i )  
1 28 cont i nue 
e l se 
scats( i , 3 )  scaterms 
scatp( i , 3 >  scatermp 
end i f  
1 27 cont i nue 
1 26 cont i nue 
do 1 29 i = 1 , nmat 
do 1 3 1  k=1 , 3  
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Unperturbed scatter for mater i a l  ' , i ,  
c * ' process ' , k , ' = ' , scats( i , k ) )  
c wri te( i out , * ) ( 1 Perturbed scatter for mater i a l  ' , i ,  
c * 1 process ' , k , ' = ' , scatp( i , k ) )  
1 3 1  cont i nue 
1 29 conti nue 
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c- - - - -ca l cu l ate de l tas for t ransfer matrix 
do 1 32 i =1 1 nmat 
do 1 33 j = 1 1 3  
del scat ( i 1 j )  = scatp( i 1 j )  - scats( i 1 j )  
c wri te( i out 1 * ) ( ' 0 e l ta scatter for mater i a l  1 1 i 1 ' process • 
c * j 1 '  = 1 1 de l scat ( i 1 j ) )  
1 33 cont i nue 
1 32 cont i nue 
c 
















ca l l  nf l uxrho ( f l ux 1 rhoww 1 genww) 
ca l l  get t i mrho ( f l uxt i 1 i t i mes) 
do 830 i =1 1 i t i mes 
w r i te( i out 1 999 ) ( f l uxt i ( i ) )  
do 831 j = 1  1 ngp 
do 832 k=1 1 kmax 
wri te( i out 1 * ) ( ' F l ux shape for mater i a l  1 1 k 1 ' group 1 1 j 1  
• = • , f l ux( j , k , i ) )  
cont i nue 
cont i nue 
cont i nue 
format ( 1 X 1 1 F luxt i  = ' , 7e1 1 . 4 )  
wri te(61 * ) ( 1 T i me = 1 1 f l uxt i ( nntmef ) )  
do 833 i = 1 1 ndg 
wri te( i out 1 * ) ( ' D e l ayed neutron fract i on for group 1 1  
* i , '  = ' , beta( i ) )  
cont i nue 








i f  ( i f l ag . eq . - 2) then 
nntmefp1 = nntmef + 1 
e l se 
nntmefp1 = nntmef 
end i f  
i f ( nntmef . g t . O) then 
rhot i ( i rhonum+ 1 ) = f l uxt i ( nntmefp1 ) 
do i t= 1 1 i rhonum 
rhot i ( i t )  = f l uxt i Cnntmefp1 - 1 )  + 
( ( f l uxt i ( nntmefp1 ) - f l uxt i ( nntmefp1 - 1 ) )/ 
i rhonum)* ( i t - 1 )  
end do 
e l se 
wri te( i out 1 * ) ( ' Not enough data on f l ux f i l e ! ' )  
stop 
end i f  
wri te( i out , * ) ( ' T i meO = ' , f l uxt i ( nntmef - 1 ) )  
do i w= 1 , i rhonum+1 
wri te(6, * ) ( 1 Rhot i = • , rhot i ( i w ) )  
end do 
c- - - - · i nput s i gf ,  vo l umes , ch i ,  t i mes , ve l oc i t i es ,  and ncor 
c 
ca l l  ns i gf rho( s i gf , s i gft i , ncor , vo l , ch i , ve l )  
c 
do 834 k=1 , kmax 
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Vo l ume for reg i on ' , k , ' = • , vo l ( k ) )  
834 cont i nue 
do 835 j = 1 , ngp 
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Ch i  for energy group ' , j 1 1 • , ch i ( j ) )  
835 cont i nue 
do 836 j = 1 , ngp 
c wri te( i out 1 * ) ( ' Ve l oc i ty for energy group • , j , '  • , ve l ( j ) )  
836 cont i nue 
do 837 k=1 1 kmax 
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Correspondi ng i ndex # for reg i on 1 1 k 1 1 ' , ncor ( k ) )  
837 cont i nue 
do 838 i =1 , nntmes 
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' S i g f  t i me  • , s i gft i ( i ) )  
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do 839 k:=1 , rvnat 
do 840 j = 1 , ngp 
c 
c * 
wr i te( i out , * ) ( ' Nus i gf for mater i a l  ' , k: , ' group • , j ,  
• = • , s i gf ( j , k: , i ) ) 
c 
840 cont i nue 
839 cont i nue 
838 cont i nue 
c- - - - -beg i n  i terat i on over shape t i me step 
c 
do 1 1 1  i =1 , i rhonum+1 
c 
c- - - - - ca l cu l ate F ( t )  
c 
c 
fterm = 0 . 0  
geni = 0 . 0  
rhoi = 0 . 0  
t = 0 . 0  
do i i ni = 1 , ndg 
betaeff i ( i i n i ) 0 . 0  
end do 
t = rhot i ( i )  
ca l l  ca l cf ( fterm, f l ux , s i g f , ncor , ch i , adf l ux , vo l , t , f l uxt i )  
c wri te(6, * ) ( ' Rhot i = • , t )  
c wri te(6 , * ) ( 1 F ( t )  = • , fterm) 
c 
c- - - - -c a l cu l ate genera t i on t i me 
c 
ca l l  ca l c l am( adf l ux , f l ux , vel , geni , fterm , vo l , t , f l uxt i )  
gen( i )  = geni 
c wri te(6, * ) ( ' Gen = ' , geni ) 
c 
c- - - - - ca l cu late react i v i ty 
c 
c 
ca l l  c a l crho( adf l ux , f lux, fterm , de l x , de l scat ,  
* nco r , ch i , rhoi , vo l , t , f l uxt i )  
rho( i )  = rhoi 




ca l l  ca l cbeta ( f l ux , s i g f , ncor, adf l ux , ch i ,  
* beta , betaeff i , vo l , fterm, t , f l uxt i )  
betaefft = 0 . 0  
do 1 8 1  i b  = 1 , ndg 
betaeff ( i , i b) = betaeff i C i b) 
wr i te(6, * ) ( ' Betaeff = ' , betaeff ( i , i b) , ' 
betaefft = betaefft + betaeff i ( i b) 
181  cont i nue 
c wri te(6, * ) ( ' Betaeff t  = ' , betaef f t )  
c 
c- - - - - ca l cu l ate effect i ve precursor dens i t i es 
c 
& group 
ca l l  ca l cpd( c , c i , f l ux , ncor, adflux , ch i , vo l , fterm, geni ) 
c 
1 1 1  cont i nue 
c 
c- - - - - end i terat i on over shape t i me step 
c 
c- - - - -w r i t e  parameters to i nterface f i l e  
c 




c- - - - -End of master 
c 
945 forma t ( 6e1 1 . 4 )  
9 0 1  format (Se1 1 .4 )  
902 format C 1 1 x , 6e1 1 . 4 )  
end 
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subrout i ne of i l erho 
common/un i tsrho/ i out , i s i gf , i f tux , i ki n , i adj o i nt , i cexss , i cexsp, 
* i t i men, i f t uxO, i gen 
i out 44 
i s i gf 54 
i f l ux 55 
i k i n  49 
i ad j o i nt 42 
i cexss 43 
i cexsp 2 
i t i men 4 1  
i gen 45 




open(44 , f i l e= ' rho. out ' , st atus= ' o ld ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open(54 , f i l e= • nus i g f . dat • , status= ' o l d ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open(55 , f i le= ' f l ux . dat ' , status= • o t d ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open(49 , f i le= ' k i netics . dat ' , status= ' o ld ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open<42 , f i t e= ' ft42f001 ' , status= ' o l d ' , form= ' unformatted ' )  
open(43 , f i t e= ' ft43f001 ' , status= ' o l d ' , form= ' unformatted ' ) 
open( 2 , f i le= ' ft02f001 ' , status= ' o l d '  , form= • unformatted ' ) 
open(41 , f i l e= ' t i me0 . dat ' , status= ' o l d ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open(45 , f i l e= ' genera l . dat ' , status= 1 o ld ' , form= ' formatted 1 ) 
rew i nd  44 
rew i nd  54 
rewind 55 
rew i nd  49 
rew i nd  42 
rew i nd  43 
rewi nd  2 
rew i nd  41 
rew i nd  45 
return 
end 
subrout i ne nf l uxrho( f l ux, rhoww, genww) 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c i nput f lux shapes 
c 






common/f l ags/i rhonum, i pknum 
common/uni tsrho/ i out , i s i gf , i f l ux , i k i n , i ad j o i nt , i cexss , i cexsp, 
* i t i men, i f l uxO , i gen 
common/paramrho/kmax, ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes , namp , nadj ph , nadj t h ,  
* nntmef , nntmes , nnamp, nmat , ndg , nadjn, ngp1 , i f l ag 
d i mensi on f l ux ( ngp, kmax , nt i mef ) , f l uxt i ( nt i mef ) , beta(ndg) 
d i mens i on con(nt i mef ) 
i nteger i g , i x  
i x  = 0 
40 cont i nue 
i p1 = i x  + 1 
i p2 = ix + 2 
i f ( i p2 . gt .  nt i mef) then 
wri te( i out , 91 0 ) nt i mef 
stop 
end i f  
read( i f l ux , 970 , end=50)f l uxt i (  p1 ) , rhoww, genww , con( i p1 )  
read ( i f l ux , 930, end=50) ( ( f l ux( g , k , ip1 ) , i g=1 , ngp) , k=1 , kmax ) 
read( i f lux , 930, end=50 ) (xdum, j 1 , ndg ) 
i x  = i x  + 1 
go to 40 
50 cont i nue 
nntmef = ix 
9 1  
i f (nntmef . l e. 0 )  then 
wri te( i out , 990 ) 
stop 
end i f  
c 
c- - - - - For f i rst pass, l i near l y  extrapol ate the f l ux 
c 
i f  ( i f l ag . eq . - 2 )  then 
nntmefp1 = nntmef + 1 
c wri te(6, * ) ( ' nntmef = • , nntmef ) 




do k=1 , kmax 
f l ux( i g , k, nntmefp1 ) f l ux( i g , k , nntme f )  
e nd  do 
end do 
end i f  
return 
9 1 0  format ( 1 x , • more t i mes on f lux . da t  than a l l owed ' , i 1 1 )  
930 format (6e1 1 . 4 )  
940 format ( i 5 )  
970 format(4e1 1 .4 )  
990 format ( 1 x , • no data on f l ux.dat ' )  
end 
subrout i ne nsi gfrho( s i g f , s i g f t i , ncor , vo l , ch i , ve l )  
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c i nput s i g f ,  vo l umes 
c 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
common/un i tsrho/ i out , i s i gf , i f lux , i k i n, i adjoi nt , i cexss , i cexsp, 
* i t i men , i f l uxO , i gen 
comrnon/paramrho/kmax , ngp, ntimef , nt i mes , namp, nadjph , nadjt h ,  
* nntmef , nntmes, nnamp , nma t , ndg , nadj n, ngp1 , i f l ag 
comrnon/ f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
d i mens i on s i g f ( ngp, nma t , nt imes ) , s i g f t i ( nt i mes )  
d i mens i on ncor( kmax ) , vo l ( kmax) , ch i ( ngp) 
d i mens i on vel ( ngp1 ) 
read( i s i g f , 930) ( vo l ( k) , k=1 , kmax ) 
read( i s i g f , 91 5 ) ( ch i ( i g ) , i g=1 , ngp) 
read( i s i gf , 916) ( ve l ( i g) , i g=1 , ngp1 ) 
c wri te(6,* ) ( ' ngp1 = • , ngp1 ) 








i 2  = 0 
30 cont i nue 
i = 0 
40 cont i nue 
* 
i = i + 1 
i f ( i  . g t .  nt i mes ) then 
wri te( i out , 91 0 ) nt i mes 
stop 
end i f  
read ( i s i g f , 930)s i gf t i ( i ) ,  
( ( s i gf ( i g , m, i ) , i g=1 , ngp) , m=1 , nma t )  
i f ( s i g f t i ( i )  . l t .  O . O ) then 
i = i - 1 
go to 50 
end i f  
g o  t o  40 
50 cont i nue 
c- - - - - j ust read nus i g f ,  go back for s i gf 
c 
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i f ( i 2  . eq.  O ) then 
i 2  = 1 
go to 30 
end i f  
c 
nntmes = i 
i f ( nntmes . l e .  0 )  then 
wri te( i out , 990 ) 
stop 
end i f  
c 










i g  = 0 
80 cont i nue 
i g  = i g  + 1 
eb = sqr t ( ve l ( i g )*ve l ( i g+ 1 ) )  
vel ( i g )  = 1 . 3859e+6*sqrt(eb) 
i f ( i g . l t . ngp) then 
go to 80 
end i f  
return 
9 1 0  format ( 1x , • more t i mes on nus i g f . dat than a l l owed ' , i 1 1 )  
9 1 5  format ( 2e1 1 .4 )  
9 1 6  format (3e1 1 . 4 )  
930 forma t ( 6e1 1 . 4 )  
940 format ( 2 i 5 ) 
950 format ( 1 2 i 5 )  
990 format ( 1 x , • no data on nus i gf . dat ' )  
end 
subrout i ne i nadj ( bi n , adf lux) 
common/uni tsrho/ i out , i s i gf , i f l ux , i ki n , i ad j o i nt , i cexss , i cexsp, 
* i t i men , i f l uxO , i gen 
common/paramrho/kmax , ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes , namp,nadj ph , nadj th , 
* nntmef , nntmes , nnamp , nmat , ndg , nadj n, ngp1 , i f l ag 
common/f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
d i mens i on bin( nadjn) , adf lx(ngp*nadj n , kmax) 
dimens i on adf l ux ( ngp, kmax) 
nadj t 1  = nadjth + 1 
nadjp1 = nadjph + 1 
read( i ad j o i nt ) ( b i n ( i ) , i = 1 , nadjp1 ) 
do 803 i = 1 , nadjp1 
wr i te ( i out , * ) ( ' ph i  bins = ' , bin( i ) )  
803 cont i nue 
read ( i ad j o i nt ) ( b i n( i +nadjp1 ) , i = 1 , nadj t 1 ) 
do 804 i = 1 , nadj t 1  
wri te( i out , * ) ( ' theta b i ns = ' , bi n( i +nadjp1 ) )  
804 cont i nue 
do 1 1 1  k=1 , kmax 
do 1 1 2  j = 1 , ngp 
i po i nt=( j - 1 )*nadjn 
read( i ad j o i nt ) ( adf lx( i po i nt+ i , k ) , i = 1 , nadj n) 
1 1 2 cont i nue 
1 1 1  cont i nue 
do 805 k=1 , kmax 
do 806 j = 1 , ngp 
do 807 i = 1 , nadjn 
i po i nt= ( j - 1 )*nadjn 
* 
wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Adjoint f l ux for mater i a l  ' , k , ' 
j , ' and bin ' , i , ' = ' , adf l x ( i poi nt+i , k ) )  
807 cont i nue 
806 cont i nue 
805 cont i nue 
do 81 0 j = 1 , ngp 
do 8 1 1 k=1 , kmax 
adf l ux ( j , k )=O . 0  
81 1 cont i nue 
8 1 0 conti nue 
do 1 1 6  k=1 , kmax 
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group ' 
do 1 1 7  j = 1 , ngp 
i po i nt=( j - 1 )*nadjn 
do 1 1 8 i = 1 , nadjn 
adf l ux( j , k )=adf l ux ( j , k )+adf lx( i + i po i nt , k )  
1 1 8 conti nue 
c wr i te( i out , * ) ( 1 Adj o i nt f l ux for 1 , k , 1 group 1 
c * j ,  1 = 1 , adf l ux( j , k) ) 
c 
1 1 7  cont i nue 
1 16 cont i nue 
return 
end 
subrout i ne c a l c f ( fterm, f l ux , s i g f , ncor , ch i , adf lux , vo l , t ,  
* f l uxt i )  
common/paramrho/kmax , ngp,nt i mef , nt i mes , namp , nadjph , nadj t h ,  
* nntmef , nntmes , nnamp , nmat , ndg , nadjn, ngp1 , i f l ag 
common/f l ags/i rhonum, i pknum 
d i mens i on f l ux(ngp, kmax, nntmef+1 ) 
d i mensi on s i g f ( ngp,nmat , nntmes ) , ncor( kmax) 
d i mens i on term1 ( kmax ) , term2( kmax*ngp ) , ch i ( ngp) 
di mensi on adf lux(ngp, kmax ) , vo l ( kmax) , f luxti (nntmef+ 1 )  
c- - - - -perform the i ntegra l over a l l  other energ i es f i rst 
do 1 00 i =1 , kmax 
* 
term1 ( i )  = 0 . 0  
d o  1 1 0 i g= 1 , ngp 
d :: ncor ( i )  
ca l l  i nt f l xrho C f l ux , t , xf l ux , f luxt i , i g , i )  
term1 ( i )  = term1 ( i )  + xflux* 
s i gf ( i g , d , nntmes ) 
1 1 0 cont i nue 
1 00 cont i nue 
c- - - - -mu l t i ply by spectrum and adj o i nt f l ux 
do 1 20 i g= 1 , ngp 
do 130 i =1 , kmax 
l = i + kmax* ( i g- 1 )  
term2( l )  :: 0 . 0  
term2( l )  = term1 ( i )*ch i ( i g )*adf lux ( i g , i )  
130 cont i nue 
1 20 cont i nue 
c- - - - - perform i nteg rat i on over vol ume and energy 
do 1 40 i g= 1 , ngp 
do 1 5 0  i = 1 , kmax 
l = i + kmax* ( i g- 1 )  
fterm = fterm + term2( l )*vol ( i )  
1 50 cont i nue 
140 cont i nue 





subrout i ne ca l c l am(adf l ux , f lux , vel , gen , f term , vo l ,  
� t , f l uxt i )  
common/paramrho/kmax, ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes , namp, nadjph , nadj th , 
* nntme f , nntmes , nnamp , nmat , ndg , nadjn, ngp1 , i f lag 
common/ f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
d i mensi on adf l ux(ngp, kmax ) , f l ux(ngp, kmax, nntmef+1 )  
d i mens i on ve l ( ngp+1 ) , term2( kmax*ngp) , vo l ( kmax ) 
d i mens i on f l ux t i ( nntmef+1 ) 
c- - - - -mu l t i ply forward f l ux and adj o i nt f l ux and ve l oc i t i es 
do 1 20 i g=1 , ngp 
do 1 30 i =1 , kmax 
l = i + kmax* C i g- 1 )  
ca l l  i n t f l xrho ( f l ux , t , xf l ux , f luxt i , i g , i )  
term2( l )  0 . 0  
term2( l )  = ( adf lux( i g , i )*xf lux ) /ve l ( i g )  
1 3 0  cont i nue 
1 20 cont i nue 
c- - - - -perform i ntegrat i on over volume and energy 
do 1 40 i g=1 ,  ngp 
do 1 50 i = 1 , kmax 
l :: i + kmax* ( i g- 1 )  
gen :: gen + term2( l )*vo l ( i )  
94 
c 
1 5 0  conti nue 
1 40 cont i nue 
gen = gen/f term 
return 
end 
subrout i ne ca l crho( adf l ux , f lux , fterm, de l x , de l scat , 
* ncor , ch i , rh o , vo l , t , f l uxt i )  
common/un i tsrho/ i out , i s i g f , i f lux, i k i n , i ad j o i nt , i cexss , i cexsp, 
* i t i men, i f l uxO , i gen 
common/paramrho/kmax, ngp, nt i mef , nt imes , namp, nadjph , nadj th , 
* nntme f , nntmes, nnamp , nma t , ndg , nadj n , ngp1 , i f l ag 
common/f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
d i mens i on adf lux ( ngp , kmax ) , f l ux ( ngp, kmax , nntmef+1 ) 
d i mens i on de lx(nmat , kmax) , de l scat ( nmat , ngp1 + 1 ) 
d i mens i on ch i ( ngp) , vo l ( kmax) , f l uxt i ( nntmef+1 ) 
d i mens i on term1 ( kmax*ngp) , ncor ( kmax) , term5( kmax*ngp) 
dimens i on term2( kmax*ngp) , term4 C kmax ) , term6( kmax*ngp) 
do 10 i g= 1 , ngp 
do 20 i =1 , kmax 
d = i + kmax* ( i g- 1 )  
i d  = ncor( i )  
term1 (d)  = 0 . 0  
ca l l  i nt f l xrho( f l ux, t , xf l ux , f luxt i , i g , i )  
term1 (d)  = de l x ( i d , i g )*adf l ux( i g , i )*x f l ux 








20 cont i nue 
1 0  conti nue 
do 21 i =1 , nmat 
de l scat ( i , 4 )  0 . 0  








do 30 i g=1 , ngp 
do 40 i =1 , kmax 
d = i + kmax*( i g- 1 )  
term2 ( d )  = 0 . 0  
i d  = ncor( i )  
ca l l  intf lxrho ( f l ux , t , xf l ux, f l uxt i , i g , i )  
do 50 i g1 = 1 , ngp 
i f ( i g . eq . 1 )  then 
b = i g 1  
e l se 
b = i g 1  + 2 
end i f  
term2 ( d )  = term2 (d) + 
de l scat ( i d , b)*xf l ux 
wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Del scat= • , delscat ( i d , b ) , ' i g= • , i g, ' b= '  , b )  
cont i nue 
term2(d) = term2 ( d) *adf lux( i g , i )  
wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Term2= • , term2(d) , '  i d= ' , i d , ' k= ' , i )  
cont i nue 
cont i nue 
do 60 i =1 , kmax 
term4 ( i )  = 0 . 0  
do 70 i g =  1 , ngp 
id = ncor( i )  
ca l l  i ntf lxrho( f l ux, t , xflux , f l uxt i , i g , i )  
c = i g  + 2 
term4 ( i )  = term4( i )  + 
de lx( i d , c )*x f l ux 
conti nue 
wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Term4= • , term4 ( i ) , ' i g= ' , i g , ' k= ' , i )  
cont i nue 
do 61 i g=1 , ngp 
do 71 i =1 , kmax 
d = i + kmax* ( i g- 1 )  
term6(d)  = 0 . 0  
term6(d)  = term4 ( i )*chi ( i g )*adf lux ( i g , i )  
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Term6= • , term6(d) , '  i g= ' , i g , ' k= ' , i )  
71 cont i nue 
95 
61 cont i nue 
c 
do 80 i g= 1 , ngp 
do 90 i = 1 , kmax 
d = i + kmax* ( i g- 1 )  
term5 ( d )  = 0 . 0  
term5 ( d )  = - term1 ( d )  + term2 (d) + term6(d)  
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Term5= ' , term5 ( d ) , ' i g= ' , i g , ' k= ' , i )  
90 cont i nue 







do 140 i g= 1 , ngp 
do 1 5 0  i = 1 , kmax 
l = i + kmax* ( i g- 1 )  
rho = rho + term5 ( l )*vol ( i )  
cont i nue 
cont i nue 
rho = rho/fterm 
wri te(6 , * ) (  ' Rho 
return 
end 
' , rho) 
subrout i ne ca l cbeta( f lux , s i g f , ncor , adf lux , ch i ,  
* beta, betaeff , vo l , fterm, t , f l uxt i )  
common/uni tsrho/ i out , i s i gf , i f lux , i k i n , i ad j o i nt , i cexss , i cexsp, 
* i t i men, i f l uxO , i gen 
common/paramrho/ kmax, ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes , namp , nadjph , nadj t h ,  
* nntmef , nntmes, nnamp,nmat , ndg , nadj n, ngp1 , i f l ag 
common/f l ags/i rhonum, i pknum 
d i mens i on term1 C kmax ) , f l ux(ngp, kmax, nntmef+1 ) 
d i mensi on s i gf (ngp, nmat , nntmes ) , ncor( kmax ) 
d i mens i on adf l ux ( ngp, kmax ) , ch i (ngp) , term2( ngp*kmax) 
d i mensi on beta(ndg) , betaeff ( ndg ) , vo l ( kmax) 
d i mens i on f l uxt i ( nntmef+1 )  
do 1 0  i d= 1 , ndg 
do 1 00 i = 1 , kmax 
term1 ( i )  = 0 . 0  
d o  1 1 0 i g= 1 , ngp 
d = ncor ( i )  
ca l l  i nt f lxrho( f lux, t , xf l ux, f luxt i , i g , i )  
term1 ( i )  = term1 ( i )  + xflux* 
* s i g f ( i g , d , nntmes) 
1 1 0 cont i nue 
1 00 cont i nue 
c- - - - -mu l t i p ly by spect rum and adj o i nt f lux 
do 1 20 i g= 1 , ngp 
c 
do 1 30 i =1 , kmax 
l = i + kmax*( i g - 1 )  
term2 ( l )  0 . 0  
term2 ( l )  = term1 ( i )*ch i ( i g ) *adf lux( i g , i )*beta( i d )  
1 30 cont i nue 
1 20 cont i nue 
do 1 40 i g= 1 , ngp 
do 1 50 i =1 , kmax 
l = i + kmax*( i g- 1 )  
betaef f ( i d) = betaeff ( i d )  + term2 ( l )*vo l ( i )  
1 50 cont i nue 
1 40 cont i nue 
betaef f ( i d )  = betaeff( i d)/fterm 
c wri te(6 , * ) ( ' Betaeff = ' , betaef f ( i d) , '  for g roup ' , i d)  
c 
c 
1 0  cont i nue 
return 
end 
subrout i ne ca lcpd( c , c i , f l ux , ncor, adf lux , ch i , vo l , fterm, gen) 
common/uni tsrho/ i out , i s i gf , i f l ux, i k i n , i adjoi nt , i cexss , i cexsp, 
* i t i men, i f l uxO , i gen 
common/paramrho/kmax , ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes, namp , nadj ph , nadj t h ,  
* nntmef, nntmes, nnamp, nma t , ndg , nadj n, ngp1 , i f l ag 
common/f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
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d i mens i on f l ux ( ng p , kmax , nntmef+1 )  
d i mens i on ncor(kmax) 
d i mens i on adf l ux ( ngp, kmax ) , ch i (ngp) , term2(ngp*kmax) 
d i mens i on vo l ( kmax ) , c(ndg ) , c i (ndg) 
do 1 0  i d= 1 , ndg 
c- - - - -mu l t i pl y  by spectrum and adj o i nt f l ux 
do 1 20 i g=1 , ngp 
c 
do 1 30 i = 1 , kmax 
l = i + kmax* ( i g- 1 )  
term2 ( l )  0 . 0  
term2 ( l )  = ch i ( i g )*adf lux( i g , i )*c( i d )  
1 30 cont i nue 
1 20 conti nue 
do 1 40 i g= 1 , ngp 
do 150 i =1 , kmax 
l = i + kmax* ( i g- 1 )  
c i ( i d )  = c i ( i d )  + term2( l )*vol ( i )  
1 5 0  cont i nue 
1 40 cont i nue 
c i ( i d )  = c i ( i d) / ( f term*gen) 






1 0  cont i nue 
return 
end 
subrout i ne uploadrho(gen , betaef f , rho , c , rhot i )  
common/uni tsrho/ i out , i s i gf , i f lux, i k i n , i adj o i nt , i cexss , i cexsp, 
* i t i men , i f l uxO , i gen 
common/paramrho/kmax, ngp,ntimef , nt i mes , namp, nadj ph , nadjt h ,  
* nntmef , nntmes, nnamp , nma t , ndg , nadj n , ngp1 , i f lag 
common/f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
d i mensi on betaeff C i rhonum+ 1 , ndg ) , c(ndg ) , rhot i C i rhonum+ 1 )  
d i mens i on gen( i rhonum+1 ) , rho( i rhonum+1 ) 
rew i nd i out 
i f  ( i f l ag . eq . - 1 )  then 
i f  l ag - 2 
e l se 
i f lag - 1 
end i f  
wri te( i out , * )  i f lag 
do 1 00 i =1 , i rhonum+1 
wri te( i out , 800) rhot i ( i ) , gen( i ) , rho( i )  
wr i te( i out , 81 0 ) ( c ( i n) , i n=1 , ndg) 
wr i te( i out , 81 0 ) ( betaeff ( i , i n) , i n=1 , ndg) 
1 00 cont i nue 
800 format (3e1 4 . 7) 
8 1 0  format (6e1 4 . 7 )  
return 
end 
subrout i ne i n t f lxrho( f l ux , t , x , f l uxt i , i g , k )  
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c i nterpo l ate f l ux va l ues 
c 




common/paramrho/kmax , ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes , namp, nadjph , nadjth , 
* nntme f , nntmes , nnamp , nmat , ndg , nadj n, ngp1 , i f l ag 
common/f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
d i mens i on f l ux(ngp, kmax , nntmef+1 )  
d i mens i on f l uxt i ( nntmef+1 )  
i f  ( i f l ag . eq. - 2 )  then 
nntmefp1 nntmef + 
e l se 
nntmefp1 = nntmef 






i f ( nntmef . l e . O ) then 
wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Not enough data on f l ux f i le! ' )  
stop 
e l se 
x=f l ux ( i g , k , nntmefp1 - 1 )+ ( f l ux ( i g , k , nntmefp1 ) ­
f lux( i g ,  k , nntmefp1- 1 )  )* 
( t- f l uxt i (nntmefp1 - 1 ) )/ ( f luxt i ( nntmefp1 ) ­
f l uxt i ( nntmefp1 - 1 ) )  
end i f  
return 
end 
subrout i ne get t i mrho ( f luxt i , i t i mes) 
common/uni tsrho/ i out , i s i gf , i f l ux, i ki n, i adj o i nt , i cexss , i cexsp, 
* i t i men , i f luxO , i gen 
common/paramrho/kmax, ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes , namp, nadjph , nadj t h ,  
* nntmef , nntmes , nnamp, nmat , ndg , nadjn, ngp1 , i f l ag 
common/ f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
d i mens i on f l uxt i ( nt i mef ) 
i nteger i t i mes 
c- - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c gett i m  reads tstop, de l t ,  t i n  of genera l i nterface f i l e  
c- - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c- - - - - i n i t i a l  var i ables 
c 
rew i nd  i gen 
c 
c- - - - -sk i p  sect i on #1 
c 
c 
read( i gen, 902 ) i sec, nrec 
do 20 i c= 1 , nrec 
read ( i gen , 900) 
20 cont i nue 
c- - - - - s k i p  sect i on #2 of genera l i nterface f i l e  
c 
c 
read( i gen, 902 ) i sec, nrec 
do 30 i c= 1 , nrec 
read( i gen, 902) 
30 cont i nue 
c- - - - - s k i p  sect i on 3 of i nterface f i l e 
c 
c 
read ( i gen,902 ) i sec , nrec 
do 50 i c=1 , nrec 
read( i gen, 902) 
50 cont i nue 






read( i gen,902 ) i sec , nrec 
i t i mes = nrec 
n=O 
1 00 cont i nue 
read( i gen,903 ) f l uxt i ( n+1 )  
n=n+1 
n l f t=nrec-n 
i f ( nl f t . gt . O ) go to 1 00 
900 forma t ( 80a1 ) 
902 format ( 1 5 i 5 )  
903 forma t ( 7e1 1 .4 )  













subrout i ne ptl d n  
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c po i nt k i net i cs code- no feedback 
c 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
common/ f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
common/rdata/rho( 1 000+1 ) , gen( 1 000+1 ) , pow, t ime ,  
* betat ( 1 000+1 ) , t fue l ,  
* tcoo l 1 , tcoo l 2 , t i n , rhon, genn, betatn, i ter, 
* tfue l O , tco l 1 0 , tcol20 , powO , rhot i ( 1 000+1 ) ,  
* betaeff C 1 000+ 1 , 1 00 >  
common/ i data/ i nn , i out , i ki n , i t i meO , ndg , i t i men, i gen, i f l ux, i rho 
common/betdat/beta ( 1 00 ) , a l amda( 1 00 )  
externa l f 
doubl e  prec i s i on y, rtol , atol , tout , dt i me , rwork, de l t  
d imens i on c C 1 00 ) ,c0( 1 00 ) , y(200) 
d i mens i on rworkC500 ) , i workC 1 00 )  
i nteger i f l ag , i ter 
data i to l / 1 /  
data rtol / 1 . 0d- 04/ 
data atol/O. OdO/ 
data i task/ 1 /  
data i state/1 I 
data i opt/0/ 
data l rw/500/ 
data l i w/1 00/ 
data mf/22/ 
c- - - - - ass i gn l og i ca l  uni t  # ' s and open f i les 
c 
ca l l  of i l epk 
c 
c- - - - - i nput k i net i cs data 
c 
ca l l  nk i npk( i f l ag , c )  
c 
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' i f lag = ' , i f l a g )  
d o  3 1 3  i =1 , i rhonum+1 
c wr i te( i out , 998) rhot i ( i ) , gen( i ) , rho( i ) , betat ( i )  
c wri te( i out , 999) ( betaef f C i , i n) , i n=1 , ndg) 
c wri te( i out , 999 ) ( c ( i n ) , i n=1 , ndg) 
c 
3 1 3  cont i nue 
998 format(4e1 4 . 7) 
999 forma t ( 6e1 4 . 7) 
c- - - - -get power, c • s ,  and l ast t i me 
c 
ca l l  getpowpk ( c , cO )  
c wri te( i out , 999 ) (c0( i n) , i n=1 , ndg) 
c 
c 
c- - - - -ca l cu l ate system equat i on constants and i n i t i a l  condi t i ons 
c 
neq=1 + ndg 
ca l l  ca l conpk ( c , cO )  
c 










rho( 1 )  
gen( 1 )  
betat ( 1 )  
C rhot i ( 2 )  - rhot i ( 1 ) )/ i pknum 
t i me + del t 
c- - - - - l oad dependent var i ables i nto y array and norma l i ze 
c 
ca l l  d l oadpk ( y , neq, c , cO )  
c 
c- - - - - beg i n  i terat i on over tj poi nts 
c 
99 
do 1 00 i ter=1 , i rhonum 
c 
tk rhot i ( i ter + 1 )  
del t  = ( rhot i ( i ter + 1 )  - rhot i ( i ter) )/ i pknum 
c 
tstop rhot i ( i rhonum+ 1 )  
betatn = betat ( i ter) 
c wr i te( i out , * ) ( ' i ter = ' , i ter) 
c wri te( i out , 997) t i me , tstop,de l t , tout 
c 997 format ( ' T i me, tstop , de l t , tout = • , 4e1 1 . 4 )  
c 
c- - - - - i ntegrate 
c 
1 70 cont i nue 
c 




dt i me  = t i me 
c a l l lsode( f , neq, y, dt i me , tout , i to l , rtol , atol , i task, i state, 
* i opt , rwork, l rw , i work, l i w , j ac , mf )  
c 
c 
t i me = dt i me 
i f ( i state . l t . O) go to 775 
c- - - - -unl oad y array and unnorma l i ze 
c 
ca l l  unl oadpk( y , neq, c )  
c 
c- - - - -save to t i me  f i l e  
c 
ca l l  savpowpk( c )  
c 
c- - - - - i nterpo l ate poi nt k i net i cs parameters 
c 
i f ( t i me . ge . rhot i ( 1 ) )  then 
ca l l  i ntrhopk( xnew , t i me) 
if (xnew . ge . O . O ) then 
rhon = xnew 
end i f  
ca l l  i ntgenpk( xnew , t i me) 
if  (xnew . ge . O . O )  then 
genn = xnew 
end i f  
end i f  
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' T ime = ' , t ime, ' React i v i ty = • , rhon) 
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Betatn = ' , betatn, ' Gen = ' , genn) 
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' Beta = • , betaeff ( i ter, i g) , i g=1 , ndg) 









i f ( t ime . ge . t stop)go to 700 
i f ( t i me . ge. tk)go to 1 00 
tout = t i me + de l t  
go t o  1 70 
1 00 cont i nue 
700 cont i nue 
wri te( i out , 701 ) tstop 
701 format ( 1 x , ' pt k i n  f i n i shed at t i me= ' , e1 1 . 4 )  
wri te( i out , 702)pow 
702 forma t ( Sx , ' l ast power= ' , e1 1 .4)  
c l ose ( i out ) 
c l ose ( i ki n )  
c l ose ( i t i meO ) 
c l ose ( i t i men) 






c l ose ( i f l ux )  
c l ose ( i rho) 
return 
775 cont i nue 
wri te( i out , 776 ) i state 
776 format ( 1 x , • er ror • • • • • •  istate= ' , i 4 )  
stop 
end 
subrout i ne of i l epk 
c- - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c of i l e assi gns l og i ca l  uni t # & open f i l es 
c 





common/ i data/ i nn, i out , i k i n , i t i meO , ndg , i t i men, i gen, i f lux , i rho 
i gen 45 
i t i meO = 41  
i t i men 46 
i out 40 
i k i n  49 
i f l ux 55 
i rho 44 
open( 40 , f i l e= ' pt k i n . out • , status= ' unknown ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open(45 , f i l e= ' genera l . dat • ,status= ' o ld ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open( 4 1 , f i l e= ' t i meO . da t • , status= ' o ld ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open( 46 , f i l e= ' t i men . dat ' , status= ' new ' , form= • formatted ' ) 
open(49, f i l e= ' k i net i cs . dat ' , status= ' o l d ' , fo nn= • formatted ' ) 
open(55 , f i l e= ' f l ux . dat • , status= ' ol d ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open( 44 , f i l e= ' rh o . out • , status= ' o ld ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
rew i nd  40 
rew i nd  45 
rew i nd  4 1  
rew i nd  46 
rewi nd  49 
rew i nd  55 
rew i nd  44 
return 
end 
subrout i ne nk i npk ( i f l ag , c )  
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c nki n  reads k i net i cs data 






common/ f l ags/ i rhonum , i pknum 
common/betdat/beta( 1 00 ) , a l amda ( 1 00 )  
common/rdata/rho( 1 000+1 ) , gen( 1 000+1 ) , pow, t i me, 
* betat ( 1 000+ 1 ) , tfue l , 
* tcoo l 1 , tcoo l 2 , t i n, rhon, genn , betatn, i ter, 
* tfue l O , tcol 1 0 , tco l 20 , powO, rhot i ( 1 000+1 ) ,  
* betaef f ( 1 000+1 , 1 00) 
common/ i data/ i nn, i out , i ki n , i t i meO , ndg , i t i men, i gen, i f lux , i rho 
d i mens i on c ( 1 00 )  
i nteger i f l ag 
read( i k i n , 802 ) ndg 
read( i ki n , 803 ) ( a l amda ( i ) , i =1 , ndg) 
c- - - - - i nput effect i ve beta ' s  at latest t i me step 
c 
c 
read( i f lux , 940 ) kmax, ngp 
rew i nd i rho 
read( i rho , * ) i f l ag 
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do 1 13 i =1 , i rhonurn+1 
read( i rho,930) rhot i ( i ) , gen( i ) , rho( i )  
read( i rho, 940 ) ( c( i n ) , i n=1 , ndg ) 
read( i rh o , 940) ( betaeff ( i , j ) , j=1 , ndg )  
1 13 cont i nue 
c 
c 




do 1 0 1  i =1 , i rhonum+1 
do 1 00 j = 1 , ndg 
betat ( i )  = beta t ( i )  + betaef f ( i , j )  
1 00 cont i nue 
1 0 1  cont i nue 
802 format ( 1 0 i 5 )  
803 forma t ( 7e1 1 . 4 )  
930 format(3e1 4 . 7> 
940 format ( 6e1 4 . 7) 
970 format (4e1 1 . 4 )  
990 format ( 1 x , ' effect i ve betas not found on f l ux . dat f i l e ' ) 
return 
end 
subrout i ne getpowpk( c , cO )  
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c getpow reads i n i t i a l  cond i t i ons of t i me f i l e  
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
common/rdata/rho ( 1 000+1 ) , gen( 1 000+1 ) , pow, t i me ,  
* bet at ( 1 000+ 1 ) , tfuel , 
* tcoo l 1 , tcoo l 2 , t i n, rhon, genn, betatn, i ter,  
* t fue L O , tco l 1 0 , tco l 20 , powO , rhot i ( 1 000+ 1 ) ,  
* betaef f ( 1 000+1 , 1 00 )  
common/f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
common/ i data/ i nn, i out , i ki n, i t i meO , ndg , i t i men, i gen, i f l ux, i rho 
d i mens i on c0( 1 00 ) , c ( 1 00 ) , c2 ( 1 00 )  





rew i nd  i t i meO 
rew i nd  i t i men 
1 00 cont i nue 
read ( i t i me0 , 900 , end=200 ) t i me , pow , tfue l , tcoo l 1 , tcoo l2 
wri te( i t i men,900 ) t i me , pow, tfuel , tcoo l 1 , tcoo l2 
read ( i t i me0 , 907, end=200 ) ( c2( i ) , i = 1 , ndg) 
wri te( i t i men, 907) ( c2( i ) , i = 1 , ndg ) 
go to 1 00 
200 cont i nue 





i f  ( t i me . eq . O . O )  then 
t i me = ( rhot i (2 )  - rhoti ( 1 ) )/ i rhonum 
end i f  
powO = pow 
t fue l O  = tfuel 
tcol 10 = tcoo l 1  
tco l 20 = tcoo l2 
do 300 i = 1 , ndg 
cO( i )  = c( i )  
300 cont i nue 
901 format ( 1 e1 1 . 4 )  
900 forma t ( 7e1 1 . 4 )  
907 format ( 1 1 x, 6e1 1 . 4 )  
return 
end 
subrout i ne gett i m ( t stop, de l t )  
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c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c get t i m  reads tstop , de l t ,  t i n  o f  general i nterface f i l e 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
common/ i data/ i nn, i out , i ki n, i t i meO , ndg , i t i men, i gen, i f l ux, i rho 
c 
c- - - - - i n i t i a l  var i ables 
c 
rewi nd i gen 
c 
c- - - - - s k i p  sec t i on #1 
c 
c 
read( i gen, 902 ) i sec , nrec 
do 20 i c= 1 , nrec 
read( i gen,900) 
20 conti nue 
c- - - - - s k i p  sec t i on #2 of genera l i nterface f i l e  
c 
c 
read ( i gen , 902 ) i sec , nrec 
do 30 i c= 1 , nrec 
read( i gen , 902) 
30 cont i nue 
c- - - - - s k i p  sec t i on 3 of i nterface f i l e 
c 
c 
read ( i gen , 902) i sec, nrec 
do 50 i c= 1 , nrec 
read ( i gen , 902) 
5 0  cont i nue 
c- - - - - read t/h data sect i on #4 
c 
c 
read( i gen, 902 ) i sec , nrec 
n=O 
read( i gen, 903 ) t i n  
n=n+1 
n l f t=nrec- n 
i f ( n l ft . l e . O ) go to 1 00 
do 60 i c= 1 , nl ft 
read ( i gen, 902) 
60 cont i nue 
c- - - - - read t i me data sect i on #5 
c 
c 
1 00 cont i nue 
read( i gen, 902 ) i sec, nrec 
read ( i gen, 902 )nt i me 
do 200 i c= 1 , nt i me  
read( i gen , 903 ) tstop , de l t  
i f ( t i me . l t . tstop)go to 300 
200 cont i nue 





wri te( i out , 904 ) t i me 
return 
900 format(80a1 )  
902 format ( 1 5 i 5 )  
903 format ( 7e1 1 .4 )  
904 format( 1 x , 2 1 hend o f  problem t i me= , f7.2) 
300 cont i nue 
return 
end 
subrout i ne cal conpk ( c , cO) 
c- - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c c a l con ca lcul ates equat i on constants and i n i t i a l  cond i t i ons . 
c - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
common/rdata/rho ( 1 000+1 ) , gen( 1 000+1 ) , pow, t i me ,  
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* betat ( 1 000+ 1 ) , tfue l ,  
* tcoo l 1 , tcoo l 2 , t i n , rhon, genn , betatn, i ter,  
* t fue l O , tco l 1 0 , tco l 20 , powO , rhot i ( 1 000+1 ) ,  
* betaef f ( 1 000+1 , 1 00) 
common/f l ags/i rhonum, i pknum 
common/betdat/beta ( 1 00 ) , a l amda ( 1 00 )  
common/ i data/ i nn , i out , i ki n, i t i meO, ndg , i t i men, i gen , i f lux, i rho 
common/thdata/xmass f , cpf , fract , h , af , xmdot , xmassc , cpc , a lphac, 
* a lphaf , ha f , hafmcc , hafmcf , powbtu,cc , dd , bb 
d i mens i on c ( 1 00 ) , c0 ( 1 00 )  
c- - - - -power i s  i n  mw, to convert to btu/sec mu l t  by fol lowing 
data conp2b/948 . 05/ 
c 






i f ( t i me . g t . O . O ) go to 200 
do 1 00 i = 1 , ndg 
c ( i )  = pow0*beta ( i )/ ( a l amda ( i )*gen( 1 ) )  
cO( i )  = c ( i )  
1 00 conti nue 
200 cont i nue 
return 
end 
subrout i ne d l oadpk( y , neq , c , cO )  
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c d l oad p laces dependent var i ables i n  y array 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
common/rdata/rho( 1 000+ 1 ) , gen( 1 000+1 ) , pow, t i me ,  
* betat ( 1 000+ 1 ) , t fue l ,  
* tcoo l 1 , tcoo l 2 , t i n , rhon, genn , betatn, i ter,  
* tfue l O , tco l 1 0 , tco l 20 , powO , rhot i C 1 000+1 ) ,  
* betaef f ( 1 000+1 , 1 00) 
common/ f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
common/ i data/ i nn , i out , i ki n, i t i meO, ndg , i t i men, i gen, i f lux, i rho 
double prec i s i on y 
dimens i on y( 1 01 ) , c( 1 00 ) , c0 ( 1 00 )  






y( 1 )  = pow/powO 
do 1 00 i =1 , ndg 
y( i + 1 ) = c ( i ) /powO 
1 00 conti nue 
return 
end 
subrout i ne f ( neq, t , y, ydot ) 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c f i s  ca l l ed by l sode to determi ne der i va t i ves of the 
c dependent var i ab l es 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
common/betdat/beta( 1 00) , a l amda ( 1 00 )  
common/ rdata/rho( 1 000+1 ) , gen( 1 000+ 1 ) , pow, t i me ,  
* betat ( 1 000+ 1 ) , t fue l ,  
* tcoo l 1 , tcoo l 2 , t i n, rhon, genn , betatn, i ter,  
* tfue l O , tco l 1 0 , tco l20,powO, rhot i ( 1 000+1 ) ,  
* betaef f ( 1 000+1 , 1 00 )  
common/f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
common/ i data/ i nn, i out , i ki n , i t i meO , ndg , i t i men, i gen, i f l ux , i rho 
common/thdata/xmassf , cpf , f ract , h , af , xmdot , xmassc, cpc , a lphac, 
* a l phaf , ha f , hafmcc , hafmcf , powbtu, cc , dd , bb 
double prec i s i on y , ydot 
d i mens i on y( 1 01 ) , ydot ( 1 0 1 )  
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c 
sum=O . O  
do 1 00 i =1 , ndg 
sum = sum + a l amda( i )*y( i + 1 ) 
1 00 cont i nue 
ydot ( 1 )  = ( rhon- betatn)*y( 1 )/genn + sum 
c- - - - - equat i ons 2- ndg+ 1 : precursors 
c 
c 
do 200 i = 1 , ndg 
ydot ( i + 1 ) = betaeff ( i ter, i )*y( 1 )/genn - a l amda ( i )*y( i + 1 ) 
200 cont i nue 
c wri te( i out , * ) ( ' i ter = ' , i ter, ' T i me = ' , t )  
c wri te( i out , 999) ( rhon, genn , betatn, sum) 
c wr i te( i out , 998 ) ( a l amda ( i g ) , i g= 1 , ndg ) 
c wri te( i out , 998 ) ( betaef f ( i ter, i g ) , i g=1 , ndg ) 
998 format(6e 1 7 . 4 )  




subrout i ne un l oadpk(y,neq , c )  
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c un l oad takes dependent var i ables out of y array 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
common/ i data/ i nn, i out , i k i n , i t i meO , ndg , i t i men, i gen, i f l ux, i rho 
common/rdata/rho ( 1 000+1 ) , gen( 1 000+1 ) , pow, t ime ,  
* betat ( 1 000+ 1 ) , tfue l ,  
* tcoo l 1 , tcoo l 2 , t i n , rhon , genn, betatn, i ter, 
* t fuel O , tco l 1 0 , tcol20 , powO , rhot i ( 1 000+1 ) ,  
* betaef f C 1 000+1 , 1 00)  
common/ f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
double prec i s i on y 
d i mens i on yC 1 01 ) , c( 1 00 )  






pow = pow0*y( 1 )  
do 1 00 i = 1 , ndg 
c( i )  = y( i + 1 ) *pow0 
1 00 cont i nue 
return 
end 
subrout i ne savpowpk( c )  
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c savpow wri tes dependent var i ables t o  the t i me f i l e 




common/rdata/rho( 1 000+1 ) , gen( 1 000+1 ) , pow, t i me, 
* betat ( 1 000+1 ) , t fue l ,  
* tcoo l 1 , tcoo l 2 , t i n , rhon, genn , betatn, i ter, 
* tfuel O , tco l 1 0 , tcol20 , powO , rhot i ( 1 000+1 ) ,  
* betaeff ( 1 000+1 , 1 00 )  
common/ f l ags/ i rhonum, i pknum 
common/ i data/ i nn, i out , i k i n , i t i meO , ndg, i t imen, i gen, i f lux , i rho 
d i mens i on c ( 1 00 )  
data i l i ne/0/ 




wri te( i t imen,900 ) t i me , pow , tfuel , tcoo l 1 , tcoo l2 
wri te( i t i men,907) ( c( i ) , i = 1 , ndg) 
900 format(7e1 1 .4 )  
907 format ( 1 1 x, 6e1 1 . 4 )  





i f ( i l i ne . g t .  20000)then 
wri te( i out 1 700) 
700 format ( 1 X 1 1 exceeded 20000 l i nes in ptk i n 1 ) 
stop 
end i f  
return 
end 
subrout i ne i nt rhopk(xnew1 tk) 
common/rdata/rho( 1 000+ 1 ) 1 gen( 1 000+ 1 ) 1 pow1 t i me 1  
* betat ( 1 000+1 ) 1 tfuel 1 
* tcoo l 1 1 tcoo l 2 1 t i n1 rhon 1 genn1betatn1 i ter1 
* tfue l 0 1 tco l 1 0 1 tco l20 1 pow0 1 rhot i ( 1 000+1 ) 1  
* betaef f ( 1 000+1 1 1 00) 
common/f l ags/ i rhonum1 i pknum 
common/ i data/ i nn1 i out 1 i ki n 1 i t i me0 1 ndg 1 i t i men1 i gen1 i f lux1 i rho 
i nteger i method 
rea l xO ,x1 1 x 2 , xnew 1 tO , t 1 1 t2 1 t k , dt 1 1 dt2 1 dtk 1 dtk2 
c i method = 1 i f  l i near i nterpo l at i on 
c i method = 2 i f  quadra t i c  i nterpo l at i on 
c x0 1 X 1 , x2 are l ast three va l ues of parameter being i nterpol ated 
c t01 t1 1 t2 are the associ ated t i mes 
c xnew i s  the i nterpo l a ted va l ue 
c t k  is the t i me  the parameter i s  being i nterpo l ated at 
c 
c 
i f  ( i te r . eq . 1 )  then 
i method = 1 
tO rhot i ( i ter) 
t1 rhot i ( i ter+1 ) 
xO = rho( i ter) 
x1 = rho( i ter+1 ) 
e l se 
i method = 2 
tO = rhot i ( i ter- 1 )  
t 1  rhot i ( i ter) 
t2 = rhot i ( i ter+1 ) 
xO = rho( i ter- 1 )  
x1 rho ( i ter) 
x2 = rho( i ter+1 ) 
end i f  
dt1 = t 1  - tO 
dt2 t2 - t 1  
dtk t k  - tO 
dtk2 = tk - t1 
i f ( i method . eq . 1 )  then 
xnew = xO + ( ( x1  - x0)*dtk)/ ( dt1 ) 
end i f  
i f ( i method . eq . 2 )  then 
xnew = xO + ( (x1  - x0 )* ( dtk) )/(dt 1 )  + ( (dtk)*(dtk2 ) )* 
* ( ( ( (x2 - x1 )/dt2) - ( (x1  - x0)/dt 1 ) )/ (dt2 + dt1 ) )  
end i f  
c wr i te(61 * ) ( 1  xnew = 1 1Xnew1 1 xO = 1 1X0 1 
c * 1 x1 = 1 1 X1 1 1  x2 = 1 1 X2 ) 
c wri te(6 * ) ( 1  tk = 1 tk 1 tO = 1 tO 1 t1 1 1 t 1 1 
C * I t2 :
1 
l l t2 )  





subrout i ne i ntgenpk(xnew1 tk) 
common/rdata/rho( 1 000+1 ) 1 gen( 1 000+ 1 ) 1 pOW1 t i me, 
* betat ( 1 000+1 ) 1 tfue l 1 
* tcoo l 1 1 tcoo l 2 1 t i n 1 rhon1 genn1 betatn1 i ter1 
* tfuel 0 1 tco l 1 0 1 tco l 20 , pow0 1 rhot i ( 1 000+1 ) 1  
* betaef f ( 1 000+1 1 1 00 )  
common/f l ags/ i rhonum1 i pknum 
common/ i data/ i nn 1 i out , i k i n1 i t i me0 1 ndg 1 i t i men1 i gen1 i f lux , i rho 
i nteger i method 
rea l x0 1 X1 1 X2 1 xnew1 t01 t 1 1 t2, t k 1 dt 1 1 dt2 , d t k 1 dt k2 
c i method = 1 i f  l i near i nterpo l at i on 
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c i method = 2 i f  quadrat i c  i nterpolat i on 
c xO,x1 , x2 a re l ast three va lues of parameter being i nterpol ated 
c tO , t 1 , t2 a re the assoc i ated t i mes 
c xnew i s  the i nterpol ated va lue 
c tk is the t i me  the parameter i s  be i ng i nterpol ated at 
c 
c 
i f  ( i ter . eq. 1 )  then 
i method = 1 
tO rhot i ( i ter) 
t1  = rhot i ( i ter+1 ) 
xO gen( i ter) 
x1  gen( i ter+1 ) 
e l se 
i method = 2 
tO rhot i ( i ter- 1 )  
t 1  rhot i ( i ter) 
t2 = rhot i ( i ter+1 ) 
xO gen( i ter- 1 )  
x1  gene i ter) 
x2 gen( i ter+1 ) 
end i f  
dt1 t1 - tO 
dt2 t2 - t 1  
dtk = t k  - tO 
dtk2 = tk - t 1  
i f ( i method . eq . 1 )  then 
xnew = xO + ( ( x1  - x0)*dtk)/( dt 1 ) 
end i f  
i f ( i method . eq . 2 )  then 
xnew = xO + ( (x1  - x0 )*(dtk) ) / ( dt 1 ) + ( ( dtk)*(dtk2 ) )* 
* ( ( ( (x2 - x1 ) /dt2) - ( (x1  - x0 )/dt 1 ) ) / ( dt2 + dt1 ) )  
end i f  
c wri te(6 , * )  ( '  xnew • , xnew, • xO = • , xO, 
c * • x1 = • , x1 , '  x2 = • , x2 )  
c wr i te ( 6 , * >  ( '  t k  = • , tk , ' tO = • , to , • t 1  • , t 1 , 












subrout i ne norm 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c merge & reformat f l ux output of keno into f l ux shape 
c i nterface f i l e .  
c 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
dimens i on f lux(300, 300 ) 
dimens i on beta(20)  
data l i m/20/ 
data i f l uxi /48/ 
data i f l uxo/55/ 
data i new/57/ 
data i out/56/ 
data i k i n/49/ 
c- - - - - open f i l es 
c 
c 
open( 56 , f i l e= ' norm. out • , status= • unknown ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open(49 , f i l e= ' k i net i cs . dat • , status= ' o l d '  , form= ' formatted' ) 
open( 48 , f i l e= ' ft48f00 1 ' , status= ' o l d 1 , form= • unformatted ' ) 
open( 5 5 , f i l e= ' f lux . dat • , status= ' o ld ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open(57, f i l e= ' f luxnew . dat • , status= • new ' , form= ' formatted ' )  
rew i nd  56 
rew i nd  49 
rew i nd 48 




rew i nd  55 
c- - - - - i nput no . of del ayed neutron groups 








i f  ( ndg . gt .  l im) then 
wri te( i out , 980 ) ndg , l im 
stop 
end i f  
read( i f lux i ) kmax, ngp 
readC i f l ux i ) t i me2 
i f ( kmax . g t . 300) then 
wri te( i out , 900)kmax 
stop 
end i f  
i f (ngp . gt .300) then 
wri te( i out , 9 1 0 )ngp 
stop 
end i f  
read ( i f luxo, 940 ) kmaxo , ngpo 
i f ( kmax . ne . kmaxo) then 
wri te( i out , 95 0 ) kmax , kmaxo 
stop 
end i f  
i f ( ngp. ne . ngpo ) t hen 
wri te( i out , 960)ngp, ngpo 
stop 
end i f  
c- - - - - transfer data f rom o l d  f l ux . da t  to new f l ux . dat . 
c f i rst const on f i l e wi l l  be the constant va lue of the i ntegra l .  
c 
wri te( i new, 94 0 ) kmax , ngp 
40 cont i nue 
read( i f l uxo, 970 , end=5 0 ) t i me, rho, xgen, const 
c 




i yes = 1 
i f ( t i me2 . eq .  t i me ) then 
i yes = 0 
end i f  
i f ( i yes . eq .  1 ) then 
wri te( i new, 970 ) t i me , rho, xgen, const 
end i f  
read( i f l uxo , 930, end=50 ) ( ( f l ux( i g , k) , i g=1 , ngp) , k=1 , kmax) 
i f ( i yes . eq .  1 ) then 
wri te( i new,930 ) ( ( f lux( i g , k ) , i g= 1 , ngp) , k=1 , kmax ) 
end i f  
read( i f l uxo , 930 , end=50 ) ( beta( j ) , j = 1 , ndg) 
i f ( i yes . eq .  1 ) then 
wri te( i new, 930 ) ( beta( j ) , j =1 , ndg ) 
end i f  
g o  t o  40 
50 cont i nue 
1 00 cont i nue 
c 
c- - - - - i nput f l uxes 
c 
read( i f l ux i ) i g , l l , l u 
i f ( i g  . eq .  - 1 ) then 
go to 200 
end i f  
read( i f l ux i ) ( f l ux( i g , k ) , k= l l , lu) 
go to 1 00 
108 
c 
200 cont i nue 
c 
c- - - - - output l atest data 
c 
c 
read( i f l ux i ) rho, xgen, const 
wri te( i new, 970 ) t i me2 , rho, xgen, const 
wri te( i new , 930) ( ( f l ux( i g , k ) , i g=1 , ngp) , k=1 , kmax) 
read ( i f lux i ) ( beta( j ) , j= 1 , ndg ) 
wri te( i new, 930 ) ( beta ( j ) , j=1 , ndg ) 
wri te( i out , 1 000) t i me2 
1 000 format ( 1 x, ' f l ux . dat f i l e updated by norm, t i me= ' , e1 1 . 4 )  
wri te( i out , 1 1 00 ) rho, xgen 
1 1 00 format ( 1 x, • react i vi ty= ' , e1 1 . 4 , / , 1 x , ' generat i on t i me= ' , e1 1 . 4 )  
wri te( i out , 1 200)const 
1 200 format ( 1 x, ' constra i nt constant= ' , e1 1 . 4 )  
c 
c 
c l ose (56> 
c l ose (49) 
c l ose (48) 
c l ose (57) 
c l ose ( 5 5 )  
return 
900 format ( 1 x , ' kmax exceeds 300, kmax= ' , i 7) 
91 0 format C 1 x ,  ' ngp exceeds 300, ngp= ' , i 7) 
920 format( 1 x , ' t i me= ' , e 1 1 . 4 )  
930 format(6e1 1 . 4 )  
940 forma t (2 i 5 )  
950 format ( 1 x , ' kmax not cons i stent i n  i nterface f i l es i n  norm • , 2 i 5 )  
960 format ( 1 x, • ngp not cons i stent i n  i nterface f i l es i n  norm ' , 2 i 5 )  
970 format (4e1 1 .4 )  











subrout i ne cdelay 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c c a l cu l ate de l ayed neutron shape 
c 
c nntmef = t i me steps on f l ux . dat no. of 
c nntmes = t i me  steps on nus i g f . dat no. of 
c nnpow t i me  steps on t i men.dat no . of 
c ndg l im = of del ayed neutron g roups max no 
c nt i mef of f l ux shape ca lcs max no 
c nt i mes of t i mes on nus i gf . dat f i l e  max no 
c npow of t i mes on t i men . dat f i l e  max no 
c ntegr max no of i ntegrand va l ues 






common/uni tscd/ i out , i k i n , i s i g f , i t i me, i f l ux , i de l ay 
common/paramcd/kmax, ngp, nt imef , nt imes , npow, ndg l i m, ntegr, 
* nntmef , nntmes , nnpow, �g , nmat 
d i mens i on d ( 1 00000) 
d i mens i on beta(20 ) , a l amda(20) 
data l immem/1 00000/ 
�g l im = 20 
nt i mef = 40 
nt i mes = 20 
npow = 1 0000 
ntegr = 3000 
c a l l o f i lecd 
read( i f l ux , 940)kmax, ngp 
read ( i s i gf , 940)kmax0 , ngp0 , nmat 
109 
i f ( kmaxO . ne .  kmax ) t hen 
wri te( i out , 95 0 ) kmax , kmax0 
stop 
end i f  
i f ( ngpO . ne .  ngp)then 
wri te( i out , 960 )ngp, ngp0 
stop 
end i f  
c 
c 
c- - - - - generate a rray poi nters 




l f l ux = 1 
l f luxt = l f lux + kmax*ngp*nt i mef 
l s i gf = l f l uxt + nt i mef 
l s i gft = l s i gf + nmat*ngp*nt i mes 
l ncor = l s i gft + nt i mes 
l pow = l ncor + kmax 
l powt = l pow + npow 
lchi  = lpowt + npow 
l ntegr = lchi  + ngp*ndg l i m  
l t i me = l ntegr + ntegr 
l qd = l t i me + ntegr 
lqdk = l qd + kmax*ngp 
lqdk i g  = l qdk + kmax 
lvol = l qdk i g  + kmax*ngp 
l ve l  = lvol + kmax 
l f  = lvel + ngp1 
l f k  = l f  + kmax*ngp 
l f k i g  = l f k  + kmax 
i end = l f k i g  + kmax*ngp 
i f ( i end . gt . l i mmem) then 
wri te( i out , 900 ) l immem, i end 
stop 
end i f  
ca l l  master1 ( d( l f l ux ) , d( l f luxt ) , d( l s i g f ) , d( l pow) , d( lchi ) ,  
* d( l ntegr ) , d( l t i me ) , d( lqd) , d( l s i gft ) , d( lpowt ) , beta , a l amda , 
* d( l ncor ) , d ( lqdk ) , d ( lqdk i g ) , d( l vol ) , d( lvel ) , d( l f ) ,  
* d( l f k ) , d( l fki g ) , ngp1 ) 
c l ose ( i out ) 
c l ose ( i k i n )  
c l ose ( i s i gf )  
c l ose ( i t i me )  
c l ose ( i f l ux )  
c l ose ( i de l ay) 
return 
900 forma t ( 1 x , ' i nsuf f i c i ent memory ' , 2 i 1 0 )  
940 forma t ( 3 i 5 )  
950 format ( 1 x , ' kmax not cons i stent i n  i nterface f i les i n  ma i n • , 2 i 5 )  
960 format ( 1 x , ' ngp not cons i stent i n  i nterface f i l es i n  ma i n • , 2 i 5 )  
end 
subrout i ne master1 ( f lux , f l uxt i , s i g f , pow, ch i , xnteg r , t i me , qd,  
* s i gft i , powt i , beta , a l amda , ncor , qdk, 
* qdk i g , vo l , vel , f , fk , fki g , ngp1 ) 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c master1 i s  the contro l l i ng subrout i ne 
c 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
common/uni tscd/ i out , i k i n, i s i gf , i t i me, i f l ux , i del ay 
common/paramcd/kmax, ngp, nt imef , nt i mes , npow, ndg l i m , nteg r ,  
* nntmef, nntmes, nnpow, ndg,nmat 
d i mens i on f l ux ( ngp, kmax , nt i mef ) , s i g f ( ngp, nmat , nt i mes )  
d i mens i on pow(npow) , xntegr(ntegr) , t i me( nteg r ) , qd(ngp, kmax) 
d i mens i on beta(ndg l i m) , a l amda ( ndg l im) , ch i ( ngp, ndg l im )  
d i mens i on f l uxt i ( nt i mef ) , s i gft i ( nt i mes ) , powt i ( npow) , ncor( kmax ) 
d i mens i on qdk(kmax ) , qdki g ( ngp, kmax) , vo l ( kmax ) , ve l ( ngp1 ) 
d i mens i on f ( ngp, kmax ) , fk( kmax) , fk i g ( ngp, kmax) 
l og i c a l  i stop 
1 10 
data de lmin/ . 00 1 /  
c 
c- - - - - i nput no . of de l ayed neutron groups 
read ( i k i n , 940)ndg 
c 
i f  Cndg . gt .  ndg l i m ) then 
wr i te( i out , 980)ndg , ndg l im 
stop 
end i f  
read( i k i n , 803) ( a l amda ( i ) , i = 1 , ndg) 
read( i k i n , 803 ) ( beta ( i ) , i = 1 , ndg) 
c- - - - - i nput f l ux shapes 
ca l l  nf l ux ( f l ux , f l uxt i )  
c 
c- - - - - i nput nus i gf & ch i ' s  & ve l oc i t i es & vo lumes 
cal l ns i g f ( s i g f , ch i , s i gf t i , ncor , vo l , ve l , ngp1 ) 
c 
c - - - - - i nput powers 
c xtime = l ast t i me on t i men .dat f i le and w i l l  be t i me i ntegrated 
c to 
c power = l ast ampl i tude on t i men. dat f i l e 





do 55 k=1 , kmax 
qdk ( k )  = 0 . 0  
f k ( k )  = 0 . 0  
do 5 0  i g=1 , ngp 
qd( i g , k )  = 0 . 0  
qdki g ( i g , k) = 0 . 0  
f ( i g , k )  = 0 . 0  
f k i g ( i g , k )  = 0 . 0  
SO cont i nue 
55 conti nue 
do 95 k=1 , kmax 
m = ncor ( k )  
d o  9 1  j = 1 , ndg 
c- - - - -steady- state f i ss i ons ( assumes f i rst t i me step on t i men . dat , 
c f l ux . da t ,  nus i gf . dat f i l es i s  steady- state. ) 
c 
ssf i ss = 0 . 0  
do 80 i g=1 , ngp 
ssf i ss = ssf i ss + s ig f ( i g , m, 1 )*pow( 1 )*f lux( i g , k, 1 )  
c 
80 cont i nue 
do 90 i gnew=1 , ngp 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - fol l ow i ng assumes a l l  ch i ' s  are the same for 
c a l l  j • s 
qd( i gnew , k )  = qd( i gnew , k )  + ssf i ss*ch i ( i gnew, 1 )* 
* a l amda ( j )*beta ( j )*exp( - a l amda( j )*xt i me )  
c 
c 
90 cont i nue 
91 cont i nue 
95 cont i nue 
c 




do 500 j = 1 , ndg 
de l tat = de lmin 
t = xtime 
i = 1 
t ime ( i )  = t 
xntegr( i )  1 .  0 
i stop = . fa l se.  
1 00 cont i nue 
t = t - de l tat 
i f ( t  . l e.  O . O ) then 
t = 0 . 0  




i stop = . t rue . 
end i f  
i = i + 
i f ( i  . g t .  ntegr ) then 
wri te( i out , 990)ntegr 
stop 
end i f  
xntegr( i )  = exp( - a l amda ( j ) * (xt ime- t ) )  
c 
c 
t r i a l  = abs(xntegr( i ) - xntegr( i - 1 ) )  
i f ( t r i a l  . g t  . •  OOS ) then 
de l tat = del tat/2 . 0  
i = i - 1 
e l se i f ( t r i a l  . l t • •  001 ) then 
i f ( . not . i stop) then 
de l tat = de l tat*2 . 0  
i = i - 1 
end i f  
e l se 
t i me( i )  t 
end i f  
i f ( i stop) then 
i f ( i . eq .  1 ) then 
i = 2 
t i me( i )  = t 
end i f  
g o  t o  200 
e l se 
go to 1 00 
end i f  
200 cont i nue 
c 
c- - - - - add t i mes from t i men . dat f i l e 
i i  = i + nnpow 
c 
c 
i f ( i i  . gt .  nteg r ) then 
wr i te ( i out , 990)ntegr 
stop 
end i f  
ca l l  addmor ( t i me, i , powt i , xntegr , a l amda( j ) , xt i me) 
c 
c 
c - - - - - f i n i shed w i th t i me mesh for group j 




do 450 k=1 , kmax 
sun = 0 . 0  
do 400 i g= 1 , ngp 
do 300 i i =1 , i  
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i nterpol ate values 
c 







ca l l  i nts i g( s i gf , t i me( i i ) , xs i g , s i g ft i , i g , k , ncor ) 
ca l l  i ntpow( pow, t i me ( i i ) , xpow, powt i )  
fact = x f l ux*xsi g*xpow*a l amda ( j )*beta( j )  
xntegr( i i )  = fact*exp( - a l amda ( j )* (xt i me- t i me( i i ) ) )  
cont i nue 
do 3 1 0  i i =2 ,  i 




de l = abs ( t i me( i i ) - t ime( i i - 1 ) )/2 - 0  
sum = sum + <xntegr( i i )  + xnteg r ( i i - 1 ) )*del 
c 
3 1 0  cont i nue 
400 cont i nue 
do 4 1 0  i gnew= 1 , ngp 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - fo l l ow i ng assumes a l l  ch i ' s are the same for 
c a l l  j ' s  
qd( i gnew , k )  = qdC i gnew , k) + sum*ch i ( i gnew , 1 )  
c 
c 
4 1 0  conti nue 
450 cont i nue 
500 cont i nue 




ca l l  f l uxsh ( f l ux , f l uxt i , f , ve l , ngp1 , xt i me )  
c- - - - - d  = rat i o  of de l ayed & f l ux sh i ft source neutrons to tota l source 





source neut rons 
fs = 0 . 0  
d = 0 . 0  
do 520 k=1 , kmax 
sumf = 0 . 0  
s um  = 0 . 0  
d o  5 1 0  i g= 1 , ngp 
sumf = sumf + f ( i g , k )  
sum = sum + qd( i g , k) 
5 1 0  cont i nue 
fs = fs + sumf*vo l ( k) 
d = d + sum*vo l ( k )  
520 cont i nue 
c- - - - -ca lcul ate pdf ' s  for spat i a l  & energy d i s t r i but i ons of f i xed 




do 540 k=1 , kmax 
sumf = 0 . 0  
s um  = 0 . 0  
d o  530 i g= 1 , ngp 
sumf = sumf + f ( i g , k) 
sum = sum + qd( i g , k) 
530 cont i nue 
do 535 i g=1 , ngp 
i f (sum . g t .  O . O ) then 
qdki g( i g , k) = qd( i g , k )/sum 
end i f  
i f ( sumf . gt .  O . O ) then 
fk i g ( i g , k )  = f ( i g , k )/sumf 
end i f  
535 cont i nue 
i f ( d  . gt .  O . O ) then 
qdk ( k )  = sum*vo l ( k )/d 
end i f  
i f ( fs . g t .  O . O ) then 
f k ( k )  = sumf*vo l ( k )/fs 
end i f  
540 cont i nue 
d = d/pow( nnpow) 
c- - - - - F l ux used to calcu l ate prompt f i ss i on neut rons i s  that at the 
c l atest t i me on f l ux . dat f i le.  
c 
c 
betat = 0 . 0  
d o  5 5 0  j = 1 , ndg 
betat = betat + beta( j )  
550 cont i nue 
1 13 
x t i me2 = f l uxt i ( nntmef) 
p = 0 . 0  
c 
do 700 k.=1 , kmax 
sun = 0 . 0  
d o  600 i g= 1 , ngp 
ca l l  i nts i g ( s i g f , xt i me2, xs i g , s i g ft i , i g , k. , ncor) 
sum = sum + ch i ( i g , 1 )* ( 1 . 0- betat)*xs i g*f l ux ( i g , k. , nntmef ) 
600 cont i nue 
p = p + sum*vo l ( k. )  




r1 = (d + fs)/(d + fs + p) 
r2 = fs/ ( d  + f s )  
r 3  = d/p 
wri te( i de l ay , 940)kmax , ngp 
wr i te( i de l ay , 930 ) r 1 , r2 , r3 , f l uxt i ( nntmef) 
wri te( i de l ay , 930 ) (qdk. ( k. ) , k.=1 , k.max) 
wri te( i de l ay , 930 ) ( (qdk. i g( i g , k. ) , i g=1 , ngp) , k.=1 , k.max) 
wri te( i de l ay , 930 ) ( fk.( k. ) , k.= 1 , k.max) 
wri te( idelay, 930 ) ( ( fk. i g( i g , k. ) , i g=1 , ngp) , k.=1 , k.max) 
wri te( i out , 1 000)xt i me 
wri te( i out , 1 1 00 ) r 1  
wri te( i out , 1 20 0 ) r2 
wr i te( i out , 1300 ) r3 
803 format ( 7e1 1 .4 )  
930 format(6e1 1 . 4 )  
940 format ( 2 i 5 )  
980 format ( 1 x , ' ndg exceeds l im, ndg , l i m= ' , 2 i 5 )  
990 format ( 1 x , ' number o f  i nt rgrand va l ues exceeds l i mi t ' , i6) 
1 000 format ( 1 x , ' cde l ay ca l c .  ended at t i me= ' , e1 1 .4 >  
1 1 00 format ( 1 x , ' rat i o  o f  f i xed source t o  tota l source= ' , e1 1 .4 )  
1 200 format ( 1 x , ' rat i o  o f  f l ux sh i ft t o  tota l f i xed source= ' , e1 1 . 4 )  






subrout i ne o f i l ecd 
common/uni tscd/ i out , i k.i n , i s i g f , i t ime, i f lux, i de l ay 
i out = 59 
i k. i n  = 49 
i s i gf = 54 
i t i me  = 46 
i f l ux = 55 
i de l ay = 47 




open( 59 , f i l e= ' cdel ay. out ' , status= ' new ' , form= ' formatted ' )  
open(49 , f i l e= ' k. i net i c s . da t ' , status= ' o l d ' , form= ' formatted ' )  
open( 54 , f i l e= • nusi g f . dat ' , status= ' o l d '  , form= ' formatted' ) 
open(46 , f i l e= ' t imen. dat ' , status= ' o l d ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open(55 , f i l e= ' f l ux . dat ' , status= ' o l d ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open(47, f i l e= ' de l ay.dat ' , status= • unk.nown ' , form= ' formatted 1 ) 
rew i nd  59 
rew i nd 49 
rewi nd 54 
rew i nd  46 
rew i nd 55 
rew i nd  47 
return 
end 
subrout i ne nf l ux < f l ux , f l uxt i )  
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c i nput f l ux shapes 
c 












common/un i tscd/ i out , i k i n , i s i gf , i t i me, i f l ux, i de l ay 
common/paramcd/kmax , ngp, nt i mef , nt imes , npow , ndg l im, ntegr, 
* nntmef , nntmes , nnpow , ndg , nmat 
d i mens i on f l ux ( ngp, kmax , nt i mef ) , f l uxt i ( ntimef) 
i = 0 
40 con t i nue 
i p1 = i + 1 
i f ( i p1 . gt .  nt i mef ) then 
wri te( i out , 91 0 )nt imef 
stop 
end i f  
read( i f l ux , 970, end=5 0 ) f l uxt i ( i p1 ) , rho, gen, xdum 
read( i f l ux , 930, end=50) ( ( f l ux( i g , k , i p1 ) , i g=1 , ngp) , k=1 , kmax) 
read( i f l ux , 930, end=50 ) ( xdum, j = 1 , ndg) 
i = i + 1 
go to 40 
SO con t i nue 
nntmef = i 
i f ( nntmef . l e .  0) then 
w r i te( i out , 990 ) 
stop 
end i f  
i f ( f l uxt i ( 1 ) . ne. 0 . 0 )  then 
wri te( i out , 980 ) 
stop 
end i f  
return 
9 1 0  format ( 1 x , • more t i mes on f lux . dat than a l l owed ' , i 1 1 )  
930 format(6e1 1 . 4 )  
c 
970 format(4e1 1 . 4 )  
980 format ( 1x , ' f i rst t i me  o n  f lux . dat f i l e  must be 0 ' )  
990 format ( 1 x , • no data on f lux.dat ' )  
end 
subrout i ne ns i gf ( s i gf , ch i , s i gft i , ncor , vo l , ve l , ngp1 ) 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c i nput nus i gf ,  ch i ,  vo l umes ,  and ve l oc i t i es 
c 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
common/un i t scd/ i out , i ki n , i s i gf , i t i me, i f l ux, i de l ay 
common/paramcd/kmax , ngp, nt imef , nt i mes , npow, ndg l im, ntegr,  
* nntmef , nntmes, nnpow, ndg , nmat 
d i mens i on s i g f ( ngp, nma t , nt i mes ) , s i gf t i ( nt i mes ) , ch i ( ngp, ndg l im) 
d i mens i on ncor( kmax) , ve l ( ngp1 ) , vo l ( kmax ) 
c - - - - - fo l l ow i ng assumes a l l  ch i ' s are the same for 




read( i s i g f , 930 ) ( vo l ( k ) , k=1 , kmax) 
read( i s i g f , 930) ( ch i ( i g , 1 ) , i g= 1 , ngp) 
read ( i s i g f , 93 0 ) ( vel ( i g ) , i g=1 , ngp1 ) 
read( i s i g f , 95 0 ) ( ncor( k ) , k=1 , kmax) 
i = 0 
40 cont i nue 
i = i + 1 
i f ( i  . gt .  nt i mes ) then 
wri te( i out , 91 0 ) nt i mes 
stop 
end i f  
1 15 
* 
read( i s i gf , 930)s i g f t i ( i ) ,  
( ( s i g f ( i g , m, i ) , i g=1 , ngp) , m= 1 , nma t )  
i f ( s i g f t i ( i )  . L t .  O . O ) then 
i = i - 1 
go to 50 
end i f  
go to 40 
50 conti nue 
c 
nntmes = i 
i f ( nntmes . l e .  0) then 
wri te( i out , 990 ) 
stop 
end i f  
c 











, C  
i g  = 0 
80 con t i nue 
i g  = i g  + 1 
eb = sqr t ( ve l ( i g )*ve l ( i g+ 1 ) )  
ve l ( i g )  = 1 . 3859e+6*sqrt(eb) 
i f ( i g  . L t .  ngp)then 
go t o  80 
end i f  
return 
9 1 0  format ( 1 x ,  ' more t i mes on nus i g f . dat than a l l owed ' , i 1 1 )  
930 format(6e1 1 .4 )  
940 format ( 2 i 5 )  
950 format ( 1 2 i 5 )  
990 format ( 1 x , ' no data o n  nus i g f . dat ' )  
end 
subrout i ne i npow(pow , xt ime , powt i , power) 
common/uni tscd/ i out , i ki n , i s i gf , i t i me, i f l ux , i de l ay 
common/paramcd/kmax , ngp, nt imef , nt i mes , npow, ndg l i m, ntegr, 
* nntmef , nntmes, nnpow , ndg , nmat 
d i mens i on pow( npow) , powt i (npow) 
i = 0 
1 00 cont i nue 
i p1 = i + 1 
i f ( i p1 . gt .  npow) then 
wri te ( i out , 91 0) npow 
stop 
end i f  
* 
read( i t i me , 900, end=200 )powt i ( i p1 ) , pow( i p1 ) , tfue l ,  
tcoo l 1 , tcoo l 2  
read( i t i me , 907, end=200 ) ( xdum, j = 1 , ndg) 
i = i p1 
go to 1 00 
200 cont i nue 
nnpow = i 
i f ( nnpow . l e .  0) then 
wri te( iout , 990 ) 
stop 
end i f  
xt i me  = powt i ( nnpow) 
power = pow( nnpow) 
900 format(7e1 1 . 4 )  
907 format ( 1 1 x , 6e1 1 . 4)  
9 1 0  format ( 1 x, • more t i mes on t i men . dat than a l l owed ' , i 1 1 )  




subrout i ne addmor ( t i me, i , powt i , xnteg r , a l amda , xt i me) 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c add t imes f rom t i men . dat f i l e  
c 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
common/paramcd/kmax, ngp, ntimef , nt i mes , npow , ndg l im, nteg r ,  
c 
c 
* nntmef, nntmes , nnpow , ndg , nmat 
d i mens i on xntegr(nteg r ) , t i me(nteg r )  
d i mens i on powt i (npow) 
l og i ca l  i sort 
i f ( nnpow . l e .  1 ) then 
i = i + 1 
t i me( i )  = powt i ( 1 )  
e l se 
do 1 00 j = 1 , nnpow 
t i me( i + j ) = powt i ( j )  
1 00 con t i nue 
i = i + nnpow 
end i f  




1 50 cont i nue 
i sort = . fa l se. 
do 200 j=2, i 
i f ( t i me( j )  . L t .  t ime( j - 1 ) ) then 
a = t i me( j )  
t i me( j )  = t i me( j - 1 )  
t i me ( j - 1 )  = a  
i sort = . t rue. 
end i f  
200 cont i nue 
i f ( i sort ) then 
go to 1 50 
end i f  
c - - - - - t i mes have been sorted 
c 
do 300 i i = 1 , i  
xntegr( i i )  
300 cont i nue 




subrout i ne i ntf l x ( f l ux , t , x , f l uxt i , i g , k )  
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c i nterpo late f l ux va l ues 
c 




common/paramcd/kmax , ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes , npow, ndg l i m, nteg r ,  
* nntmef, nntmes , nnpow, ndg , nmat 
d i mens i on f l ux(ngp, kmax , nt i mef) 
d i mens i on f l uxt i ( nt i mef ) 
i f ( nntmef . l e .  1 ) then 
x = f l ux( i g , k, 1 )  
e l se 
do 1 00 i = 1 , nntmef 
i f ( t  . l e .  f l uxti ( i ) ) then 
go to 200 
end i f  
1 00 cont i nue 
c - - - - - - - - - t i me i s > than any t i me on f l ux f i l e .  set equa l to 
c f l ux at l ast f l ux f i le t i me step 
c 




go to 300 
cont i nue 
i f ( i  . l e .  1 ) then 
x f l ux( i g , k ,  1 )  
e l se 
* 
x = f l ux( i g , k , i - 1 )  + ( f lux( i g , k, i >  - f l ux( i g , k , i - 1 ) )* 
( t  - f l uxt i ( i - 1 ) )/( f l uxt i ( i )  - f l uxt i ( i - 1 ) )  
300 
c 
end i f  
con t i nue 
end i f  
return 
end 
subrout i ne i nts i g( s i gf , t , x, s i gft i , i g , k , ncor) 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c i nterpo l ate nus i gf va l ues 
c 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
common/paramcd/kmax, ngp, nt imef , nt i mes , npow, ndg l i m , ntegr, 
* nntmef, nntmes , nnpow, ndg , nmat 
c 
c 
d i mens i on s i gf ( ngp, nmat , nt i mes ) 
d i mens i on s i gf t i ( n t i mes ) , ncor( kmax ) 
m = ncor( k )  
i f ( nntmes . l e .  1 ) then 
x = s i gf ( i g , m, 1 )  
e l se 
do 1 00 i = 1 , nntines 
i f ( t  . l e .  s i gf t i ( i ) ) then 
go to 200 
end i f  
1 00 cont i nue 
c- - - - - - - - - t i me  i s > than any t i me on s i gf f i l e .  set equa l t o  




x = s i g f ( i g , m, nntmes ) 
go to 300 
cont i nue 
i f ( i  . l e .  1 ) then 
x = s i gf ( i g , m, 1 )  
e l se 
* 
x = s i gf ( i g , m, i - 1 )  + ( s i gf ( i g , m , i )  - s i g f ( i g , m , i - 1 ) )* 
( t  - s i gft i ( i - 1 ) )/ ( s i gft i ( i )  - s i gft i ( i - 1 ) )  
c 
end i f  
300 cont i nue 
end i f  
return 
end 
subrout i ne i ntpow( pow , t , x , powt i )  
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c i nterpo late power va lues 
c 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
common/paramcd/kmax , ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes , npow, ndg l im, ntegr,  
* nntmef , nntmes , nnpow, ndg , nmat 
d i mens i on pow(npow) 
d i mens i on powt i ( npow) 
i f ( nnpow . l e .  1 ) then 
x = pow( 1 )  
e l se 
do 1 00 i = 1 , nnpow 
i f ( t  . l e .  powt i ( i ) ) then 
go to 200 
end i f  
1 1 8  
1 00 cont i nue 
c 
c - - - - - - - - - t i me  i s > than any t i me on t i me  f i le.  set equa l to 





x = pow(nnpow) 
go to 300 
con t i nue 
i f ( i  . L e. 1 ) then 
x = pow( 1 )  
e l se 
x = pow( i - 1 )  + ( pow( i )  - pow( i - 1 ) )* 
( t  - powt i ( i - 1 ) )/(powt i ( i )  - powt i ( i - 1 ) ) 
end i f  
300 cont i nue 
c 
end i f  
return 
end 
subrout i ne f l uxsh ( f l ux , f l uxt i , f , ve l , ngp1 , xt ime) 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c c a l cu l ate ( 1 / ( de l t*ve l ) )  * f l ux( t -de l t )  
c t x t i me  = l ast t i me  on t i men. dat f i l e  
c t - de l t  = l ast t i me  on f lux . dat f i le 
c 




common/paramcd/kmax , ngp, nt imef , nt i mes , npow, ndg l i m, ntegr,  
* nntme f , nntmes, nnpow, ndg , nmat 
common/un i tscd/ i out , i k i n, i s i gf , i t i me , i f l ux , i de l ay 
d i mens i on f l ux ( ngp, kmax , nt i mef) 
d i mens i on f l uxt i ( nt i mef ) 
d i mens i on f ( ngp, kmax ) , ve l ( ngp1 ) 
de l t  = x t i me - f l uxt i ( nntmef ) 
c wr i te(6, * ) ( ' de l t  = ' , de l t )  
i f (de l t  . l e.  O . O ) then 






end i f  
do 500 k=1 , kmax 
do 400 i g=1 , ngp 
f ( i g , k) 0 . 0  
f ( i g , k ) = ( 1 . 0/ve l ( i g ) )*f l ux( i g , k , nntmef )/de l t  
400 con t i nue 
500 cont i nue 












subrout i ne power 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c c a l cu l ate power from ampl i tude and shape func t i ons 












nt i mes 
namp 
no . of 





t i me  steps on f l ux . dat 
t i me  steps on nus i g f . dat 
t i me steps on t i men . dat 
of f lux shape c a l cs 
of t i mes on nus i gf . dat f i l e  
o f  t i mes o n  t imen . dat f i L e  
1 19 








common/un i ts2/ i nn , i out , i s i gf , i t i me, i f l ux, i ki n , i f luxo 
common/param2/kmax , ngp, nt imef , nt i mes , namp, 
* nntmef , nntmes , nnamp , nmat , ndg 
d i mens i on d(50000 ) 
data l immem/50000/ 
nt i mef = 40 
nt i mes = 20 
namp 1 0000 
ca l l  o f i  l es2 
read( i f lux , 940 ) kmax , ngp 
read( i s i g f , 940 ) kmaxO , ngpO , nmat 
i f ( kmaxO . ne .  kmax ) then 
wri te( i out , 95 0 ) kmax, kmax0 
stop 
end i f  
i f ( ngpO . ne.  ngp) then 
wri te( i out , 960)ngp, ngp0 
stop 
end i f  
c - - - - - generate array poi nters 




l f l ux = 1 
l f l uxt = l f l ux + kmax*ngp*nt i mef 
l s i g f  = l f l uxt + nt i mef 
l s i gft = l s i g f  + �t*ngp*nt i mes 
l ncor = l s i gft + nt 1 mes 
l amp = l ncor + kmax 
l ampt = l amp + namp 
l vo l  = l ampt + namp 
l eon = l vo l  + kmax 
i end = l eon + nt i mef 
i f ( i end . gt . l i mmem) then 
wri te( i out , 900) l i mmem, i end 
stop 
end i f  
ca l l  master2 (d( l f l ux) ,d( l f luxt ) , d( l s i g f ) , d( l amp) , 
* d( l s i gf t ) , d( l ampt ) , d( l ncor) , d( l vo l ) , d( lcon) , ngp1 ) 
c l ose ( i nn) 
c l ose ( i out ) 
c l ose ( i s i g f )  
c l ose ( i t i me) 
c l ose ( i f l ux )  
c l ose ( i ki n )  
c l ose ( i f l uxo) 
return 
900 format ( 1 x , ' i nsuf f i c i ent memory ' , 2 i 1 0 )  
940 forma t (3 i 5 )  
950 format( 1 x , ' kmax not cons i stent i n  i nterface f i l es i n  mai n ' , 2 i 5 )  
960 format ( 1 x , • ngp not cons i stent i n  i nterface f i l es i n  ma i n ' , 2 i 5 )  
end 
subrout i ne master2 ( f l ux , f l uxt i , s i g f , amp, 
* s i gft i , ampt i , ncor , vo l , con, ngp1 ) 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c master2 i s  the contro l l i ng subrout i ne 
c 
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
common/uni ts2/ i nn , i out , i s i gf , i t i me , i f l ux , i k i n, i f l uxo 
common/param2/kmax , ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes , namp, 
* nntme f , nntmes , nnamp , nmat , ndg 
di mens i on f l ux(ngp, kmax , nt i mef ) , s i g f (ngp, nmat , nt i mes ) 
120 
d i mens i on amp(namp) 
d i mens i on f luxt i ( nt i mef ) , s i gft i ( nt imes ) , ampt i ( namp) , ncor(kmax) 
d i mens i on vol ( kmax ) , con( nt imef ) 
c 
c - - - - - i nput f l ux shapes 
ca l l  nf l ux2 ( f l ux , f luxt i , con) 
c 
c- - - - - i nput s i gf & vo l umes 
ca l l  ns i gf2( s i g f , s i gft i , ncor , vo l , ngp1 ) 
c 
c- - - - - i nput ampl i tudes 
ca l l  i namp(amp, ampt i )  
c 
c - - - - -determine power norma l i zation factor 
c defau l ts to 1 . 0 i f  the f i l e power . i n  does not exi st .  
c 
c 
powi n i  = 1 . 0 
read( i nn , 803 , end=50 ) powi n i  
50 cont i nue 
p = 0 . 0  
do 200 k=1 , kmax 
S\.111 = 0 . 0  
d o  1 00 i g= 1 , ngp 
m = nco r ( k )  
S\.111 = sum +  s i g f ( i g,m, 1 )*f l ux( i g , k , 1 )  
c 
1 00 cont i nue 
p = p + sum*vol ( k )  
200 conti nue 
p = p*amp( 1 )  
xnormp = powi ni /p 
c- - - - - determ i ne powers 
c 
c 
do 500 i = 1 , nnamp 
p = 0 . 0  
d o  400 k=1 , kmax 
sum = 0 . 0  
do 300 i g=1 , ngp 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i nterpol ate va lues 
c 
ca l l  i nt f l x2 ( f lux, ampt i ( i ) , xf l ux, f l uxt i , i g , k , con, xc) 
ca l l  i nts i g2 ( s i gf , ampt i ( i ) , xs i g , s i gft i , i g , k, ncor) 
xnormc = con( 1 )/xc 
c 
c 
sum = sum + xs i g*xf l ux 
300 cont i nue 
p = p + sum*vo l ( k )  
400 cont i nue 
pow = p*amp( i )*xnormc*xnormp 
wri te( i out, 803)ampt i ( i ) , pow, amp( i )  
500 cont i nue 
c- - - - -determine norma l i zed f l ux distr i bu t i on 
c 
do 800 i = 1 , nntmef 
ca l l  i ntamp( amp , f luxt i ( i ) , x , ampt i )  
do 700 k=1 , kmax 
do 600 i g=1 , ngp 
f l ux( i g , k , i )  = f l ux( i g , k, i )*x*xnormp*con( 1 )/con( i )  
c 
600 cont i nue 
700 con t i nue 
800 conti nue 
c- - - - - output f lux d i s t r i but i on 
ca l l  of l ux ( f l ux , f l uxt i )  
c 
803 format(3e1 1 .4 )  
return 
end 
subrout i ne of i l es2 
common/un i ts2/ i nn, i out , i s i gf , i t i me , i f lux, i k i n, i f l uxo 
121  
c 
i nn = 63 
i out = 60 
i s i g f  54 
i t i me  = 46 
i f l ux 55 
i l< i n  49 
i f l uxo = 62 
c 





open(63 , f i l e= ' power . i n ' , status= • unl<nown • , form= ' formatted ' )  
open(60 , f i l e= • power . out • , status= ' new • , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open( 54 , f i l e= • nus i gf . dat • , status= ' o l d ' , form= ' formatted ' )  
open(46 , f i l e= ' t imen. dat • , status= ' o ld ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
open(55 , f i l e= ' f l ux . dat • , status= ' o l d • , form= • formatted ' ) 
open(49 , f i le= ' l<i net i cs . dat • , status= ' o l d '  , form= '  formatted ' ) 
open(62 , f i l e= 1 f l ux . out • , status= • new ' , form= ' formatted ' ) 
rew i nd  63 
rew i nd  60 
rew i nd  54 
rew i nd  46 
rew i nd  55 
rew i nd  49 
rew i nd  62 
return 
end 
subrout i ne nf l ux2 C f l ux , f l uxt i , con) 
c- - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - -
c 
c i nput f l ux shapes 
c 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c 
common/uni ts2/ i nn , i out , i si gf , i t i me, i f l ux , i l<i n , i f l uxo 
common/param2/l<max, ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes, namp, 
* nntmef, nntmes , nnamp , nma t , ndg 
d i mens i on f l ux ( ngp, l<max , nt imef ) , f luxt i ( nt imef ) 
d i mens i on con( n t i me f )  
c- - - - - i nput n o .  of del ayed neutron groups 






i = 0 
40 cont i nue 
ip1  = i + 1 
i f ( i p1 . gt .  nt i mef) then 
wr i te( i out , 9 1 0 )nt imef 
stop 
end i f  
read( i f l ux , 970 , end=50)f luxt i ( i p1 ) , rho, gen, con( i p1 )  
read( i f l ux , 930, end=50 ) ( ( f l ux( i g , l< , i p1 ) , i g=1 , ngp) , l<=1 , 1<max )  
read( i f l ux , 930, end=50) (xdum, j=1 , ndg) 
i = i + 1 
go to 40 
50 cont i nue 
nntmef = i 
i f C nntmef . l e .  0) then 
wri te( i out , 990 ) 
stop 
end i f  
return 
9 1 0  format ( 1 x , • more t i mes on f lux . dat than a l l owed ' , i 1 1 )  
930 format(6e1 1 . 4 )  
940 format ( i 5 )  
970 format (4e1 1 . 4 )  
122 
990 format ( 1 x , • no data on f l ux . dat ' )  
end 
c 
subrout i ne ns i gf2( s i gf , s i g ft i , ncor , vo l , ngp1 ) 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c i nput s i gf ,  vo l umes 
c 








common/un i ts2/ i nn, i out , i s i gf , i t ime, i f l ux, i k i n , i f l uxo 
common/param2/kmax, ngp, nt imef , nt i mes , namp, 
* nntmef , nntmes , nnamp , nmat ,ndg 
d i mens i on s i gf ( ngp, nmat , nt i mes ) , s i g ft i ( nt i mes ) 
d i mens i on ncor( kmax ) , vo l ( kmax) 
read( i s i gf , 930 ) ( vo l ( k) , k=1 , kmax) 
read( i s i gf , 930) (xdum, i g= 1 , ngp) 
read( i s i g f , 930) (xdum, i g= 1 , ngp1 ) 
read( i s i g f , 95 0 ) ( ncor( k ) , k=1 , kmax) 
i2 = 0 
30 cont i nue 
i = 0 
40 cont i nue 
i = i + 1 
i f ( i  . gt .  nt i mes ) then 
wri te( i out , 9 1 0 )nt imes 
stop 
end i f  
read( i s i gf , 930)s i gf t i ( i ) ,  
* ( ( s i gf ( i g , m, i ) , i g=1 , ngp) ,m=1 , nma t )  
i f ( s i g ft i ( i )  . L t .  O . O ) then 
i = i - 1 
go to 50 
end i f  
g o  t o  40 
50 cont i nue 





i f ( i 2  . eq .  O ) then 
i2 = 1 
go to 30 
end i f  
nntmes i 
i f ( nntmes . l e .  0) then 
wri te( i out , 990 ) 
stop 
end i f  
return 
9 1 0  format ( 1 x , • more t i mes on nus i g f . dat than a l l owed ' , i 1 1 )  
930 format (6e1 1 . 4 )  
940 format ( 2 i 5 )  
950 format ( 1 2 i 5 )  
990 format ( 1 x, • no data on nus i gf . dat ' l  
end 
subrout i ne i namp(amp, ampt i )  
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c i nput ampl i tude funct i on 
c 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
common/uni ts2/ i nn, i out , i s i gf , i t i me, i f l ux , i ki n , i f luxo 
common/param2/kmax , ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes , namp, 





d i mens i on amp(namp ) , ampt i ( namp) 
i = 0 
1 00 cont i nue 
i p1 = i + 1 
i f ( i p1 . gt .  namp)then 
wri te( i out , 9 1 0 ) namp 
stop 
end i f  
* 
read( i t i me, 900, end=200)ampt i ( i p1 ) , amp( i p1 ) , tfue l ,  
tcoo l 1 , tcoo l 2  





i = i p1 
go to 1 00 
200 cont i nue 
nnamp = i 
i f ( nnamp . l e. 0) then 
wri te( i out , 990 ) 
stop 
end i f  
900 format (7e1 1 .4 )  
907 format ( 1 1 x , 6e1 1 . 4 )  
9 1 0  format ( 1 x, • more t i mes o n  t i men.dat than a l l owed ' , i 1 1 )  
990 format ( 1 x , • no data on t i men.dat ' )  
return 
end 
subrout i ne i nt f l x2 ( f l ux , t , x, f luxt i , i g , k , con, xc )  
c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c i nterpo late f l ux va l ues 
c 




common/param2/kmax, ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes , namp, 
* nntmef , nntmes, nnamp , nmat , ndg 
d i mens i on f l ux(ngp, kmax, nt i mef ) 
d i mens i on f l uxt i ( nt imef ) , con( nt i mef ) 
i f ( nntmef . l e. 1 ) then 
x = f l ux( i g , k ,  1 )  
xc = con( 1 )  
e l se 
do 1 00 i = 1 , nntmef 
i f ( t  . l e .  f l uxt i ( i ) ) then 
go to 200 
end i f  
1 00 cont i nue 
c- - - - - - - - - t i me i s > than any t i me on f l ux f i l e .  set equa l to 






x = f l ux( i g , k , nntmef ) 
xc = con( nntmef) 
go to 300 
cont i nue 
i f < i  . l e .  1 ) then 
e l se 
x = f l ux( i g , k ,  1 )  
xc = con( 1 )  
x = f l ux( i g , k , i - 1 )  + ( f l ux( i g , k , i )  - f l ux( i g , k , i - 1 ) )* 
( t  - f l uxt i ( i - 1 ) )/ ( f l uxt i ( i )  - f l uxt i ( i - 1 ) ) 
xc = con( i - 1 )  + ( con( i )  - con( i - 1 ) )* 
( t  - f l uxt i ( i - 1 ) )/ ( f luxt i ( i )  - f l uxt i ( i - 1 ) )  
end i f  
300 cont i nue 
c 
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end i f  
return 
end 
subrout i ne i nts i g2 ( s i g f , t , x, s i gft i , i g , k , ncor) 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c i nterpo l ate nus i gf va l ues 
c 




common/param2/kmax , ngp, n t i mef , nt i mes, namp, 
* nntmef , nntmes , nnamp , nmat , ndg 
d i mens i on s i g f ( ngp, nmat , nt i mes ) 
d i mens i on s i g f t i ( nt i mes ) , ncor( kmax) 
m = ncor( k )  
i f ( nntmes . L e. 1 ) then 
x = s i g f ( i g , m , 1 )  
e l se 
do 1 00 i = 1 , nntmes 
i f ( t  . L e .  s i gft i ( i ) ) then 
go to 200 
end i f  
1 00 con t i nue 
c- - - - - - - - - t i me i s > than any t i me  on s i gf f i l e .  set equa l to 




x = s i gf ( i g , m , nntmes) 
go to 300 
con t i nue 
i f ( i  . L e. 1 ) then 
x s i gf ( i g , m, 1 )  
e l se 
* 
x = s i g f ( i g , m, i - 1 )  + ( s i gf ( i g , m, i )  - s i gf ( i g ,m, i - 1 ) )* 
( t  - s i g ft i ( i · 1 ) ) / ( s i gft i ( i )  - s i gft i ( i - 1 ) )  
end i f  
300 cont i nue 
c 
end i f  
return 
end 
subrout i ne of l ux( f l ux , f luxt i ) 
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c output f lux d i s t r i but i on 
c 





common/uni ts2/ i nn , i out , i s i gf , i t i me , i f l ux , i k i n, i f l uxo 
common/param2/kmax , ngp , nt i mef , nt i mes , namp, 
* nntmef , nntmes, nnamp , nmat , ndg 
d i mensi on f l ux ( ngp, kmax , nt i mef ) , f l uxt i ( nt i mef ) 
do 200 i =1 , nntmef 
do 1 00 i g= 1 , ngp 
wri te( i f l uxo , 91 0 ) f luxt i ( i ) , i g 
wri te( i f l uxo, 930 ) ( f l ux( i g , k , i ) , k=1 , kmax) 
1 00 con t i nue 
200 cont i nue 
return 
9 1 0  format ( 1 x , ' f l ux at t i me= ' , 1 pe1 0 . 4 , 4x , ' group= ' , i3 )  
930 format(6e1 1 . 4 )  
end 
subrout i ne i ntamp(amp , t , x , ampt i )  
c- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
c 
c i nterpo late ampl i tude va l ues 
c 





common/param2/kmax, ngp, nt i mef , nt i mes , namp, 
* nntme f , nntmes , nnamp , nma t , ndg 
d i mensi on amp(namp ) , ampt i (namp) 
i f ( nnamp . L e .  l )then 
e l se 
x = amp< 1 > 
do 1 00 i = 1 , nnamp 
i f ( t  . L e .  ampti ( i ) )then 
go to 200 
end i f  
1 00 cont i nue 
c- - - - - - - - - t i me  i s > than any t i me on t i me f i l e .  set equa l to 
c amp at l ast t i me  f i l e t i me  step 
c 
c 
x = amp( nnamp) 
go to 300 
200 con t i nue 
i f ( i . l e .  1 ) then 
x amp( 1 )  
e l se 
X amp( i - 1 )  + ( amp( i )  - amp( i - 1 ) )* 
* ( t  - ampt i ( i - 1 ) )/(ampt i ( i )  - ampt i ( i - 1 ) )  
c 
end i f  
300 cont i nue 












subrout i ne kenova 
c 















aud i t  t ra i l i nformat i on 
date the modu l e  was L ast permanent ly updated: 
t i me  the modu l e  was L ast permanent l y  updated : 
progranmer name: 
modu l e  name : 
current a rch i v i ng L eve l number: 
current number of permanent updates: 
date of l ast access by l i brar i an: 
dateset name : zaz . ncss . master 
none 
none 






c • . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . .  
common /un i t/ i npt, outpt , i cexs, a l bdo ,  wts, skrt , rst r t ,  wst r t ,  
1 ampxs, di rect ( 3 ) , i O ,  i 1 ,  i 2 ,  i 3 ,  i 4 ,  nspare(4) 
i nteger outpt , a l bdo , sk r t , rstrt , wst r t , d i rect , wts , i cexs , ampxs 
c • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • . • . • • •  
c • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • • • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . . . . . • .  
common/runtyp/bfa l se, btrue , b i n  
i nteger b i n  
l og i ca l  btrue , bf a l se 
c . . . • •  bfa l se=t rue for standard keno i nput 
c . . . . •  btrue=true for bi nary i nput 
c . . . • .  bi n=bi nary i nput uni t ( un i t=95 ) 
c • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . • • . . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • . . • • . • • • . • • . . . . .  
externa l master 
cmfe 








ca l l  opnf i l ( outpt , • new ' ,  ' formatted ' , ' $out ' )  
ca l l  opnf i l ( i npt , ' o l d ' , ' formatted ' , ' i nput ' )  
rew i nd( i npt) 
bfa l se = . t rue . 
btrue = . fa lse. 
ca l l  i n i ta l ( l ng )  
ca l l  a l ocat (master , lng, * 1 00) 
ca l l  c l osda(di rect ( 1 ) )  
ca l l  c l osda(di rect( 2 ) )  
ca l l  c l osda(di rect (3 ) )  
c l ose( i npt ) 
return 
1 00 con t i nue 
c a l l stop ( ' keno message number kS - 213 ' // 
* 1 *** error *** i nsuff i c i ent space a l l ocat i on . ' // 
* master was not ca l l ed . $ ' ,  162 , 0 , 1 )  
return 
end 
subrout i ne c l eanup 
character*60 l i nk 1 , l i nk2 , l i nk3 , l i nk4 , l i nk5 , l i nk6, l i nk7 
character*60 l i nk8 , l i nk9, l i nk 1 0 , l i nk1 1 , l i nk1 2 , l i nk13 
character*60 l i nk 14 , l i nk 1 5 , l i nk16, l i nk17, l i nk 1 8  
character*60 l i nk 1 9 , l i nk20 , l i nk21 
l i nk 1 = ' cat out* > keno . out 
l i nk2= ' cat Tnf i l e >> outf i l e 
l i nk3= ' cat i nput i nput . adj >> outf i l e 
l i nk4= ' rm ft08f001 ft09f001 f t 1 4f001 
l i nk 1 9 = • rm ft46f001 ft47f001 ft49f001 
l i nkS= • rm out* P* tdkeno tdkenoadj 
l i nk20= ' cat tmeout >> outf i l e 
l i nk21 = ' rm tmeout 
l i nk7= ' mv rho. dat output 
l i nk8= 1 mv cde l ay . dat output 
l i nk9= 1 cp f l ux . da t  output 
l i nk 1 0= ' mv power . out output 
l i nk1 1 = ' mv t i men . dat output 
l i nk 1 2= ' rm k i net i cs . dat delay . dat 
l i nk13= ' mv f l ux . out output 
l i nk14= ' rm genera l . dat 
l i nk 1 5 = ' mv power . i n output 
l i nk16= ' rm keno . meth rho. out 
l i nk 1 7= ' rm t i meO . dat nus i gf . dat 
l i nk 1 8= ' mv keno . out output 
l i nk6= ' mv outf i l e output 
status=system( l i nk1 ) 
status=system( l i nk2) 
status=system( l i nk3 ) 
status=system( l i nk4 ) 
status=system( l i nk 1 9 )  
status=system( l i nk5 ) 
status=system( l i nk20) 
status=system( l i nk21 ) 
status=system( l i nk7) 
status=system( l i nk8) 
status=system( l i nk9) 
status=system( l i nk 1 0 )  
status=system( l i nk1 1 )  
status=system( l i nk 1 2 )  
status=system( l i nk 1 3 )  
status=system( l i nk 1 4 )  
status=system( l i nk1 5 )  
status=system( l i nk16)  
status=system( l i nk17)  
status=system( l i nk18)  
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1 .  Introduction 
TDKENO-M is a Fortran code which solves the time-dependent, three-
dimensional Boltzmann transport equation with explicit representation of delayed neutrons 
as given by equations 1 and 2 .  The code consists of several large subroutines which 
perform specific functions as described below: 
1 .  KENO V.a 
2.  RHO 
3 .  PTKIN 
4 .  CDELAY 
5 .  POWER 
Modified to perform a fixed source calculation and to explicitly 
track delayed neutrons based on the distibution function given by 
equation 18 .  KENO V.a was also modified to include the flux 
shape derivative with the fixed source terms using a backwards 
difference approximation of first order (equation 19) .  
Determines the point kinetics parameters (reactivity, generation 
time and effective delayed neutron fraction) from their inner 
product defmitions as given by equations 9 through 15 .  
Solves the point kinetics equations using the Livermore Solver of 
Ordinary Differential Equations (LSODE). 
Calculates the delayed neutron distribution (equation 18) as well as 
the cumulative distribution functions used to incorporate the flux 
shape derivative. 
Determines the power history using equation 22. 
The calculational flow as well as the subroutines mentioned above are described 
in greater detail in the subsequent chapters of the user's manual. 
1 3 1  
2. Calculational Flow 
The calculational flow for a typical TDKENO-M calculation is given in Figure 
1 .  Initially, a steady-state adjoint calculation is performed using the modified version of 
KENO V.a. This steady state adjoint flux is used for all subsequent calculations of the 
point kinetics parameters as well as for the calculation of the system power. Next, a 
steady-state forward KENO V.a calculation is performed to determine the initial flux 
shape as well as the effective multiplication factor and the constraint integral (equation 
7) . Next, subroutines RHO and PTKIN are called to determine the initial values of the 
point kinetics parameters and the flux amplitude, respectively. In the case of 
thermalhydraulic feedback (i.e. , Benchmark 14-A2) , subroutine FEEDBACK is called 
to calculate the system temperature using the adiabatic heatup model described in 
Appendix C.  The subroutine CDELA Y is then called by TDKENO-M to determine the 
delayed neutron source distribution as well as the cumulative distribution functions 
needed for the implementation of the flux shape derivative for the transient calculations. 
TDKENO-M next calls KENO V.a to perform the first flux shape calculation of 
the perturbed system. Subsequently, subroutines RHO, PTKIN and CDELAY are called 
again to update the system parameters and the amplitude as described above. This 
sequence is continued until the desired cutoff time is reached for the transient calculation. 
Upon the completion of the transient calculation, subroutine POWER is used to 
determine the power trace for the system. 
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3 .  Subroutines 
3.1  KENO V.a 
The three-dimensional transport code KENO V .a was modified to solve the 
inhomogeneous shape equation (equation 18) which includes the delayed neutron source, 
the amplitude derivative as well as the shape derivative. 42,43'44 Several KENO V .a 
subroutines were modified so that the fission source for a generation would explicitly 
represent the delayed neutrons as well as those neutrons contributing to the flux shape 
derivative (i.e. , the right hand side of the backwards difference approximation) . KENO 
V .a selects the energy, angle and direction of the delayed neutrons based on the delayed 
neutron source distribution given by equation 1 8 .  The energy, angle and direction of the 
neutrons contributing to the flux shape derivative term are selected based on cumulative 
distribution functions calculated by subroutine CDELA Y as described below. 
3 .2 RHO 
Subroutine RHO calculates the point kinetics parameters including reactivity, 
generation time and effective delayed neutron fraction using an interpolated flux shape. 
The point kinetics parameters are calculated based on their inner product definitions. 
Subroutine RHO uses the steady-state adjoint fluxes and the flux shapes produced by 
KENO V.a to numerically integrate the appropriate equations. The cross sections, 
fission spectra and delayed neutron data are read from interface files as described in the 
following chapter of this manual. 
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3.3 PTKIN 
Subroutine PTKIN solves the point kinetics equations using the Livermore Solver 
of Ordinary Differential Equations (LSODE). LSODE solves initial value problems for 
either stiff or non-stiff systems of first order differential equations. Integration time steps 
are selected automatically by LSODE based on user-specified tolerance parameters. 
PTKIN uses quadratically interpolated (second order) point kinetics parameters 
with linearly interpolated cross sections. Subroutine PTKIN outputs the flux amplitude 
as well as the delayed precursor concentrations and the flux amplitude derivative. 
3.4 CDELAY 
Subroutine CDELA Y solves the delayed neutron spatial distribution using a 
numerical integration technique with linearly interpolated flux shapes and cross sections. 
CDELA Y selects the integration time step automatically using an algorithm to minimize 
integration errors. 
CDELA Y also determines cumulative distribution density functions used by 
KENO V.a to incorporate the flux shape derivative. Specifically, the right hand side of 
the backwards difference approximation is used to modify the source distribution in 
KENO V .a for each generation of neutrons. A random selection is made based on the 
cumulative distribution functions to determine whether each neutron is prompt, delayed, 
or contributes to the flux shape derivative. If a neutron is selected to be delayed, the 
135 
starting energy, angle, and position are determined from the delayed source distribution. 
If the neutron is determined to contribute to the flux shape derivative, the starting 
parameters are selected based on the source distribution calculated from the numerical 
integration of the backwards difference approximation term. Note that prompt neutrons 
are tracked by KENO V.a without any modifications. 
3 .5 POWER 
Subroutine POWER determines the power history for a calculation by numerically 
integrating the product of the shape, amplitude, and fission cross sections divided by the 
particle speed. POWER uses linearly interpolated flux shapes and cross sections.  The 
time, flux amplitude, and power are all written to an output file as describe later in the 
manual. 
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4. Description of Input Files 
TDKENO-M uses several input files for a calculation including cross section files, 
standard KENO V.a input files, and a single input file which includes all other necessary 
data to perform a TDKENO-M calculation. Note that the standard KENO V.a input 
(except angular input) and the KENO V.a cross section files are not described in this 
manual since a complete description exists in the SCALE manuals. Described below is 
the TDKENO-M input file format followed by a sample input file for Benchmark 16-A1 :  




iadj Flags TDKENO-M to perform an adjoint calculation if set 
equal to 1 .  Otherwise, TDKENO-M does not perform an 
adjoint calculation and uses a user-specified adjoint file. 
imeth Determines the method used to calculate the flux shape. If 
set equal to 1 ,  TDKENO-M performs a point kinetics 
calculation. For imeth=2,  TDKENO-M performs an 
adiabatic calculation. For imeth =3,  TDKENO-M does a 
quasistatic calculation. Finally, for imeth =4, TDKENO-M 
performs an improved quasistatic calculation. 
iss Flags TDKENO-M to perform a steady-state forward 
calculation. If iss = 1 ,  TDKENO-M does a steady-state 
calculation. Otherwise, TDKENO-M uses a user specified 
steady-state flux file. 
itfs The number of transient flux shape calculations to be 
performed. 
irho The number of reactivity calculations to be performed 
between flux shape calculations. 
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Record Format Input Variable 
ipk The number of point kinetics calculations to be performed 
between each reactivity calculation. 
2 NI5 !COr This record contains N entries where N is the number of 
transient shape calculations.  The parameter icor corresponds 
to the standard KENO V.a input file to be used for each flux 
shape calculation. 
3 2!5 kmax The number of geometry regions. 
ngp The number of energy groups. 
4 4!5 dpf The initial ratio of delayed neutrons to total neutrons. 
f2d The initial ratio of neutrons contibuting to the flux shape 
derivative to delayed plus flux shape contibuting neutrons. 
d2p The initial ratio of delayed neutrons to prompt neutrons. 
xdelt The initial time of a delayed neutron source distribution 
calculation. 
5 1!5 ifr A flag used for the initial point kinetics calculation. This 
parameter should be set equal to -2 if the first calculation 
is a steady-state forward calculation. 
6 1I5 ndg The number of delayed neutron groups. 
7 NI5 beta The initial delayed neutron fraction for each delayed neutron 
group where N is the total number of groups. 
8 NI5 alam The initial delayed neutron decay constants where N is the 
number of delayed neutron groups. 
9 6E7.4 time The initial time of the calculation. 
pow The initial power of the system. 
tfuel The initial fuel temperature of the system. 
tcooll The initial temperature of coolant 1 .  
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Record Format 
10 NE1 1 . 4  
1 1  315 
12 NE1 1 .4  
13  NE1 1 .4 
14 NE1 1 .4 
15 NE1 1 .4 
16 6E1 1 .4 
17 E1 1 .4 
18 6E1 1 .4  
Input Variable 
tcool2 The initial temperature of coolant 2 .  
dpdt The initial amplitude derivative. 
c(i) The initial delayed neutron precursor concentrations, where 
N is the number of delayed neutron groups. 
kmax The number of geometrical regions. 
ngp The number of energy groups. 
nmat The number of materials. 
vol(i) The volumes for each region, where N is the number of 
geometrical regions. 
· chi(i) The fission spectrum for each energy group, where N is the 
number of energy groups. 
eb(i) The energy boundaries for each energy group, where N is 
the number of energy groups plus one. 
nc(i) The material identification number corresponding to each 
geometrical region, where N is the number of geometrical 
reg1ons. 
time The time of the first fission cross-section entry. 
sf(i,j) The fission cross section at the specified time where i 
denotes the energy group and j denotes the geometrical 
reg10n. 
xdum This variable is set equal to -1 .0  to flag a new sequence of 
fission cross section data. 
sf(i,j) These entries are the same as record 16  and are repeated for 
each time where fission cross section data is entered. 
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4.2 General Parameters 
These parameters are specific to each problem and allow the user to input specific 
data used during a calculation. Each section starts with a record giving the section 
number and the number of entries in the section. The format of this series of data is: 
Record Format 
1 215 isec 
nrec 
2-6 80A1 title 
7-28 
29 215 isec 
istep 
30 El 1 .4  tstep 
Input Variable 
The section number. 
The number of entries for this section. 
These five lines can be used to give a descriptive title for the 
problem being modeled. 
These 21 lines are not used in the current version of TDKENO-M. 
The section number for the time step data. 
The number of time steps given in the time step data. 
The time for each flux shape calculation. 
For the current version of TDKENO-M the first section is used to enter title data 
in a series of five lines. The second and third sections are used for thermalhydraulic data 
(Benchmark Problem 14-A2 only) . Finally, the fourth section is used to enter time 
interval data. 
Refer to the following section of this document for a sample TDKENO-M input 
file. Note that all of the sample files presented in this manual are for the modeling of 
ANL Benchmark Problem 16-Al .45 
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4.3 Sample TDKENO-M Input File 
0 4 3 1 0  1 0  
1 1 
21 2 
. OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO 
- 2 
6 
. 1 290E -0 1  . 3 1 1 0E - 01  . 1340E+OO 
. 81 00E- 04 . 6870E- 03 .6120E - 03 
. OOOOE+OO . 1 000E+01 . OOOOE+OO 
. 1 680E+OS . 591 2E+OS . 1 223E+OS 
2 1  2 5 
. 4000E+02 .3000E+01 . 7000E+01 
. 7000E+01 . 3000E+01 . 9000E+01 
. 9000E+01 .3000E+01 . 7000E+01 
. 7000E+01 . 3000E+01 .4000E+02 
. 1 000E+01 . OOOOE+OO 
. 1 1 94E+07 • 1 934E+OS • 1 000E+04 
1 4 4 4 4 4 
3 5 5 5 5 5 
. OOOOE+OO . 8344E -03 .3278E- 03 
. OOOOE+OO . 7452E- 02 . 1 1 06E- 0 1  
. 1 000E- 08 . 8344E- 03 . 3278E- 03 
. OOOOE+OO . 7824E - 02 . 1 1 6 1 E - 0 1  
. 1 500E+02 . 8344E - 03 .3278E - 03 
. OOOOE+OO . 7824E - 02 . 1 16 1 E - 01  
- . 1 000E+01 . OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO 
. OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO 
. OOOOE+OO . 8344E- 03 . 3278E- 03 
. OOOOE+OO • 7452E- 02 . 1 1 06E- 0 1  
. 1 000E - 08 . 8344E - 03 . 3278E- 03 
. OOOOE+OO . 7824E- 02 . 1 1 6 1 E- 01  
. 1 500E+02 . 8344E- 03 . 3278E- 03 
. OOOOE+OO . 7824E- 02 . 1 1 6 1 E- 01  
- . 1 000E+01 . OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO 
. OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO 
1 5 
BENCHMARK PROBLEM 1 6-A1 
P. 26 OF ORNL/TM- 7086 
2 1 4  
4 7 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0  1 0  . 1 000E - 02 . 1 000E - 02 
4 
5 




.331 0E+OO . 1 260E+01 .321 0E+01 
. 1 1 38E - 02 . 5 1 20E - 03 . 1 700E - 03 
. OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO 
. 92 1 SE+04 . 1 094E+04 . 1 439E+03 
.91 00E+01 . 91 00E+01 . 91 74E+01 
. SOOOE+01 . 2400E+02 . SOOOE+01 
.91 26E+01 . 91 00E+01 .9148E+01 
4 3 2 2 2 
5 1 
. 7452E- 02 . 1 1 06E- 01 . OOOOE+OO 
. 7452E- 02 . 1 1 06E- 0 1  
. 7452E- 02 . 1 1 06E- 0 1  . OOOOE+OO 
. 7079E - 02 . 1 05 1 E- 0 1  
. 7452E - 02 . 1 1 06E - 01 . OOOOE+OO 
. 7079E - 02 . 1 05 1 E - 01  
. OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO 
. OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO 
. 7452E -02 . 1 1 06E- 0 1  . OOOOE+OO 
. 7452E- 02 . 1 1 06E- 0 1  
. 7452E - 02 . 1 1 06E- 0 1  . OOOOE+OO 
. 7079E - 02 . 1 05 1 E- 0 1  
. 7452E- 02 . 1 1 06E- 0 1  . OOOOE+OO 
. 7079E- 02 . 1 05 1 E- 0 1  
. OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO 
. OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO 
. OOOOE+OO . 4000E+02 . 8737E+02 . 9637E+02 . 1 304E+03 . 1394E+03 . 1 867E+03 
. 2267E+03 
. 1 000E+01 . 1 000E+01 
. 1 000E+01 . 1 000E+01 
. 2500E+OO . 2SOOE+OO . 2500E+OO . 2500E+OO 
- . 7887E+OO - . 2 1 1 3E+OO . 21 13E+OO . 7887E+OO 
• 1 OOOE+01 . 1 OOOE+01 • 1 OOOE+01 • 1 OOOE+01 
. 1 000E+01 . 1 000E+01 . 1 000E+01 . 1 000E+01 
3 6 
3 3 2 
1 2 3 2 3 2 1 
. OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO . OOOOE+OO 
1 1 • 1 OOOE+01 
2 2 . 1 000E+01 
3 3 . 1 000E+01 
4 5 
. O OOOE+OO 
. 1 000E - 05 
• 1 000E - 04 
. 1 000E -0 1  
. 1 000E+02 
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4.4 KENO V.a Angular Input 
The KENO V.a input is identical to a normal KENO V.a input file with the 
exception that angular data is appended to the end of the standard input file. The angular 
data is entered in the KENO V.a extra data form (i.e. ,  READ EXTRA data END 
EXTRA) where data is in the form: 
nphi The number of phi angle bins. 
nth eta The number of theta (azimuthal) angle bins. 
phi(i) The boundaries for the phi angles. The first angle entered must be 
0.0 and the last angle must be twice the variable pi. 
theta(i) The boundaries for the theta (azimuthal) angles. The first angle 
entered must be 0.0 and the last angle must be pi. 
Refer to the following section of this manual for a sample KENO V.a input file 
with angular data. 
4.5 Sample KENO V .a Input File 
benchmark prob l em  16-a1  steady state adj o i nt k16a 1 a  
read parm tme=450 tba= 1 0 . 0  gen=706 npg=2500 nsk=6 f lx=yes 
rnd=2bc38cfe1 26d amx=yes xap=yes pl t=no adj =yes 
l i b=2 end parm 
read geom 
cuboi d  1 
cubo i d  4 
cuboi d  4 
cubo i d  4 
cubo i d  4 
cubo i d  4 
cubo i d  4 
cubo i d  4 
cubo i d  3 
cubo i d  2 
cubo i d  2 
cubo i d  2 
cubo i d  3 
cubo i d  5 
cubo i d  5 
cuboi d  5 
cubo i d  5 
40 . 000 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
43 . 000 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
5 0 . 000 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 00 0 . 0  
59. 1 00 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
68 . 200 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
77.374 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 00 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
84 .374 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 00 0 . 0  
87. 374 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 00 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
96.374 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
1 01 . 374 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
1 25 . 374 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
1 3 0 . 374 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
1 39 .374 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
1 42 . 374 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 00 0 . 0  
1 49 .374 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 00 0 . 0  
1 58 . 500 0 . 0  1 000. 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
1 67 . 600 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
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cubo i d  5 
cubo i d  5 
cubo i d  5 
cubo i d  1 
end geom 
1 76 . 748 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
1 83 . 748 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1000 . 0  
1 86 . 748 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
226. 748 0 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  1 000 . 0  - 1 000 . 0  
read boun yzf=specul a r  end boun 




mi x=2 2 1 . 0 
m i x=3 3 1 . 0 
m i x=4 2 1 . 0 
mi x=5 2 1 . 0 
0 . 0  0 .3 1 4  0 . 628 0 . 942 1 . 257 1 . 571 1 . 885 2 . 1 99 2 . 5 1 3  2 . 827 
3 . 1 42 3 . 456 3 . 770 4 . 084 4 . 398 4 . 71 2  5 . 027 5 . 34 1  5 . 655 5 . 969 6 . 283 




5. Description of Output Files 
The output from TDKENO-M consists of six files. Each of these files is 
described below and excerpts from sample output files are given. 
5.1  Output file power .out 
This output file consists of three columns and contains the power history as well 
as the flux amplitudes. The first column is the time each flux amplitude was calculated. 
The second and third columns are the power and flux amplitude, respectively. 
5 . 1 . 1  Sample power .out file 
O . OOOOOOE+OO 1 . 000000E+OO 1 . 000000E+OO 
S . OOOOOOE - 08 1 . 000793E+OO 1 . 000000E+OO 
1 . 000000E ·07 1 . 001 1 44E+OO 1 . 00001 0E+OO 
1 . 500000E - 07 1 . 00 1 485E+OO 1 . 00001 0E+OO 
2 . 000000E - 07 1 . 00 1 827E+OO 1 . 00001 0E+OO 
2 . 500000E·07 1 . 0021 79E+OO 1 . 000020E+OO 
3 . 000000E - 07 1 . 002521E+OO 1 . 000020E+OO 
3 . 500000E - 07 1 . 002864E+OO 1 . 000020E+OO 
4 . 000000E· 07 1 . 003216E+OO 1 . 000030E+OO 
4 . 500000E - 07 1 . 003559E+OO 1 . 000030E+OO 
S . OOOOOOE- 07 1 . 003902E+OO 1 . 000030E+OO 
S . SOOOOOE - 07 1 . 004255E+OO 1 . 000040E+OO 
6 . 000000E- 07 1 . 004599E+OO 1 . 000040E+OO 
6 . 5 00000E- 07 1 . 004942E+OO 1 . 000040E+OO 
7 . 000000E·07 1 . 005296E+OO 1 . 000050E+OO 
7 . 500000E·07 1 . 005640E+OO 1 . 000050E+OO 
8 . 000000E·07 1 . 005984E+OO 1 . 000050E+OO 
8 . 500000E- 07 1 . 006339E+OO 1 . 000060E+OO 
9 . 000000E- 07 1 . 006684E+OO 1 . 000060E+OO 
9 . 500000E - 07 1 . 007038E+OO 1 . 000070E+OO 
1 . 000000E · 06 1 . 007384E+OO 1 . 000070E+OO 
2 . 080000E · 06 1 . 007588E+OO 1 . 0021 40E+OO 
3 . 070000E · 06 1 . 007756E+OO 1 . 004030E+OO 
4 . 1 50000 E · 06 1 . 007904E+OO 1 . 006070E+OO 
5 . 230000E·06 1 . 008028E+OO 1 . 0081 00E+OO 
6 . 3 1 0000E - 06 1 . 0081 29E+OO 1 . 0 1 0 1 20E+OO 
7 . 030000E - 06 1 . 0081 71 E+OO 1 . 01 1 450E+OO 
8 . 020000E - 06 1 . 008221 E+OO 1 . 0 1 3280E+OO 
9 . 01 0000E - 06 1 . 008240E+OO 1 . 01 5090E+OO 
1 . 000000E·05 1 . 008247E+OO 1 . 016900E+OO 
2 . 098000E· 04 1 . 1 98779E+OO 1 . 208920E+OO 
3 . 097000E- 04 1 . 23 1 955E+OO 1 . 242200E+OO 
4 . 096000E- 04 1 . 2491 70E+OO 1 . 259380E+OO 
5 . 095000E- 04 1 . 258157E+OO 1 . 268260E+OO 
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5.2 Output file outfile 
This output file contains the status from each subroutine upon its completion. 
Information in this file includes the time of completion of each subroutine, the status of 
the completion, and the final values from the calculation. The final five lines of this 
output file contains information describing the computational method used for the 
calculation (i.e. , point kinetics, adiabatic, quasistatic, or improved quasistatic) as well 
as the CPU time for the problem. 
5.2.1  Sample outfile file 
**************************************** 
T ime , tstop , de l t , tout , tk = . OOOOE+OO . 1 000E - 05 . 1 000E - 07 . 1 000E- 07 . 1 000E- 06 
i ter = 1 i state = 1 
React i v i ty = 2 . 5801 2E- 05 
Gen = 3 . 74433E- 07 
Beta = 8 . 1 0000E - 05 
Beta 6 .86999E - 04 
Beta = 6 . 1 1 999E - 04 
Beta = 1 . 1 3800E - 03 
Beta 5 . 1 1 999E - 04 
Beta = 1 . 69999E - 04 
Betatn = 3 . 1 9999E - 03 
Lamda = 1 . 29000E - 02 
Lamda = 3 . 1 0999E - 02 
Lamda = . 134 
Lamda = .331 
Lamda = 1 . 26 
Lamda = 3 . 21 
**************************************** 
T i me , tstop,de l t , tout , t k  = . 1 000E - 06 . 1 000E - 05 . 1 000E - 07 . 1 1 00E- 06 . 2000E- 06 
i ter = 2 i state = 2 
React i v i ty = 2 . 5801 2E - 05 
Gen = 3 . 74433E - 07 
Beta 8 . 1 0000E- 05 
Beta 6. 86999E-04 
Beta 6 . 1 1 999E - 04 
Beta 1 . 1 3800E- 03 
Beta 5 . 1 1 999E- 04 
Beta = 1 . 69999E- 04 
Betatn = 3 . 1 9999E - 03 
Lamda = 1 . 29000E - 02 
Lamda = 3 . 1 0999E- 02 
Lamda = . 1 34 
Lamda = . 331 
Lamda = 1 . 26 
Lamda = 3 . 2 1  
**************************************** 
T i me, tstop , de l t , tout , t k  = .9900E - 06 . 1 000E - 05 . 1 000E - 07 . 1 000E- 05 . 1 000E - 05 
i ter = 10 i state = 2 
React i v i ty = 2 . 580 1 2E -05 
Gen = 3 . 74433E - 07 
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Beta = 8 . 1 0000E-05 
Beta = 6 . 86999E-04 
Beta = 6 . 1 1 999E - 04 
Beta 1 • 1 3800E- 03 
Beta 5 . 1 1999E - 04 
Beta = 1 . 69999E- 04 
Betatn = 3 . 1 9999E- 03 
Lamda = 1 . 29000E- 02 
Lamda = 3 . 1 0999E - 02 
Lamda . 134 
Lamda .331 
Lamda 1 . 26 
Lamda = 3 . 21 
**************************************** 
ptki n  f i n i shed at t i me= . 1 000E- 05 
l ast power= . 1 000E+01 
cde lay ca l c .  ended at t i me= . 1 000E- 05 
rat i o  of f i xed source to tota l source= . 3801 E+OO 
rat i o  of f l ux sh i ft t o  tota l f i xed source= . 9966E+OO 
rat i o  of del ayed n. source to prompt source= . 2055E - 02 
F lux . dat f i l e updated by norm, t i me = . 1 000E - 05 
**************************************** 
T i me , tstop , de l t , tout , t k  = 
i ter = 1 i state = 1 
React i vi ty = 7 . 30358E - 04 
Gen = 3 . 72856E- 07 
. 1 000E- 05 . 1 000E - 04 . 9000E - 07 . 1 090E- 05 . 1 900E - 05 
Beta 8 . 1 0000E- 05 
Beta 6 . 87000E - 04 
Beta 6 . 1 1999E- 04 
Beta 1 . 1 3800E- 03 
Beta = 5 . 1 1 999E- 04 
Beta 1 .69999E- 04 
Betatn = 3 . 19999E- 03 
Lamda 1 . 29000E- 02 
Lamda 3 . 1 0999E- 02 
Lamda . 1 34 
Lamda = .331 
Lamda = 1 . 26 
Lamda 3 . 21 
**************************************** 
T i me , tstop , de l t , tout , tk = 
i ter = 1 0  i state = 2 
React i vi ty = 7 .30358E - 04 
Gen = 3 . 72856E - 07 
. 1 000E- 04 . 1 000E- 04 . 9000E- 07 . 1 009E - 04 . 1 000E- 04 
Beta = 8 . 1 0000E- 05 
Beta = 6 . 87000E - 04 
Beta 6 . 1 1 999E - 04 
Beta 1 . 1 3800E - 03 
Beta = 5 . 1 1 999E - 04 
Beta 1 . 69999E - 04 
Betatn = 3 . 1 9999E - 03 
Lamda 1 . 29000E - 02 
Lamda 3 . 1 0999E - 02 
Lamda . 134 
Lamda . 33 1  
Lamda 1 . 26 
Lamda 3 . 21 
**************************************** 
pt k i n  f i ni shed at t i me= . 1 000E - 04 
l ast power= . 1 0 1 7E+01 
cdelay ca l c .  ended at t i me= . 1 009E - 04 
rat i o  of f i xed source to total  source= . 6446E - 01 
rat i o  of f l ux sh i ft to tota l f i xed source= .9707E+OO 
rat i o  of de l ayed n. source to prompt source= .2017E - 02 
F l ux .dat f i l e updated by norm, t i me = . 1 009E - 04 
**************************************** 
TDKENO-M performed an i mproved quas i stat i c  c a l cu la t i on .  
TDKENO-M performed a steady- state adj o i nt ca l cu l a t i on .  
TDKENO-M performed a steady- state forward c a l cu l a t i on .  
TDKENO-M performed 3 t ransi ent c a l cu l at i ons . 
The cal cul a t i on was completed i n  0 .4795734E+01 m i n .  
**************************************** 
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5.3 Output file rho.dat 
The values of reactivity calculated by subroutine RHO are contained in this output 
file along with the generation time and effective delayed neutron fractions. This file 
contains a series of outputs from different reactivity calculations.  Each output begins 
with either a -1 or a -2 which indicates whether the calculation used interpolated or 
extrapolated fluxes. A -1 flag denotes that the calculation used extrapolated fluxes and 
a -2 denotes that the calculation used interpolated fluxes. 
5.3.1 Sample rho.dat file 
- 1 
. OOOOOOOE+OO . 3744335E - 06 . 3055803E- 04 . 3907257E - 1 3  
• 1 676800E+05 . 5899200E+05 . 1 2 1 9700E+05 . 9 1 81 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 14 1 4300E+03 
. 81 0000 1 E- 04 . 6869999E -03 . 6 1 1 9999E - 03 • 1 1 38000E · 02 . 5 1 20000E- 03 . 1 700000E · 03 
• 1 OOOOOOE- 06 . 3744335E·06 . 3055803E- 04 . 3907257E - 1 3  
• 1 676800E+05 . 5899200E+OS • 1 2 1 9700E+05 . 9 1 81 500E+04 • 1 085200E+04 . 1 4 1 4300E+03 
. 8 1 0000 1 E - 04 . 6869999E· 03 .61 19999E - 03 • 1 1 38000E- 02 . 5 1 20000E-03 • 1 700000E- 03 
. 2000000E-06 . 3744335E- 06 . 3055803E - 04 .3907257E - 1 3  
. 1676800E+OS . 5899200E+05 . 1 21 9700E+05 . 9 1 81 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 1 4 1 4300E+03 
. 8 1 0000 1 E- 04 . 6869999E - 03 .61 1 9999E- 03 . 1 1 38000E - 02 . 5 1 20000E · 03 . 1 700000E- 03 
.3000000E- 06 . 3744335 E · 06 .3055803E - 04 . 3907257E- 13 
. 1676800E+05 .5899200E+05 . 1 219700E+05 . 9 1 81 500E+04 • 1 085200E+04 . 1 4 1 4300E+03 
. 81 00001 E - 04 . 6869999E- 03 .61 1 9999E- 03 • 1 1 38000E- 02 . 5 1 20000E·03 • 1 700000E · 03 
. 4000000E- 06 . 3744335E - 06 . 3055803E- 04 . 3907257E - 13 
• 1 676800E+05 . 5899200E+05 . 1 219700E+05 . 9 1 81 500E+04 • 1 085200E+04 . 14 1 4300E+03 
. 81 0000 1 E - 04 . 6869999E - 03 .61 1 9999E - 03 . 1 1 38000E - 02 . 5 1 20000E-03 • 1 700000E- 03 
. S OOOOOOE - 06 . 3744335E·06 . 3055803E- 04 • 390725 7E - 1 3  
• 1 676800E+05 . 5899200E+OS . 1 2 1 9700E+05 . 9 1 81 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 14 1 4300E+03 
. 8 1 0000 1 E- 04 . 6869999E - 03 .61 1 9999E - 03 • 1 1 38000E- 02 . 5 1 20000E- 03 . 1 700000E - 03 
. 6000000E - 06 . 3744335E - 06 . 3055803E - 04 • 390725 7E - 1 3  
. 1 676800E+05 . 5899200E+05 . 1 219700E+05 . 9 1 81 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 14 1 4300E+03 
. 8 1 0000 1 E- 04 . 6869999E- 03 .61 1 9999E- 03 . 1 1 38000E- 02 . 5 1 20000E- 03 . 1 700000E - 03 
. 7000000E- 06 .3744335E - 06 . 3055803E- 04 . 3907257E- 1 3  
• 1 676800E+05 .5899200E+05 . 1 219700E+05 . 9 1 81 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 14 1 4300E+03 
.8100001 E- 04 . 6869999E - 03 .61 1 9999E - 03 • 1 1 38000E - 02 . 5 1 20000E - 03 • 1 700000E- 03 
. 8000000E- 06 .3744335E-06 . 3055803E- 04 . 3907257E - 1 3  
• 1 676800E+05 .5899200E+05 . 1 219700E+05 .9181500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 1 4 1 4300E+03 
. 8 1 0000 1 E- 04 . 6869999E - 03 . 6 1 1 9999E - 03 . 1 138000E - 02 . 5 1 20000E - 03 • 1 700000E - 03 
. 9000000E - 06 .3744335E - 06 . 3055803E- 04 . 3907257E - 1 3  
• 1 676800E+OS .5899200E+05 • 1 219700E+05 .9181 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 1 4 1 4300E+03 
. 8 1 0000 1 E- 04 . 6869999E - 03 .61 1 9999E- 03 . 1 138000E - 02 . 5 1 20000E -03 . 1 700000E - 03 
• 1 000000E - 05 .3744335E-06 .3055803E - 04 • 390725 7E - 13 
• 1 676800E+05 .5899200E+OS . 1 219700E+05 . 9 1 81 500E+04 • 1 085200E+04 . 1 41 4300E+03 
. 8 1 0000 1 E- 04 . 6869999E- 03 .61 1 9999E- 03 . 1 138000E - 02 . 5 1 20000E - 03 . 1 700000E - 03 
- 2  
. OOOOOOOE+OO . 3744335E - 06 . 3055803E - 04 .391471 0E- 1 3  
• 1 676800E+05 .5899200E+05 . 1 219700E+05 . 9 1 81 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 1 4 1 4300E+03 
.81 0000 1 E · 04 . 6869999E - 03 .61 1 9999E - 03 • 1 1 38000E - 02 . 5 1 20000E-03 • 1 700000E - 03 
. 1 000000E · 06 . 3742900E·06 . 1323545E - 03 .391 471 0E- 1 3  
• 1 676800E+05 . 5899200E+05 . 1 219700E+05 .9181 500E+04 • 1 085200E+04 • 1 4 1 4300E+03 
. 8 1 0000 1 E - 04 . 6870000E- 03 .61 20000E - 03 • 1 1 38000E - 02 . 5 1 20000E-03 . 1 700000E - 03 
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. 2000000E - 06 .3741465E- 06 . 2341905E - 03 . 391 471 0E - 1 3  
• 1 676800E+OS .5899200E+OS . 1 219700E+05 . 9 1 8 1 5 00E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 14 1 4300E+03 
. 8099998E- 04 . 6869999E· 03 . 6 1 1 9999E- 03 . 1 138000E · 02 . 5 1 20000E · 03 . 1 700000E - 03 
. 3000000E·06 . 374003 1 E · 06 . 33605 1 5E · 03 .391471 0E- 1 3  
. 1 676800E+OS .5899200E+OS . 1 219700E+05 . 9 1 81 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 141 4300E+03 
. 8099999E · 04 . 6869999E- 03 .61 20000E - 03 . 1 1 38000E · 02 . 5 1 20000E- 03 . 1 700000E·03 
. 4000000E - 06 . 3738596E- 06 . 4379657E - 03 . 391471 0E - 1 3  
• 1 676800E+OS . 5899200E+OS . 1 21 9700E+OS . 9 1 81 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 14 1 4300E+03 
. 8099999E - 04 . 6869999E · 03 . 6 1 1 9999E · 03 . 1 138000E- 02 . 5 1 1 9999E - 03 . 1 700000E- 03 
. S OOOOOOE- 06 .373716 1 E- 06 . 5398598E·03 . 39 1471 0E· 1 3  
• 1 676800E+OS .5899200E+05 . 1 219700E+05 . 9 1 81 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 1 4 1 4300E+03 
• 8099999E · 04 . 6869999E- 03 . 6 1 1 9999E - 03 • 1 1 38000E - 02 . 5 1 20000E- 03 • 1 700000E · 03 
. 6000000E - 06 . 3735724E- 06 . 64 1 7960E · 03 . 391471 0E - 1 3  
. 1 676800E+OS . 5899200E+OS . 1 21 9700E+05 . 9 1 8 1 5 00E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 14 1 4300E+03 
. 8 1 0000 1 E · 04 . 6870001 E - 03 .6120000E- 03 . 1 138000E- 02 . 5 1 20000E·03 . 1 700000 E · 03 
. ?OOOOOOE - 06 .3734287E- 06 . 7437427E - 03 . 39 1 4710E · 13 
. 1 676800E+05 .5899200E+OS . 1 219700E+05 . 91 8 1 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 1 41 4300E+03 
. 8 1 00000E · 04 . 6870000E- 03 . 6 1 1 9999E · 03 • 1 1 38000E · 02 . 5 1 20000E- 03 . 1 700000E · 03 
. 8000000E - 06 .373285 1 E -06 . 8457223E - 03 . 3914710E - 13 
• 1 676800E+05 .5899200E+OS • 121 9700E+05 . 91 81 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 14 1 4300E+03 
. 8 1 00000E - 04 . 6870001 E- 03 .6120000E - 03 . 1 1 38000E - 02 . 5 1 20000E- 03 . 1 700000E- 03 
. 9000000E - 06 .3731414E- 06 . 94771 55E - 03 .3914710E - 1 3  
• 1 676800E+OS .5899200E+05 . 1 21 9700E+05 . 9181 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 1 4 1 4300E+03 
. 8099999E - 04 . 6869999E- 03 .61 1 9998E - 03 • 1 1 38000E - 02 . 5 1 1 9999E - 03 • 1 700000E - 03 
. 1 000000E- 05 . 3729977E - 06 • 1 049727E - 02 .391 471 0E- 1 3  
. 1 676800E+05 .5899200E+05 • 121 9700E+05 . 9 1 81 500E+04 . 1 085200E+04 . 14 1 4300E+03 
. 8099998E - 04 . 6870000E - 03 . 6 1 1 9999E - 03 . 1 138000E - 02 . 5 1 20000E - 03 • 1 700000E- 03 
5.4 Output file flux.out 
The normalized flux shape distributions are contained in this output file for each 
of the energy groups as well as each of the spatial regions. Also contained in this file 
is the time of each of the flux shape calculations. 
5.4.1  Sample flux.out file 
f lux at t i me= . OOOOE+OO group= 1 
1 . 670472E - 0 1  5 . 563998E - 01 6 . 784357E - 01 8 . 293718E- 01 9 . 266717E- 01 9 . 4 1 83 1 6E - 01 
8 . 852198E - 0 1  8 . 093 1 97E - 01 7. 454078E - 01 8 .  1 771 1 8E - 01  9 . 0 1 5638E- 01 8 . 1 1 21 58E - 01 
7. 369277E - 01 7 . 956918E - 01 8 . 664557E - 01 9 . 1 98877E- 01 9 . 0 1 871 7E - 01 8 . 0 1 8478E -0 1  
6 . 573238E - 01 5 . 392158E - 01 1 . 623264E - 01 
f l ux  at t i me= . OOOOE+OO group= 2 
5 . 467278E - 02 1 . 092384E - 01 1 . 1 62852E - 01 1 . 287152E - 01 1 . 382828E - 01 1 .387520E - 0 1  
1 . 293760E - 01 1 .  191 1 60E - 01 1 . 1 2 1 264E - 0 1  1 . 207244E- 01 1 . 323544E- 01 1 . 1 88724E ·01  
1 . 097808E · 0 1  1 . 1 80464E - 01 1 . 290672E - 01 1 . 366644E- 01 1 . 360867E- 0 1  1 . 2568 1 2E - 0 1  
1 . 1 25708E · 0 1  1 . 0701 84E ·01  5 . 365318E - 02 
f l ux at t i me=1 . 0000E - 06 group= 1 
1 . 82361 1 E - 0 1  6 . 087489E - 01 7 . 5 1 2240E - 0 1  9 . 1 8844 1 E - 01  1 . 025996E+OO 1 . 029687E+OO 
9 . 530403E - 01 8 . 589637E - 01 7. 795646E - 0 1  8 . 435740E- 01 8 . 968463E- 01 7 .847601 E - 01  
6 . 999922E - 0 1  7 . 462457E - 01 8. 035786E - 0 1  8 . 402659E - 01 8 . 200388E- 01 7 . 297654E - 01 
6 . 012915E - 0 1  4 . 978580E - 01 1 . 489566E - 01 
f l ux at t i me= 1 . 0000E- 06 group= 2 
6 . 033601 E - 02 1 . 1 9863 1 E · 0 1  1 . 272698E · 0 1  1 . 409502E - 01 1 . 526740E- 01 1 . 5 1 8204E - 01 
1 .399260E - 0 1  1 . 252825E - 01 1 . 1 56989E - 0 1  1 . 234606E - 01 1 .3 1 73 1 7E- 0 1  1 . 146232E - 0 1  
1 . 044292E - 0 1  1 . 1 03874E ·01  1 . 1 77961E·01  1 . 243005E- 01 1 . 24 1 395E- 01 1 .  1 371 1 7E- 01 
1 . 03 1 2 1 6E - 0 1  9 . 855019E - 02 4 . 883561E - 02 
f l ux  at t i me= 1 . 0090E - 05 group= 1 
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1 .802600E - 0 1  5 . 942785E - 01 7.3501 1 7E - 0 1  9 . 004663E - 01 9 . 982772E - 0 1  9 . 987129E- 0 1  
9 . 283276E- 0 1  8 . 4 13092E- 01 7.661 208E- 0 1  8 . 3 1 541 1 E - 0 1  8 . 9351 03E - 0 1  7 . 793484E - 0 1  
6 . 961 046E- 0 1  7 . 45 1 782E- 01 7. 994739E- 01 8 .329597E-01  8 . 1 1 4 1 97E - 0 1  7 . 226345E- 0 1  
5 . 91 7856E- 01 4 . 8895 1 5E - 0 1  1 . 484267E- 01 
flux at t i me= 1 . 0090E- 05 group= 2 
6 . 50 1 836E - 02 1 . 268395E- 0 1  1 .340680E- 0 1  1 . 509453E -0 1  1 . 623615E- 0 1  1 . 61 2706E- 0 1  
1 .481227E - 0 1  1 .331 265E- 0 1  1 . 22361 9E- 0 1  1 .3 1 2 1 5 1 E- 01  1 .423173E - 01 1 . 233794E- 0 1  
1 . 1 13750E- 01 1 . 1 70 1 24E- 0 1  1 . 265836E- 0 1  1 . 342684E-01  1 .328469E - 0 1  1 . 229227E- 01 
1 . 1 1 5646E- 01 1 . 062308E- 0 1  5 .415092E - 02 
f lux at t i me= 1 . 0000E - 02 g roup= 1 
2 . 295858E- 0 1  7. 704574E - 01 9 . 482068E - 01 1 . 1 64879E+OO 1 . 294740E+OO 1 . 297853E+OO 
1 . 1 97407E+OO 1 . 083756E+OO 9 . 867509E- 0 1  1 . 0761 99E+OO 1 . 1 49749E+OO 1 . 0025 1 1 E+OO 
8 . 979581 E - 0 1  9 . 656869E- 0 1  1 . 035059E+OO 1 . 07871 8E+OO 1 . 042191 E+OO 9 . 2 1 8639E- 0 1  
7 . 539604E- 01 6 . 220564E - 01 1 .864705E - 01 
f l ux  at t i me= 1 . 0000E - 02 g roup= 2 
7. 545748E -02 1 . 5 1 898SE - 01 1 . 601 864E - 01 1 . 783776E - 01 1 . 929991E - 01  1 .931 676E - 0 1  
1 . 768196E - 0 1  1 . 583309E - 01 1 . 469479E - 0 1  1 . 565476E- 01 1 . 690063E- 0 1  1 . 468470E - 0 1  
1 .3283 1 8E - 0 1  1 . 397690E - 0 1  1 . 5 1 5 1 5 1 E - 0 1  1 .6081 42E- 0 1  1 . 570381 E- 0 1  1 .448328E- 0 1  
1 . 293624E - 01 1 . 233330E - 01 6 . 1 52108E - 02 
5.5 Output file cdelay. dat 
This output file contains the delayed neutron precursor spatial distribution data as 
well as the data used for incorporating the flux shape derivative. This output file consists 
of a header line which contains the time as well as the delayed neutron fraction and the 
flux shape derivative contribution factor. 
Following the header line is a sequence of cumulative distribution functions. The 
first sequence of data is the cumulative density functions for the energy, angular, and 
spatial distributions for the delayed neutrons. The second sequence of data is similar to 
the first sequence with the exception that it is for the flux shape derivative probabilities. 
5.5. 1 Sample cdelay .dat file 
2 1  2 
. 3801 43E+OO . 996650E+OO . 205475E- 02 . OOOOOOE+OO 
. 629260E - 02 . 1 6064SE - 01 . 443955E- 01 . 6920 1 2E- 01 . 767628E - 01 . 784710E - 0 1  
. 561962E- 0 1  . 220467E - 0 1  . OOOOOOE+OO .371 462E - 0 1  . 1 96387E+OO . 36801 7E- 0 1  
. OOOOOOE+OO . 2 1 7066E - 0 1  . 5 5 1 935E · D 1 1 . 763573E - 0 1  • 748599E - 01 .673828E - 0 1  
. 430066E - 0 1  . 1 56066E- 0 1  .612166E- 02 
. 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO . 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO . 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO 
. 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO . 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO . 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO 
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. 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO . 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO . OOOOOOE+OO . OOOOOOE+OO 
• 1 OOOOOE+01 . OOOOOOE+OO . 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO . 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO 
. OOOOOOE+OO . OOOOOOE+OO . 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO • 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO 
• 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO • 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO • 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO 
• 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO • 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO . 1 00000E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO 
• 7271 56E- 0 1  . 133826E - 01 .354849E- 01 . 5371 73E - 0 1  . 5891 78E -0 1  . 600087E- 01 
.428ffiE- 0 1  . 1 6855 1 E - 01  . 470480E- 01 . 284239E - 0 1  . 1 50032E+OO . 281 004E- 0 1  
. 463021E- 0 1  . 166327E -0 1  . 4234 1 1 E- 01  .585325E - 01 . 576406E- 0 1  . 524563E - 0 1  
. 343660E - 0 1  . 130450E - 01 . 71 1 204E-01  
. 342024E+OO .657976E+OO . 464250E+OO . 535750E+OO .4981 36E+OO .501864E+OO 
. 5 2295 1 E+OO . 477049E+OO . 532728E+OO . 467272E+OO . 535923E+OO . 464077E+OO 
. 537906E+OO . 462094E+OO . 536161 E+OO . 463839E+OO . 530738E+OO . 469262E+OO 
. 535391E+OO . 464609E+OO . 536796E+OO . 463204E+OO . 537252E+OO . 462748E+OO 
. 533 1 53E+OO . 466847E+OO . 5341 80E+OO . 465820E+OO . 533 1 71 E+OO . 466829E+OO 
. 533829E+OO . 466171 E+OO . 529959E+OO . 470041 E+OO . 520481E+OO . 4795 1 9E+OO 
. 498349E+OO .50165 1 E+OO . 461 555E+OO . 538445E+OO .339812E+OO . 6601 88E+OO 
5.6 Output file keno.out 
This output file is simply the standard KENO V.a output files for each of the flux 
shape calculations. Note that the output has been modified to include the amplitude 
derivative and shape derivative information as well as the delayed neutron source 
distribution information. 






program ver i f i ca t i on i nformat i on 









***** program: tdkenom ***** 
***** ***** 
***** creat i on date:  09!1 1 /96 ***** 
***** ***** 
***** l i brary: ***** 
***** ***** 
***** ***** 
***** th i s  i s  not a ncsshp conf i gurat i on cont ro l l ed code ***** 
***** ***** 
***** j obname : ut9 ***** 
***** ***** 
***** date of execut i on :  09/ 1 1 /96 ***** 
***** ***** 

























w t l  
rnd 
nb8 
n l 8  
adj 
maxi nun  prob l em  t i me  (min) 
time per generat i on (min)  
430 . 00 
20 . 00 
number of generat i ons 353 
number per generat i on 2 1 00 
number of genera t i ons to be ski pped 
beg i nn i ng generat i on number 
generat i ons between checkpoi nts 
number of extra 1 - d cross sec t i ons 
neutron bank s i ze 1 25 
extra pos i t i ons i n  neutron bank 0 
f i ss i on bank s i ze 2100 
extra pos i t i ons in f i ss i on bank 0 
defau l t  va l ue of wei ght average . 5 000 
wei ght h i gh for spl i tt i ng 3 . 0000 
wei ght l ow for russ i an roul ette . 3333 
start i ng random number 2BC5 8CF E 1 260 
number of d . a .  b l ocks on uni t  8 200 
l ength of d . a .  b l ocks on uni t  8 5 1 2  
























































































i nput data wri t ten on restart uni t  no *** 




























l og i ca l  parameters 
run execute prob l em  after check i ng data 
p l t  p l o t  p i cture map(s )  
f lx compute f l ux 
fdn compute f i ss i on dens i t i es 
smu compute avg uni t se l f -mu l t i pl i cat i on 
*** nub compute nu-bar & avg f i ss i on group 
*** 









































ckp compute cofactor k- eff by uni t l ocat i on no 
fmu pr i nt f i ss prod ma t r i x  by uni t number no 
fmp print f i ss prod ma t r i x  by uni t  l ocat i on no 
*** mkh compute ma t r i x  k- eff by ho l e  number 
*** 
*** mka compute ma t r i x  k- eff by array number 
*** 











cka compute cofactor k- eff by array number no 
frm print f i ss prod matr i x  by hole number no 
fma print f i ss prod mat r i x  by array number no 
*** hh l co l l ect matrix by h i ghest hole l eve l 
*** 






amx pr i nt a l l  mi xed cross sec t i ons 
far pr i nt f i s .  and abs . by reg i on 




pax pr i nt xsec- a l bedo corre l at i on tables 










pwt pr i nt wei ght average a rray 
xap pr i nt mi xture ang l es & probabi l i t i es 
pgm pr i nt i nput geometry 
pk i pr i nt f i ss i on spectrum 







p1d pr i nt extra 1 - d cross sec t i ons 







































































parameter i nput completed 








T h i s  code used method 
dpf2t , f2dpf , d2p, t i me  
dpdt , t i me , pow, xde l t  
4 t o  ca l cul ate shape 
.3801 43E+OO . 996650E+OO . 205475E - 02 . OOOOOOE+OO 
.715206E+02 . 1 00000E - 05 . 1 00007E+01 . OOOOOOE+OO 












1 = i d  mater i a l = 
group sgt nap abp nfp ch i mwa 1 
152 
mwa2 mwa3 
1 2 .4 1 1 00E - 0 1  9 . 83998E- 01 1 . 6001 7E- 02 3 .46085E- 03 1 . 00000E+OO 
2 4 . 1 7200E- 0 1  9 . 75561 E - 01  2 . 4439 1 E - 02 7.85618E - 04 1 . 00000E+OO 
scatter i ng t ransfer array for mater i a l  
f rom grp 1 grp 2 
to grp 
+ 0 9 . 84834E - 0 1  1 . 00000E+OO 
+ 1 1 .5 1 659E- 02 
2 = i d  mater i a l =  2 
g roup sgt nap abp nfp ch i 
1 1 . 84900E- 0 1  9 . 72396E- 0 1  2 . 7604 1 E - 02 4 . 03018E - 02 1 . 00000E+OO 
2 3 . 66800E- 0 1  9 . 64343E- 0 1  3 . 56570E - 02 3 . 01 559E- 02 1 . 00000E+OO 
scattering t ransfer array for mater i a l  2 
from grp 1 grp 2 
to grp 
+ 0 9 . 88403E - 0 1  1 . 00000E+OO 
+ 1 1 . 1 5965E - 02 
3 = i d  mater i a l =  3 
group sgt nap abp 
1 9. 43200E- 02 9 . 2691 7E · 01  7. 3083 1 E - 02 




scatter i ng t ransfer array for mater i a l  3 
f rom grp 1 grp 2 
to grp 
+ 0 9 . 80363E - 0 1  1 . 00000E+OO 
+ 1 1 . 96370E- 02 




group sgt nap abp nfp ch i 
1 1 . 94 1 45E - 01 9 . 72396E- 01 2 . 7604 1 E- 02 4 . 03018E - 02 1 . 00000E+OO 
2 3 . 85 140E - 01 9 . 64343E- 01 3 . 56570E- 02 3 . 01 559E - 02 1 . 00000E+OO 
scatter i ng t ransfer array for mater i a l  4 
f rom g rp 1 grp 2 
to grp 
+ 0 9 . 88404E - 0 1  1 . 00000E+OO 
+ 1 1 . 1 5965E - 02 
5 = i d  mater i a l= 5 
group sgt nap abp nfp ch i 
1 1 . 75655E - 01 9 . 72396E- 01 2 . 7604 1 E - 02 4 . 03018E - 02 1 . 00000E+OO 
2 3 . 48460E - 01 9 . 64343E- 01 3 . 56570E - 02 3 . 01 559E - 02 1 . 00000E+OO 
scattering t ransfer array for mater i a l  5 
f rom grp 1 grp 2 
to grp 
+ 0 9 . 88403E - 0 1  1 . 00000E+OO 








































number of energy groups 
no . of f i ss i on spectrum source group 
no . of scatter i ng ang l es in xsecs 





use l att i ce geometry no 








































number of uni ts i n  the g l obal y d i r .  
*** entr i es/neutron i n  the f i ss i on bank 9 
*** 






number of mi xtures used 5 use a g l oba l ref l ector 
*** number of b i as i d ' s  used use nested holes 
*** 
*** number of d i fferent i a l  a l bedos used 0 
*** 
































total i nput geometry regi ons 21 maxi mum  hole nes t i ng level 0 *** 
number of geometry reg i ons used 
l argest geometry uni t  number 
l argest array number 
+x boundary cond i t i on 
+y boundary cond i t i on 
+z boundary cond i t i on 
21 use nested arrays 
number of arrays used 
maximum array nest i ng level 






























0 medi a  b i as 
nun i d  
geometry desc r i pt i on f o r  those uni ts ut i l i zed i n  th i s  prob l em  
reg i on 
0 1 cubo i d  
1 000 . 0  
0 2 cubo i d  
= 1 000 . 0  
0 3 cubo i d  
= 1 000 . 0  
0 4 cuboi d  
= 1 000 . 0  
0 5 cuboi d  
= 1 000 . 0  
0 6 cuboi d  
1 000 . 0  
0 7 cuboi d  
1 000 . 0  
0 8 cuboi d  
1 000 . 0  
0 9 cubo i d  
1 000 . 0  
0 1 0  cuboi d  
1 000 . 0  
0 1 1  cubo i d  
1 000 . 0  
0 1 2  cuboi d  
1 000 . 0  
0 1 3  cuboi d  
1 00 0 . 0  
0 1 4  cubo i d  
= 1 000. 0  
0 1 5  cuboi d  
1 000 . 0  
0 1 6  cubo i d  
= 1 000 . 0  
******************* g l oba l 
1 1 
- z = - 1 000 . 0  
4 1 
- z  = - 1 00 0 . 0  
4 1 
- z = - 1 00 0 . 0  
4 1 
- z - 1 00 0 . 0  
4 1 
- z - 1 000 . 0  
4 1 
- z - 1 000 . 0  
4 1 
- z - 1 000 . 0  
4 1 
- z - 1 000 . 0  
3 1 
- z - 1 000 . 0  
2 1 
- z - 1 000 . 0  
2 1 
- z - 1 000 . 0  
2 1 
- z  - 1 000 . 0  
3 1 
- z  = - 1 000 . 0  
5 1 
- z - 1 000 . 0  
5 1 
- z - 1 000 . 0  
5 1 
- z = - 1 00 0 . 0  
+x 40. 000 
+x = 43 . 000 
+x = 50. 000 
+x = 59. 1 00 
+x 68.200 
+x 77.374 
+x = 84 .374 
+x = 87.374 
+x = 96 . 374 
+x = 1 0 1 .37 
+x 1 25 . 37 
+x 1 30 . 37 
+x 139.37 
+x = 142.37 
+x = 1 49 .37 




















. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
. OOOOOE+OO +y = 
1 
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
1 000 . 0  
-y = - 1 000 . 0  
- y = - 1 000 . 0  
-y = - 1 000 . 0  
- y = - 1 000 . 0  
- y = - 1 000 . 0  
- y = - 1 000 . 0  
- y = - 1 000 . 0  
-y = - 1 000 . 0  
- y = - 1 000 . 0  
-y = - 1 000 . 0  
- y = - 1 000 . 0  
- y = - 1 000 . 0  
- y = - 1 000 . 0  
-y = - 1 000 . 0  
-y = - 1000 . 0  
- y = - 1 000 . 0  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
+ z  
0 1 7  cubo i d  
1 000 . 0  
0 1 8  cuboi d 
1 000 . 0  
0 1 9  cubo i d  
1 000 . 0  
0 2 0  cubo i d  
= 1 000 . 0  
0 2 1  cubo i d  
1 000 . 0  
- z = 
- z = 
- z  = 
- z 
- z = 
5 1 +x = 1 67 . 60 -x = .OOOOOE+OO +y = 1 000 . 0  
- 1 000 . 0  
5 1 +x = 1 76 . 75  - x = . OOOOOE+OO +y = 1 000 . 0  
- 1 000 . 0  
5 1 +x = 1 83 . 75  - x = . OOOOOE+OO +y = 1 000 . 0  
- 1 000 . 0  
5 1 +x = 1 86 . 75 - x = . OOOOOE+OO +y = 1 00 0 . 0  
- 1 000 . 0  
1 1 +x = 226 . 75 - x = . OOOOOE+OO +y = 1 000 . 0  
- 1 000 . 0  
benchmark problem 1 6- a 1  perturbed state k 1 6a 1 p1 
volumes for those uni ts ut i l i zed i n  th i s  prob l em  
geometry 
uni t reg i on reg i on vol ume  
1 1 1 1 .60000E+08 cm**3 
2 2 1 . 20000E+07 cm**3 
3 3 2 . 80000E+07 cm**3 
4 4 3 . 64000E+07 cm**3 
5 5 3 . 64000E+07 cm**3 
6 6 3 . 66960E+07 cm**3 
7 7 2 . 80000E+07 cm**3 
8 8 1 . 20000E+07 cm**3 
9 9 3 . 60000E+07 cm**3 
1 0  1 0  2 . 00000E+07 cm**3 
1 1  1 1  9 . 60000E+07 cm**3 
1 2  1 2  2 . 00000E+07 cm**3 
1 3  1 3  3 . 60000E+07 cm**3 
1 4  1 4  1 . 20000E+07 cm**3 
1 5  1 5  2 . 80000E+07 cm**3 
1 6  1 6  3 . 65040E+07 cm**3 
1 7  1 7  3 . 64000E+07 cm**3 
1 8  1 8  3 . 65920E+07 cm**3 
1 9  1 9  2 . 80000E+07 cm**3 
20 20 1 . 20000E+07 cm**3 
21 2 1  1 . 60000E+08 cm**3 
uni t  uses reg i on mi xture 









1 0  2 
1 1  2 
1 2  2 
13 3 
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-y = - 1 000 . 0  +z 
-y = - 1 000 . 0  +z 
-y = - 1 000 . 0  +z 
-y = - 1 000 . 0  +z 
-y = - 1 000 . 0  +z 
ci.J'Il.l lat i ve 
vo l ume  
1 . 60000E+08 cm**3 
1 . 72000E+08 cm**3 
2 . 00000E+08 cm**3 
2 .36400E+08 cm**3 
2 . 72800E+08 cm**3 
3 . 09496E+08 cm**3 
3 . 37496E+08 cm**3 
3 . 49496E+08 cm**3 
3 . 85496E+08 cm**3 
4 . 05496E+08 cm**3 
5 . 01 496E+08 cm**3 
5 . 21496E+08 cm**3 
5 . 57496E+08 cm**3 
5 .69496E+08 cm**3 
5 . 97496E+08 cm**3 
6 . 34000E+08 cm**3 
6 . 70400E+08 cm**3 
7 . 06992E+08 cm**3 
7 . 34992E+08 cm**3 
7 . 46992E+08 cm**3 
9 . 06992E+08 cm**3 
tota l vo lume 
1 . 60000E+08 cm**3 
1 . 20000E+07 cm**3 
2 . 80000E+07 cm**3 
3 . 64000E+07 cm**3 
3 . 64000E+07 cm**3 
3 . 66960E+07 cm**3 
2 .80000E+07 cm**3 
1 . 20000E+07 cm**3 
3 . 60000E+07 cm**3 
2 . 00000E+07 cm**3 
9 . 60000E+07 cm**3 
2 . 00000E+07 cm**3 
3 . 60000E+07 cm**3 
keno message number k5 - 1 23 
generat i ons . 
14 
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
19 
20 
















tota l vo l 1.111e 
3 . 20000E+08 cm**3 
1 .36000E+08 cm**3 
7 . 20000E+07 cm**3 
1 .89496E+08 cm**3 
1 .89496E+08 cm**3 
1 . 20000E+07 cm**3 
2 . 80000E+07 cm**3 
3 . 65040E+07 cm**3 
3 . 64000E+07 cm**3 
3 . 65920E+07 cm**3 
2 . 80000E+07 cm**3 
1 . 20000E+07 cm**3 
1 . 60000E+08 cm**3 
execut i on termi nated due to compl et i on of the spec i f i ed number of 
benchmark probl em  1 6- a 1  
l i fet i me = 6 . 92827E - 07 + or - 9 . 1 6060E - 1 0  
no . of i n i t i a l  
perturbed state k16a1p1 
genera t i on t i me = 3 . 79794E - 07 + or - 4 . 53918E - 1 0  
genera t i ons average 67 per cent 95 per cent 99 per cent 
s k i pped k- effec t i ve devi at i on conf i dence i nterva l conf i dence i nterva l conf i dence 
6 1 . 00 1 0 1  + or - . 00044 1 . 00058 to 1 . 00 1 45 1 . 00014 to 1 . 00 1 88  . 99970 to 1 . 00232 
7 1 . 00098 + or - . 00044 1 . 00055 to 1 . 00 1 42 1 . 0001 1 to 1 . 00186 . 99968 to 1 . 00229 
8 1 . 00 1 0 1  + or - . 00044 1 . 00057 to 1 . 00 1 44 1 . 00013 to 1 . 00 1 88 . 99969 to 1 . 00232 
9 1 . 00098 + or - . 00044 1 . 00054 to 1 . 00 1 42 1 . 0001 1  to 1 . 00 1 86 . 99967 to 1 . 00230 
1 0  1 . 00098 + or - . 00044 1 . 00054 to 1 . 00 1 42 1 . 0001 0 to 1 . 001 86  . 99966 t o  1 . 00230 
1 1  1 . 00 1 00 + or - . 00044 1 . 00056 to 1 . 001 44 1 . 0001 2  to 1 . 00 1 88 . 99968 to 1 . 00232 
1 2  1 . 00 1 00 + or - . 00044 1 . 00056 to 1 . 00 1 44 1 . 00012 to 1 . 00 1 89 . 99968 to 1 . 00233 
1 3  1 . 00 1 05 + or - . 00044 1 . 00061 to 1 . 00 1 49 1 . 00017 to 1 . 00 1 93 . 99973 to 1 . 00237 
1 4  1 . 00 1 05 + or - . 00044 1 . 00061 to 1 . 00 149 1 . 00017 to 1 . 00193 • 99973 to 1 • 00237 
1 5  1 . 00 1 00 + or - . 00044 1 . 00056 to 1 . 00 1 44 1 . 00012 to 1 . 00 1 88 . 99968 to 1 . 00232 
20 1 . 00096 + or - . 00044 1 . 0005 1 to 1 . 00140 1 . 00007 to 1 . 00 1 85 . 99962 to 1 . 00229 
25 1 . 00 1 04 + or - . 00045 1 . 00059 to 1 . 00 1 49 1 . 00014 to 1 . 00 1 94 . 99969 to 1 . 00239 
benchmark problem 1 6- a 1  
f l uxes for th i s  probl em 
perturbed state k16a 1 p1 
reg i on 1 regi on 2 reg i on 3 reg i on 4 reg i on 5 reg i on 6 
group f lux percent f l ux percent f l ux percent f l ux percent f l ux percent f l ux percent 
dev i at i on deviat i on devi at i on dev i at i on dev i at i on dev i a t i on 
1 4 . 53 1 E - 08 . 46 1 . 5 1 3E - 07 . 43 1 . 867E - 07 . 39 2 . 283E- 07 .35 2 . 549E - 07 . 34 2 . 559E - 07 . 30 
2 1 . 499E - 08 . 55 2 . 978E- 08 . 71 3 . 1 62E - 08 . 62 3 . 502E -08 .55 3 . 794E - 08 .56 3 . 772E -08 .53 
benchmark problem 1 6- a 1  perturbed state k16a 1 p1 
f l uxes for th i s  prob l em  
reg i on 7 reg i on 8 
group f l ux percent f l ux 
dev i a t i on 
1 2 . 368E- 07 . 29 2 . 1 34E - 07 
2 3 . 477E- 08 .54 3 . 1 13E - 08 
reg i on 9 reg i on 10 reg i on 
percent f lux percent f l ux percent f l ux 
de vi at i on devi at i on de vi at i on 
. 30 1 . 937E - 07 . 28 2 . 096E - 07 .30 2 . 228E - 07 
. 57 2.875E - 08 .55  3 . 068E - 08 . 58 3 . 273E- 08 
benchmark problem 1 6- a 1  
f l uxes f o r  th i s  prob l em  
perturbed state k16a1p1  
1 1  reg i on 1 2  
percent f l ux percent 
dev i a t i on dev i a t i on 
. 25 1 . 950E- 07 . 32 
. 44 2 . 848E- 08 . 59 
reg i on 1 3  regi on 14 reg i on 1 5  regi on 16 reg i on 1 7  reg i on 1 8  
g roup f lux percent f l ux percent f l ux percent f lux percent f l ux percent f l ux percent 
devi at i on dev i a t i on dev i at i on dev i at i on devi a t i on dev i a t i on 
1 1 . 739E - 07 . 32 1 .854E - 07 .35 1 .997E- 07 .36 2 . 088E - 07 . 38 2 . 038E- 07 .40 1 .8 1 3E- 07 . 4 1  
2 2 . 595E - 08 .59 2 . 743E- 08 .69 2 .927E- 08 . 62 3 . 089E - 08 .55  3 . 085E - 08 .61  2 . 825E- 08 .61  
benchmark problem 1 6- a 1  perturbed state k16a 1 p1 
f l uxes for th i s  probl em  
regi on 1 9  reg i on 20 reg i on 21 
g roup f l ux percent f l ux percent f l ux percent 
dev i a t i on dev i at i on deviat i on 
1 1 .494E - 07 . 45 1 . 237E -07 . 47 3 . 70 1 E - 08 . 5 0  
2 2. 562E - 08 . 67 2 . 449E -08 . 80 1 . 213E - 08 . 65 
*************************************************************************************************** 
congratul a t i ons ! you have successfu l l y t raversed the per i lous path through keno v i n  1 1 6 . 84550 
m i nutes 
*************************************************************************************************** 
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H.L. Dodds, Jr. (University of Tennessee, Knoxville) 
November, 1977 
Delayed Supercritical Transient; One-Dimensional, Two­
Group Neutron Transport Problem in a Fast Reactor 
Test transient one-dimensional neutron transport methods 
Figure C. 1 
Initial two-group constants are shown in Table C. l .  
Delayed neutron parameters, prompt and delayed spectra, 
and velocities are shown in Table C.2.  
Reduction of Source Situation: 
1 .  One-dimensional (slab) , two-group neutron transport theory 
2.  Isotropic scattering 
3 .  Zero return current boundary conditions on external surfaces 
4.  Steady-state initial conditions 
5 .  Six delayed neutron precursor groups 
Initiating Perturbation: At time = 0.0 sec, the density of the material in Zone 2 is 
increased be 5 %  and the density in Zone 6 is decreased by 
5 %  resulting in a step insertion of reactivity at t = 0.0 sec. 
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Vacuum 
Note: All Dimensions are in Centimeters 
Figure C . l :  Schematic Diagram of Benchmark Problem 16-A1 
Table C . 1 :  Benchmark Problem 16-A1 Initial Two-Group Data 
Zone Group v'E/ L, i  t 'J:, M  s 
1 ,7 1 8 .344lxl04 2 . 4 1 1x10-1 2 . 336x l 0-1 
2 3.2776xl04 4 . 172xl0-1 4 .070xl0-1 
2,4,6 1 7.45 1 8x l 0-3 1 . 849x l0-1 1 .777xl 0-1 
2 1 . 1061xl0-2 3 . 668x l 0-1 3.537xl 0-1 
3 ,5  1 0.0 9.432x10-2 8.571x10-2 
2 0 .0  1 . 876x10-1 1 .  7 13x l0-1 
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Vacuum 
r, i-.i  8 
3 . 598xl0-3 
0.0 




Table C.2:  Benchmark Problem 1 6-A1 Delayed Neutron Parameters• 
Delayed Neutron Delayed Neutron Decay Constant, 
Group Fraction, {3 A. 
1 8. 10x10-5 1 .29x1 0-2 
2 6. 87xl04 3 . 1 l xi0-2 
3 6. 12xl04 1 . 34xl 0-1 
4 1 . 14xi0-3 3 .3 1xl0-1 
5 5 . 12x104 1 .26 
6 1 .  70xl04 3 . 2 1  
•Prompt and delayed neutron spectra are identical with x1 = 1 . 0  and x2
=0.0.  
Also, llv1 = 1 . 851xi0-
9 sec/em and l lv
2 
= 1 .088xi0-8 sec/em. 
Expected Primary Results: 
1 .  Initial k-eff and initial scalar flux distribution for each group. 
2 .  Convergence requirements on flux (and eigenvalue) if  an iterative solution is  used. 
3 .  Total reactor power versus time (normalized so that total power = 1 .0 MW at t = 
0.0) .  
4 .  Time-dependent group flux distributions. 
5 .  Sensitivity of results to time step size. 
6 .  CPU time, I/0 time, and core storage requirements. 
Possible Additional Results: 
7. Zone-averaged power fractions versus time. 
8 .  Sensitivity of results to spatial mesh size. 
9 .  Sensitivity of results to angular quadrature (if discrete ordinates method) . 
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The initial configuration is made critical by dividing the production cross sections 
by k-eff, and the initial precursor concentrations are in equilibrium with the initial critical 
flux distribution. 
Based on preliminary static k -eff calculations of the initial critical configuration 
using ANISN32, an S4 quadrature with 1 14 spatial intervals (as defined in Tables C . 3  and 
C . 4) is a sufficiently accurate representation for the angular and spatial discretization. 
Specifically, by using a finer spatial mesh (i.e. , 228 intervals) , k-eff changed by 0.0001 
and using an S8 ans S16 quadrature, k-eff changed by 0.0003 and 0.0003 , respectively. 
Therefore, it is suggested that the "Expected Primary Results" given above be obtained 
initially using the discretization indicated in Tables C . 3  and C . 4  if the conventional 
discrete ordinates method is used. 
Table C . 3 :  S 4  Angular Quadrature 
Cosine (p,) 
-1 .0  
-0.788675 










Table C.4:  Spatial Mesh 


















H.L. Dodds, Jr. (University of Tennessee, Knoxville) 
November, 1977 
Prompt Supercritical Transient; One-Dimensional, Two­
Group Neutron Transport Problem in a Fast Reactor 
Test transient one-dimensional neutron transport methods 
Same as Problem 1 6-A1 
Same as Problem 16-A1 
Reduction of Source Situation: 
1 .  One-dimensional (slab) , two-group neutron transport theory 
2 .  Isotropic scattering 
3 .  Zero return current boundary conditions on external surfaces 
4. Steady-state initial conditions 
5 .  Six delayed neutron precursor groups 
Initiating Perturbation: At time = 0.0 sec, the density of the material in Zone 2 is 
increased be 10% and the density in Zone 6 is decreased by 











H.L. Dodds, Jr. (University of Tennessee, Knoxville) 
November, 1977 
Transient Initially Prompt Supercritical, then Subcritical; 
One-Dimensional, Two-Group Neutron Transport Problem 
in a Fast Reactor 
Same as Problem 16-A1 
Same as Problem 16-Al 
Same as Problem 1 6-A1 
Reduction of Source Situation: 
1 .  One-dimensional (slab) , two-group neutron transport theory 
2 .  Isotropic scattering 
3 .  Zero return current boundary conditions on external surfaces 
4.  Steady-state initial conditions 
5 .  Six delayed neutron precursor groups 
Initiating Perturbation: At time = 0.0 sec, the material in Zone 5 is changed from 
a mixture of sodium and control rod materials to 1 00 %  
sodium (i.e. , control rod bank ejection) . Then, at t=O.OOOl 
sec, the material in Zone 3 is changed from a mixture of 
sodium and control rod materials to 1 00 %  control rod 
material (i. e. ,  full insertion of the control rod bank) . The 
cross sections for sodium and for the control rod material 
are shown in Table C.5 .  
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Table C.5 :  Two-Group Constants for Sodium and Control Rod Materials 
Material Energy Group E i t E i-+i s E i-.i  s 
Sodium 1 6. 830xl0-2 6.3293xl0-2 1 .294xl0-3 
2 1 .257x10-1 1 .21099xl0-1 0.0 
Control Rod 1 1 . 795x10-1 1 .59078x l0-1 3. 101xl0-3 











H.L. Dodds, Jr. (University of Tennessee, Knoxville) 
May, 1978 
Material Motion Transient Initially Prompt Supercritical 
(Step Perturbation) , then Subcritical (Ramp Perturbation) ; 
One-Dimensional, Two-Group Neutron Transport Problem 
in a Fast Reactor 
Same as Problem 16-A1 
Same as Problem 16-A1 
Same as Problem 16-A1 
Reduction of Source Situation: 
1 .  One-dimensional (slab) , two-group neutron transport theory 
2 .  Isotropic scattering 
3 .  Zero return current boundary conditions on external surfaces 
4 .  Steady-state initial conditions 
5 .  Six delayed neutron precursor groups 
Initiating Perturbation: At time = 0.0 sec, the mixture of sodium and control rod 
material in Zone 5 is changed (a decrease in rod material 
and an increase in sodium) resulting in the cross sections for 
Zone 5 at t=O.O sec given in Table C.6 .  In addition, for 
the time interval between t = 0.0 sec and t = 0.5 sec, the 
densities of the materials in Zones 1 ,  2 ,  4 ,  6, and 7 are 
changed linearly (i.e. , materials motion) resulting in final 
cross sections for each zone at t = 0 .5  sec as shown in 
Table C.7.  
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Table C . 6: Two-Group Constants for Step Perturbation in Zone 5 
Energy Group .r; i t .r; i-i s .r; i-<o:i  s 
1 9.05399xl0-2 8 .24499xl0-2 1 . 6550x10-3 
2 1 .  7860x10-1 1 . 640xl0-1 0.0 
Table C.  7:  Two-Group Constants for Ramp Perturbations 
Zone Group vi:/ .r; i t .r; i-i  s 
1 1 1 .  71696xl0-3 2 . 62999xl0-1 2 .54691x10-1 
2 1 .  63779x 10-3 4. 60642xl0-1 4. 48897x1 0-1 
2 1 6. 70661xl0-3 1 . 6641x1o-1 1 .5994x1 0-1 
2 9 .95507x10-3 3 . 3012x10-1 3 . 1 8349xl0-1 
4,6 1 2 .  98072xl0-3 7. 39599x10-2 7. 10843xl0-2 
2 4.42448x10-3 1 .4672x1 0-1 1 .4 1488xl0-1 
7 1 9 .93014x10-3 4. 6679 1x10-1 4. 50559xl0-1 
2 1 . 38292xl0-2 8 . 64919xl0-1 8. 38759xl0-1 
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.r; i-<o:i  s 
3. 8449xl0-3 
0.0 













Problem 16-A 7 
16-A7 
H.L. Dodds, Jr. (University of Tennessee, Knoxville) 
May, 1978 
Material Motion Transient Initially Prompt Supercritical 
(Step Perturbation) ,  then Subcritical (Step Perturbation) ; 
One-Dimensional Two-Group Neutron Transport Problem 
in a Fast Reactor 
Same as Problem 16-A1 
Same as Problem 16-A1 
Same as Problem 1 6-A1 
Reduction of Source Situation: 
1 .  One-dimensional (slab) , two-group neutron transport theory 
2 .  Isotropic scattering 
3 .  Zero return current boundary conditions on external surfaces 
4. Steady-state initial conditions 
5 .  Six delayed neutron precursor groups 
Initiating Perturbation: This perturbation is identical to the perturbation for Problem 
16-A6 except for the ramp representing material motion. 
Specifically, the ramp between 0.0 sec and 0.5 sec is 
replaced by a step which occurs at t = 0.01  sec. The 
magnitude of this step change at t = 0.01  sec is determined 











S .  Langenbuch (GRS-Munich) 
W. Werner (GRS-Munich) 
June, 1976 
Super Prompt-critical Transient; Three-dimensional, Two­
group Neutron Diffusion Problem, with Adiabatic Heatup 
and Doppler Feedback in a Thermal Reactor 
Test 3-D Neutron Kinetics Solution, Especially for Coarse 
Mesh Methods 
Figure C.2 and C . 3  
Initial two-group constants are shown i n  Table C . 8 .  
Delayed neutron parameters, prompt and delayed spectra, 
and velocities are shown in Table C . 9 .  
Reduction of Source Situation: 
1 .  Three-dimensional (x-y-z) , two-group diffusion theory 
2. Two delayed neutron precursor groups 
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15 75 105 135 165 
Figure C . 3 :  Reactor Vertical Cross Section for Benchmark 14-A2 
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Table C . 8 :  Benchmark Problem 14-A2 Delayed Neutron Parametersa 
Delayed Neutron Delayed Neutron Decay Constant, 
Group Fraction, {3 A 
1 5 .40xl 0-3 6. 54x10-3 
2 1 . 087xl 0-3 1 . 35 
aPrompt and delayed neutron spectra are identical with x1 = 1 .0 and x2 =0.0.  
Also, l lv1 = 3 . 333x10-
6 sec/em and llv2 = 3 . 333x10
4 sec/em. 
Table C.9:  Benchmark Problem 14-A2 Initial Two-Group Data 
Zone Material Group D. I 
I; i  
• vi:/ 
1 Fuel 1 with 1 1 . 255 8 .252xl0-3 4 . 602xl 0-3 
rod 2 0.2 1 1 1 .003x10-1 1 .091x10-1 
2 Fuel 2 1 1 .268 7. 1 8 1x10-3 4. 609x1 0-3 
without rod 2 0. 1902 7.047x10-2 8. 675x10-2 
3 Fuel 2 1 1 .259 8 .002x 10-3 4 . 663x l 0-3 
with rod 2 0.209 1 8 . 344xl 0-2 1 .021x10-1 
4 Fuel 2 1 1 . 259 8.002x 10-3 4. 663x10-3 
without rod 2 0.209 1 7. 332xi0-2 1 .02 1xi0-1 
5 Reflector 1 1 .257 6.034xl 04 0.0  
2 0. 1592 1 . 9 1 1x10-2 0.0 
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I: 1 ... 2 s 
2.533x10-2 
2 .767x10-2 
2 .61 7x10-2 
2 .617x l0-2 
4.754xi0-2 
4 .  Doppler feedback: 
�a (x,t) = �a (x,t=O) [ 1  + y(JT(i,t) - /fj] 
1 I V _.. O 
5 .  Power: 
Data for feedback model: 
a = 3 . 83 X w-u K cm3 conversion factor 
"' = 3 . 034 x w-3 K112 feedback constant 
E = 3 .204 X w-ll w sec I fission energy conversion factor 
Initiating Perturbation: 
The initial configuration is made critical by dividing the production cross sections by �ff· 
The initial flux distribution is normalized such that the average power density is: 
Further, the initial precursor concentrations are in equilibrium with the initial critical flux 
distribution. Finally, the initial temperature is 300K. 
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Cross Section Perturbation: 
where, t = time (sec) . 
= 1 - 0.0606184!  t ::; 2  
0.878763 1 t �2 
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Appendix D: Description of Mesh Intervals 
The number of mesh intervals for Benchmark Problems 1 6-A 1 ,  1 6-A2, and 1 6-A3 
are 2 1 ,  32, and 29, respectively. The mesh intervals are defined in detail in Tables D . 1 ,  
D.2,  and D . 3  as x-dimensions since these problems are one-dimensional. Note that the 
x -dimensions are given as ranges so that the top and bottom numbers correspond to 
starting and ending points for each mesh interval, respectively. Similar information for 
Benchmark Problems 16-A6 and 16-A 7 (36 intervals each) is presented in Table D.4 .  
Note that the y and z dimensions are ± 1000.0 em for each of  the Benchmark 16 
problems. Also given in the tables is the reactor zone (refer to Figure 3 on page 25) 
corresponding to each mesh interval. 
The 2 1 7  mesh intervals for Benchmark Problem 14-A2 are given in Table D.5 as 
x-dimensions, y-dimensions, and z-dimensions since the problem is three-dimensional. 
Note that the dimensions are given as ranges so that the top and bottom numbers 
correspond to starting and ending points for each mesh interval, respectively. Also given 
in Table D . 5  is the reactor zone (refer to Figures 1 1  and 12 on pages 39 and 40) 
corresponding to each mesh interval. 
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Table D . 1 :  Mesh Intervals for Benchmark Problem 1 6-A1 
Mesh Interval x-dimension (em) 
1 0.0 
40.0 
2 40.0  
43.0 








7 77. 374 
84. 374 
8 84. 374 
87. 374 
9 87. 374 
96. 374 
10 96. 374 
101 . 374 
1 1  101 . 374 
125 . 374 




14 139. 374 
142. 374 





























2 1  1 86.748 
226 . 748 
Table D.2:  Mesh Intervals for Benchmark Problem 1 6-A2 
Mesh Interval x-dimension (em) 
1 0.0 
5.0 






























9 68.2 2 
77.374 
10 77. 374 2 
84. 374 
1 1  84. 374 2 
87. 374 
12 87. 374 3 
89. 374 
13 89. 374 3 
94. 374 
14 94. 374 3 
96. 374 
15 96. 374 4 
101 . 374 
16 1 0 1 . 374 4 
1 13 .374 
17 1 13 .374 4 
125. 374 
1 8  125 . 374 4 
130.374 
19 130. 374 5 
1 32. 374 
20 132.374 5 
137.374 
2 1  137. 374 5 
139.374 
22 139. 374 6 
142. 374 
23 142. 374 6 
149. 374 
24 149.374 6 
158.5 
25 158.5 6 
167.6 
176 
26 1 67 . 6  
176.748 




29 1 86.748 
19 1 . 748 
30 19 1 . 748 
206.748 
3 1  206.748 
22 1 . 748 
32 22 1 .748 
226. 748 
Table D . 3 :  Mesh Intervals for Benchmark Problem 16-A3 








45 .0  
5 45 .0  
55 .0  
6 55. 0  
72. 374 


















8 82. 374 2 
87. 374 
9 87. 374 3 
88. 374 
10 88. 374 3 
90. 374 
1 1  90. 374 3 
93. 374 
12 93 . 374 3 
95. 374 
13 95. 374 3 
96. 374 
14 96. 374 4 
101 . 374 
15  1 0 1 . 374 4 
125. 374 
16 125 .374 4 
130. 374 
17 130. 374 5 
1 3 1 . 374 
1 8  1 3 1 . 374 5 
133.374 
19 133 .374 5 
136.374 
20 136. 374 5 
138. 374 
2 1  138.374 5 
139. 374 
22 139. 374 6 
144. 374 
23 144. 374 6 
154. 374 
24 154. 374 6 
171 . 748 
178 
25 171 . 748 6 
1 8 1 . 748 
26 1 8 1 . 748 6 
1 86.748 
27 1 86.748 7 
196.748 
28 196.748 7 
216.748 
29 216. 748 7 
226.748 
Table D.4:  Mesh Intervals for Benchmark Problems 16-A6 and 1 6-A7 
Mesh Interval x-dimension (em) Zone 
1 0.0 1 
5 .0  
2 5 . 0  1 
10.0 
3 10.0 1 
20.0 
4 20.0 1 
30.0 
5 30.0 1 
35 .0 
6 35 .0  1 
40.0 
7 40. 0  2 
43 .0  
8 43 .0  2 
50.0 
9 50.0 2 
59 . 1  
179 
10 59. 1 2 
68.2  
1 1  68 .2  2 
77.374 
12 77. 374 2 
84. 374 
1 3  84. 374 2 
87. 374 
1 4  87.374 3 
96. 374 
15  96. 374 4 
101 . 374 
1 6  101 . 374 4 
106. 374 
1 7  106. 374 4 
1 15 .374 
1 8  1 15 . 374 4 
125 . 374 
19 125 . 374 4 
130. 374 
20 130. 374 5 
1 3 1 . 374 
2 1  1 3 1 . 374 5 
134. 374 
22 134. 374 5 
138 . 374 
23 138.374 5 
139. 374 
24 139. 374 6 
142. 374 
25 142. 374 6 
149. 374 











3 1  1 86.748 
191 . 748 




34 206. 748 
216.748 
35 2 16.748 
22 1 . 748 
36 22 1 . 748 
226.748 
Table D . 5 :  Mesh Intervals for Benchmark Problem 14-A2 
Mesh Interval x -dimensions y-dimensions z-dimensions 
(em) (em) (em) 
1 0.0 0.0 30. 0  
15 .0  15 .0  80. 0  
2 15 .0 0.0 30.0 
75 .0 15.0 80.0  
3 75 .0  0 .0  30.0 
105 .0 15.0 80.0 
4 105.0 0.0 30.0 
135.0  15.0 80.0  
















5 0.0 15 .0 30.0 1 
75 .0  45.0  80. 0  
6 75 .0  15 .0 30.0 1 
105.0  45 .0  80. 0  
7 105.0 15 .0 30.0 3 
135.0 45 .0 80. 0  
8 0.0 45 .0  30.0 1 
75 .0  65 .0 80.0 
9 75 .0  45 .0  30.0 1 
105.0 65 .0  80.0 
10 105.0 45 .0 30.0 3 
135 . 0  65 .0  80.0 
1 1  0.0 60.0 30.0 1 
60.0 75 .0  80.0 
12 60.0 60.0 30. 0  1 
90.0 75 .0 80. 0  
1 3  90.0 60.0 30.0 1 
105.0  75 .0  80.0 
14 105 .0 60.0 30.0 3 
135 .0 75 .0 80.0 
15 0 .0  75 .0  30.0 2 
15 .0 90.0 80.0 
16 15 .0 75 .0  30.0 1 
45 .0  90.0 80.0 
17 45 .0 75 .0  30.0 1 
75 .0 90.0 80. 0  
1 8  75 . 0  75 .0  30.0 ,., ""' 
90.0 90.0 80.0 
19 90.0 75 .0  30. 0  2 
105 .0 90.0 80.0 
20 105.0 75 .0  30.0 3 
120.0 90.0 80. 0  
2 1  120.0 75 .0 30.0 3 
135 .0 90.0 80.0 
1 82 
22 0.0 90.0 30.0 2 
15 .0 105 . 0  80.0 
23 15 .0  90.0 30. 0  1 
45 .0  105.0 80.0 
24 45 . 0  90.0 30.0 1 
75 .0  105.0 80. 0  
25 75 .0  90.0 30.0 2 
90. 0  105 . 0  80.0 
26 90.0 90. 0 30. 0  2 
105.0 105.0 80.0 
27 105.0 90.0 30.0 3 
120.0 105.0 80. 0 
28 120.0 90.0 30. 0  3 
135 .0 105.0 80. 0  
29 0.0 105.0 30.0 3 
60.0 120.0 80.0 
30 60.0 105.0 30. 0  3 
90. 0  120.0 80. 0  
3 1  90.0 105 . 0  30. 0  3 
105.0  120.0 80.0 
32 105 . 0  105 . 0  30.0 4 
120.0 120.0 80.0 
33 120.0 105.0 30.0 5 
135 .0 120.0 80. 0 
34 0.0 120.0 30.0 3 
75 .0 135.0  80. 0  
35 75 .0 120.0 30. 0  3 
105 .0  135 . 0  80. 0  
36 105 .0 120.0 30.0 5 
135.0 135.0  80. 0 
37 0.0 0.0 80. 0 ') .... 
15 .0  15 .0  130.0 
38 15 .0 0.0 80.0 1 
75 .0 15 .0  130.0 
183 
39 75 .0 0 .0  80.0 2 
105.0 15 .0 130.0 
40 105 .0 0.0 80.0 3 
135.0 15 .0 1 30.0 
4 1  0.0 15 .0 80.0  1 
75 .0  45 .0  130.0 
42 75 .0 15.0 80.0 1 
105.0 45 .0  130.0 
43 105.0 15 .0 80. 0  3 
1 35 . 0  45. 0  130.0 
44 0.0 45 .0  80.0 1 
75 .0  60.0 1 30.0 
45 75 .0  45 .0  80.0 1 
105 . 0  60. 0  130.0 
46 105.0 45 .0  80.0 3 
135 .0 60.0 130.0 
47 0 .0  60.0 80.0 1 
60.0 75 .0 130.0 
48 60.0 60.0 80.0 1 
90.0 75 .0 130.0 
49 90.0 60.0 80.0 1 
105.0  75 .0  130.0 
50 105.0 60.0 80.0 3 
1 35.0  75 .0 130.0 
5 1  0 .0  75 . 0  80.0 2 
15 .0 90.0 130.0 
52 15.0 75 .0  80.0 1 
45 .0  90.0 130.0 
53 45 .0  75 .0  80. 0  1 
75 .0  90.0 130.0 
54 75 .0 75 .0 80. 0 2 
90.0 90.0 130.0 
55 90.0 75 .0 80. 0  2 
105.0 90.0 130.0 
184 
56 105.0 75 .0  80.0 3 
120.0 90.0 1 30.0 
57 120.0 75 .0  80.0 3 
135.0  90.0 130.0 
58 0.0 90.0 80.0 2 
15 .0 105 . 0  130.0 
59 15.0 90.0 80.0 1 
45.0  105 . 0  130.0 
60 45 .0  90.0 80.0 1 
75 .0  105.0 130.0 
6 1  75 .0 90.0 80.0 2 
90. 0 105 . 0  1 30.0 
62 90.0 90.0 80. 0  2 
105.0 105 . 0  130.0 
63 105.0 90.0 80.0 3 
120.0 105.0 130.0 
64 120.0 90. 0 80. 0 3 
135 . 0  105 . 0  130.0 
65 0.0 105.0 80.0 3 
60. 0  120.0 130.0 
66 60.0 105.0 80.0 3 
90.0 120.0 130.0 
67 90.0 105.0 80.0 3 
105.0  120.0 130.0 
68 105.0 105 . 0  80.0 4 
120.0 120.0 130.0 
69 120.0 105 . 0  80.0 5 
135.0  120.0 130.0 
70 0.0 120.0 80.0 3 
75 .0 135.0  130.0 
71 75 .0 120.0 80.0 3 
105.0  135.0  130.0 
72 105.0 120.0 80.0 5 
1 35.0  135.0  130.0 
185 
73 0.0 0.0 1 30.0 2 
15 .0 15 . 0  1 80.0 
74 15.0 0.0 130.0 1 
75 .0  15 .0  1 80.0 
75 75 .0 0.0 130.0 2 
1 05.0 15 .0 1 80.0 
76 105.0 0.0 1 30.0 3 
1 35.0  15 .0 1 80.0 
77 0.0 15 .0 130.0 1 
75 .0  45 .0  1 80.0 
78 75 .0 15 .0 130.0 1 
105.0 45 .0  1 80.0 
79 105.0 15 .0 130.0 3 
135 .0 45 .0  1 80.0 
80 0.0 45 .0  1 30.0 1 
75 .0 60.0 1 80.0 
8 1  75 .0 45 .0  130.0 1 
105.0 60.0 1 80.0 
82 105.0 45.0  130.0 3 
135.0 60.0 1 80.0 
83 0.0 60.0 1 30.0 1 
60.0 75 .0 180.0 
84 60.0 60.0 130.0 1 
90.0 75 .0  1 80.0 
85 90.0 60.0 130.0 1 
105.0 75 .0  1 80.0 
86 105.0 60.0 130.0 3 
135.0 75 .0  1 80.0 
87 0.0 75 .0  130.0 2 
15 .0 90.0 1 80.0 
88 15 .0 75 .0 130.0 1 
45 .0  90.0 180.0 
89 45 .0  75 .0 1 30.0 1 
75 .0  90.0 1 80.0 
1 86 
90 75 .0 75 .0 130.0 2 
90.0 90. 0  1 80.0 
9 1  90.0 75.0  130.0 2 
105.0 90.0 1 80.0 
92 105.0 75.0  130.0 3 
120.0 90.0 1 80.0 
93 120.0 75. 0  130.0 3 
135.0 90.0 1 80.0 
94 0.0 90.0  1 30.0 ") .., 
15.0 105 . 0  1 80.0 
95 15 .0 90.0 130.0 1 
45 .0  105 . 0  1 80.0 
96 45 .0  90.0 1 30.0 1 
75 .0  105 .0 1 80.0 
97 75. 0  90.0 1 30.0 2 
90.0 105 . 0  1 80.0 
98 90. 0 90.0 1 30.0 2 
105.0 105 .0 1 80.0 
99 105.0 90.0 1 30.0 3 
120.0 105 . 0  1 80.0 
100 120.0 90.0 1 30.0 3 
1 35.0 105 . 0  1 80.0 
101 0.0 105 . 0  130.0  3 
60.0 120.0 1 80.0 
102 60.0  105 . 0  130.0 3 
90.0 120.0 1 80.0 
103 90.0  105.0 1 30.0 3 
105.0 120.0 1 80.0 
104 105.0 105 . 0  1 30.0 4 
120.0 120.0 1 80.0 
105 120.0 105.0 1 30.0 5 
135.0 120.0 1 80.0 
106 0.0 120.0 1 30.0 3 
75 .0  135 .0 1 80.0 
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107 75 .0 120.0 130.0 3 
105.0  135 .0  1 80.0 
108 105.0 120.0 130.0 5 
135.0  135 . 0  1 80.0 
109 0.0 0.0 1 80.0 2 
15 .0 15 .0 230.0 
1 10 15 .0  0 .0  1 80.0 1 
75 .0  15 .0  230.0 
1 1 1  75 .0 0.0 1 80.0 2 
105.0 15 .0  230.0 
1 12 105.0 0.0 1 80.0 3 
1 35.0  15 .0  230.0 
1 13 0.0 15.0 1 80.0 1 
75 .0  45 .0  230.0 
1 14 75 .0  15 .0 1 80.0 1 
105.0  45 .0  230.0 
1 15 105 . 0  1 5 . 0  1 80.0 3 
1 35.0  45 .0  230.0 
1 16 0.0 45 .0  1 80.0 1 
75 .0 60.0 230.0 
1 17 75 .0  45 .0 1 80.0 1 
105 . 0  60.0 230.0 
1 1 8  105 . 0  45 .0  1 80.0 3 
135.0  60.0 230.0 
1 19 0.0 60.0 1 80.0 1 
60.0 75 .0  230.0 
120 60.0 60.0 1 80.0 1 
90.0 75 .0  230.0 
121 90.0 60.0 1 80.0 1 
105 . 0  75 .0  230.0 
122 105 . 0  60.0 1 80.0 3 
135 . 0  75 .0 230.0 
123 0.0 75 .0  1 80.0 2 
15.0 90.0 230.0 
188 
124 15.0 75 .0  1 80.0 1 
45 .0 90. 0  230.0 
125 45 .0 75 .0  1 80.0 1 
75.0  90. 0  230.0 
126 75 .0  75 .0  1 80.0 2 
90.0 90. 0  230.0 
127 90.0 75 .0  1 80.0 2 
105 . 0  90.0 230.0 
128 105.0 75 .0  1 80.0 3 
120.0 90.0 230.0 
129 120.0 75 .0  1 80.0 3 
135 .0 90.0 230.0 
1 30 0 .0  90.0 1 80.0 2 
15 .0  105 .0 230.0 
131  15 .0  90.0 1 80.0 1 
45 .0  105 . 0  230.0 
132 45 .0  90.0 1 80.0 1 
75 .0 105 . 0  230.0 
133 75 .0  90.0 1 80.0 2 
90.0 105 . 0  230.0 
134 90.0 90. 0  1 80.0 2 
105 .0 105 . 0  230.0 
1 35 105.0 90.0 1 80.0 3 
120.0 105 . 0  230.0 
136 120.0 90.0 1 80.0 3 
135.0 105 . 0  230.0 
137 0.0 105 . 0  1 80.0 3 
60.0 120.0 230. 0 
1 38 60.0 105.0 180.0 3 
90.0 120.0 230.0 
1 39 90.0 105 .0 180.0 3 
105 .0 120.0 230.0 
140 105.0 105 . 0  180.0 4 
120.0 120.0 230.0 
1 89 
141  120.0 105 . 0  1 80.0 5 
135 .0 120.0 230.0 
142 0 .0  120.0 1 80.0 3 
75. 0  135 . 0  230.0 
143 75 . 0  120.0 1 80.0 3 
105.0  135 . 0  230.0 
1 44 105 .0 120.0 1 80.0 5 
1 35.0  1 35 . 0  230.0 
145 0.0 0.0 230.0 2 
15 .0  15 .0  280.0 
146 15 .0  0 .0  230.0 1 
75 .0  15 .0 280.0 
147 75. 0  0.0 230.0 2 
105 .0 15 .0 280.0 
148 105 .0 0.0 230.0 3 
135 . 0  1 5 . 0  280.0 
149 0 .0  15 .0 230.0 1 
75 .0  45 .0 280.0 
150 75 . 0  15 .0 230.0 1 
105 .0 45 .0  280.0 
15 1 105.0  15 .0  230.0 3 
135.0 45 .0  280.0 
152 0 .0  45 .0 230.0 1 
75 . 0  60.0 280.0 
153 75 .0  45 .0  230.0 1 
105.0  60.0 280.0 
154 105.0 45 .0  230.0 3 
135 .0 60.0 280.0 
155 0.0 60.0 230.0 1 
60.0 75 .0 280.0 
156 60.0 60.0 230.0 1 
90.0 75 . 0  280.0 
157 90.0 60.0 230.0 1 
105 .0 75 .0 280.0 
190 
158 105 .0 60.0 230.0 3 
135 . 0  75 .0  280.0 
159 0 .0  75 .0  230. 0  2 
15 .0  90.0 280.0 
1 60 15 .0  75 .0 230.0 1 
45 .0  90.0 280.0 
1 6 1  45 . 0  75 .0  230.0 1 
75 .0  90. 0 280.0 
1 62 75 . 0  75 .0  230.0 2 
90. 0 90.0 280.0 
1 63 90. 0  75 .0  230.0 2 
105 .0 90.0 280.0 
1 64 105 . 0  75.0  230.0 3 
120.0 90.0 280.0 
1 65 120.0 75 .0 230.0 3 
135 .0  90.0 280.0 
1 66 0.0 90.0 230.0 2 
15 .0 105 . 0  280.0 
1 67 15 .0  90.0 230.0 1 
45 .0  105.0 280.0 
1 68 45 .0  90.0 230.0 1 
75 .0  105 . 0  280.0 
1 69 75 .0  90.0 230.0 2 
90.0 105 . 0  280.0 
170 90.0 90.0 230.0 2 
105 . 0  105 . 0  280.0 
171 105 . 0  90.0 230.0 3 
120.0 105.0 280.0 
1 72 120.0 90.0 230.0 3 
135 .0 105.0 280.0 
1 73 0.0 105 . 0  230.0 3 
60.0 120.0 280.0 
174 60.0 105 .0 230.0 3 
90.0 120.0 280.0 
191  
1 75 90.0 105 . 0  230.0 3 
105.0 120.0 280.0 
1 76 105.0 105 . 0  230.0 4 
120.0 120.0 280.0 
177 120.0 105 . 0  230.0 5 
135.0 120.0 280.0 
178 0.0 120.0 230.0 3 
75.0  135 . 0  280.0 
179 75 .0 120.0 230.0 3 
105.0 135 . 0  280.0 
1 80 105.0 120.0 230.0 5 
135.0 135 . 0  280.0 
1 8 1  0.0 0.0 280.0 2 
15.0 15 .0 330.0 
1 82 15.0 0.0 280.0 1 
75 .0 15 .0 330.0 
1 83 75 .0 0.0 280.0 2 
105.0 15 .0 330.0 
1 84 105.0 0.0 280.0 3 
1 35.0 15 .0  330.0 
1 85 0.0 15 .0  280.0 1 
75 .0 45 .0  330.0 
1 86 75 .0 15 .0  280.0 1 
105.0 45 .0  330.0 
1 87 105.0 15 .0 280.0 3 
135.0 45 .0 330.0 
1 88 0.0 45 .0  280.0 1 
75 .0 60.0 330.0 
1 89 75 .0 45 .0  280.0 1 
105.0 60.0 330.0 
190 105.0 45 .0  280.0 3 
1 35.0 60.0 330.0 
1 9 1  0.0 60.0 280.0 1 
60.0 75 .0  330.0 
192 
1 92 60.0 60.0 280.0 1 
90.0 75 . 0  330.0 
193 90.0 60.0 280.0 1 
105.0  75 .0  330.0 
194 105.0 60.0 280.0 3 
135.0  75 .0  330.0 
195 0.0 75. 0  280.0 2 
15 .0 90.0 330.0 
196 15.0 75 .0  280.0 1 
45 .0  90.0 330.0 
197 45 .0 75 .0  280.0 1 
75 .0  90.0 330. 0  
198 75 .0  75 .0  280.0 2 
90.0 90.0 330.0 
1 99 90.0 75 .0  280.0 2 
105 . 0  90.0 330.0 
200 105 . 0  75 .0  280.0 3 
120.0 90.0 330.0 
201 120.0 75 .0  280.0 3 
135.0  90.0 330.0 
202 0.0 90.0 280.0 2 
15 .0 105 .0 330.0 
203 15.0 90.0 280.0 1 
45 .0 105 . 0  330.0 
204 45 .0 90.0 280.0 1 
75.0  105.0 330.0 
205 75 .0 90.0 280.0 2 
90.0 105 . 0  330.0 
206 90.0 90.0 280.0 2 
105 . 0  105 . 0  330.0 
207 105 . 0  90.0 280.0 3 
120.0 105 . 0  330.0 
208 120.0 90.0 280.0 3 
135.0  105 . 0  330.0 
193 
209 0.0 105 . 0  280.0 3 
60.0 120.0 330.0 
2 10 60.0 105 . 0  280.0 3 
90.0 120.0 330.0 
2 1 1  90.0 105 . 0  280.0 3 
105 . 0  120.0 330.0 
2 12 105 . 0  105 . 0  280.0 4 
120.0 120.0 330.0 
2 1 3  120.0 105 .0 280.0 5 
135.0 120.0 330.0 
214 0.0 120.0 280.0 3 
75 .0  1 35 . 0  330.0 
2 15 75 .0 120.0 280.0 3 
105 . 0  1 35 . 0  330.0 
2 1 6  105.0 120.0 280.0 5 
135 .0 1 35 .0 330.0 
2 1 7  135 . 0  135.0 0.0 5 
165.0 1 65 .0 360.0 
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